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Abstract
In recent years, software systems have become increasingly omnipresent. Especially since
the Internet of Things is spreading into the everyday life of millions of people. However, these
systems often fail to satisfy the requirements of the users, both in terms of functionality and
performance. Hence, in order to increase user satisfaction, it is essential to perform a rigorous
quality-assurance process, most importantly in the form of software testing.
A testing technique that became popular in recent years is property-based testing. This
technique relies on randomly generated test data in order to check if functions- or systemsunder-test work as expected. Moreover, it can perform a test-case generation that is based
on a behavioural model of a system. The definition of such a model normally requires a
high manual effort. To deal with this issue, we present a testing technique that works with
business-rule models that are existing system artefacts. Hence, there is no need for a manual
model definition. We apply this method in order to find bugs, to increase the confidence in
the functionality of the system, and also to produce log data, which we apply for performance
testing.
Performance testing comprises a group of techniques that aim to evaluate performance
requirements, like responsiveness or scalability of a system. It usually involves a high number
of tests that are directly executed on a system, which becomes especially cumbersome, when
different usage scenarios should be considered. Therefore, we propose a model-based method
that works with a fast simulation to predict the expected response times for users.
First, we run property-based testing concurrently to obtain log data from simultaneous
system interactions. Based on this data, we learn a stochastic model that we apply for statistical model checking in order to receive predictions with a certain confidence. Moreover, we
propose an efficient evaluation technique for such predictions. By performing hypothesis testing on the system, we can check the accuracy of our model with fewer samples than needed
for the model simulation.
Our method is realised in a property-based testing tool that we have enhanced with algorithms from statistical model checking. This tool allows both, simulating stochastic models
and testing the simulation results directly on a system. We demonstrate the feasibility with
an industrial case study of a web-service application and by performing a comparison of two
protocol implementations from the Internet of Things.

Keywords: Property-Based Testing, Statistical Model Checking, Model-Based Testing, Performance, Response Time, Latency, Web-Service Application, Business-Rule Models, Internet
of Things, MQTT, FsCheck.
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Kurzfassung
In den letzten Jahren sind Softwaresysteme zunehmend allgegenwärtig geworden, besonders weil das Internet der Dinge in den Alltag von Millionen einfließt. Diese Systeme erfüllen
jedoch oft nicht die Anforderungen der Benutzer, sowohl hinsichtlich der Funktionalität als
auch der Performance. Um die Benutzerzufriedenheit zu erhöhen, ist es daher wichtig, eine
strenge Qualitätssicherung durchzuführen, vor allem in Form von Softwaretests.
Eine Testtechnik, die in letzter Zeit populär wurde, ist Property-Based Testing. Diese Technik beruht auf zufällig generierten Testdaten, die verwendet werden, um zu überprüfen, ob
bestimmte Funktionen oder Systeme wie erwartet funktionieren. Darüber hinaus unterstützt
diese Technik eine Testfallgenerierung basierend auf einem Verhaltensmodell eines Systems.
Die Definition eines solchen Modells erfordert normalerweise einen hohen manuellen Aufwand. Um diesem Problem zu begegnen, stellen wir eine Testmethode vor, die mit BusinessRule-Modellen arbeitet, welche bereits vorhandene Systemkomponenten sind. Daher ist keine
manuelle Modelldefinition erforderlich. Wir setzen diese Methode ein, um Fehler zu finden,
um das Vertrauen in die Funktionalität des Systems zu erhöhen, und um Log-Daten zu erzeugen, die wir für Performance-Tests verwenden.
Performance-Testen umfasst eine Gruppe von Techniken, die darauf abzielen, Leistungsanforderungen wie Systemreaktionsfähigkeit oder Skalierbarkeit zu bewerten. Dies erfordert
normalerweise eine große Anzahl von Tests, die direkt auf einem System ausgeführt werden, und wird besonders aufwendig, wenn verschiedene Anwendungsszenarien betrachtet
werden. Deshalb präsentieren wir eine modellbasierte Methode, die mit einer schnellen Simulation die erwarteten Antwortzeiten für Benutzer vorhersagt.
Zuerst wenden wir Property-Based Testing in mehreren nebenläufigen Prozessen an, um
Log-Daten von simultanen Systeminteraktionen zu erhalten. Basierend auf diesen Daten lernen wir ein stochastisches Modell, das wir für Statistical Model Checking verwenden, um
Vorhersagen mit einer gewissen Konfidenz zu erhalten. Darüber hinaus schlagen wir eine
effiziente Evaluierungstechnik für solche Vorhersagen vor. Indem wir Hypothesentests am
System durchführen, können wir die Genauigkeit unseres Modells mit weniger Proben, als
für die Modellsimulation erforderlich sind, überprüfen.
Unsere Methode wird in einem Property-Based Testing-Tool realisiert, das wir mit Algorithmen für Statistical Model Checking erweitert haben. Dieses Tool ermöglicht sowohl das
Simulieren von stochastischen Modellen als auch das direkte Testen der Simulationsergebnisse auf einem System. Wir demonstrieren die Machbarkeit mit einer industriellen Fallstudie
einer Web-Service-Anwendung und mit einem Vergleich zweier Protokollimplementierungen
aus dem Internet der Dinge.

Schlagworte: Property-Based Testing, Statistical Model Checking, Modellbasiertes Testen,
Performance, Antwortzeit, Latenz, Web-Service-Anwendungen, Business-Rule-Modelle, Internet der Dinge, MQTT, FsCheck.
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Software systems are becoming increasingly complex, but they still have to satisfy various user
expectations. One of the major user demands is that a software system should provide the
expected functionality. However, besides this functional aspect, a system should also provide
acceptable performance, i.e., it should be fast enough so that the users do not have to wait too
long. It has been shown that users become increasingly dissatisfied, when a system has long
response times [86]. This can lead to a point where users are not willing to reuse a system.
Moreover, studies suggest that response times have a strong influence on the profit of Internet
companies, e.g., adding only 100 ms delay can drop sales in e-commerce by 1% [148].
In order to verify the fulfilment of such functional and non-functional requirements, rigorous quality-assurance methods are usually performed during software development. One
of the most common approaches to check functional requirements, are manually written unit
tests. Such unit tests usually contain specific test data in order to evaluate a certain functionality of a system. However, their definition requires a high amount of manual effort, and they
only cover limited aspects of the system functionality. Testing is often the largest phase in
a software-development project [134] and it can reach over 50% of the project time and also
50% of the costs [132]. Moreover, it has been shown that only about 55 to 60% of the logic
paths of a software system are covered by manually written test cases, when no automated
coverage analysis tools are applied during the testing phase [70], and that the automation of
the test-case generation can significantly increase the coverage [65].
Property-based testing [47], which is a flexible random testing techniques, can overcome
some of these issues. It can reduce the manual effort by automatically generating test data,
and it can produce tests according to a model of the system behaviour, which helps to cover
various system functionalities. Usually, such models have to be implemented manually, but
we present a method that takes a system component as a basis for a model. This provides an
even higher degree of automation.
In order to evaluate performance requirements of a system, usually techniques like performance testing, stress testing, or load testing are performed [130]. Such techniques analyse
the responsiveness and scalability of a system, e.g., they check if an increasing number of
users is supported. A disadvantage of these approaches is that they usually require many
tests to be executed directly on the real system. This is especially cumbersome when various
usage scenarios should be considered. Fortunately, there exist alternative solutions, like statistical model checking, that can accelerate such analyses by simulating a model to estimate
the performance of a system.
Statistical model checking [2] is an approximate simulation-based method that can calculate probabilities or perform hypothesis tests of models or systems. We apply statistical model
checking to predict the probability that a system meets certain response-time thresholds under various usage scenarios. Moreover, we illustrate how such predictions can be efficiently
tested on real systems with hypothesis testing. This should help to increase the confidence in
the expected performance of a system.

1.2

Property-Based Testing

Property-based testing (PBT) [47] is a random testing technique that tries to falsify a given
property. A property is defined for a function- or system-under-test (SUT) and it describes
its expected behaviour. In order to test such a property, a PBT tool generates random inputs
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for the function or SUT and checks if the expected behaviour is observed. PBT can be performed with different types of properties. Simple algebraic properties are predicates that can,
e.g., check the output of a function-under-test. For more complex evaluations, PBT also supports model-based testing (MBT) [179], where the expected behaviour of a function or SUT
is described with a behavioural model. Such models are usually in the form of a state machine. In order to perform PBT with such models, it is necessary to implement a state-machine
specification that defines the connection between the model and the SUT. This specification
comprises functions to initialise the model and the SUT, commands that define the possible
actions, and a generator that produces the next command for the current state of the model. A
command has a precondition that specifies when it is enabled, a postcondition that describes
the expected behaviour, and functions to execute the model and the SUT. In order to evaluate
such a specification, a PBT tool produces random command sequences, executes them on the
SUT and checks the postconditions. A command sequence can also incorporate generated test
data (e.g., form data). An advantage of PBT is that it facilitates the generation of complex test
data. It provides default generators (for standard data types) that can be nested, extended,
combined, etc. to form custom generators.
We can characterise MBT with PBT based on a taxonomy of Utting et al. [180] as illustrated
in Figure 1.1, where the applicable categories are coloured in blue. PBT supports a variety of
input-output models that may have non-deterministic characteristics and may include timing
behaviour. It has a pre-post modelling paradigm that is transition-based and can include
stochastic choices. The test-case generation is usually random (with a uniform distribution),
but other stochastic distributions can also be applied for the test selection. The test execution
is usually offline, i.e., a test case is only executed on a system, after it was generated [5].
PBT is especially convenient for applications, where complex test data is needed. Consequently, it has been applied for web-service and protocol testing [22, 67, 118, 144]. Moreover,
PBT is helpful for performance testing as its random input generation enables an analysis
with a variety of different inputs. For example, we apply PBT for load testing [59, 127], where
we run several test-execution processes concurrently in order to simulate the behaviour of
various user populations and to find out the limits of a given SUT. More details about PBT
are given in Section 2.1.

1.3

Statistical Model Checking

Statistical model checking (SMC) [2] is a simulation-based method that can answer both quantitative and qualitative questions. For example, questions like “What is the probability that
a model satisfies a property?” or “Is this probability greater, or below a certain threshold?”.
More concretely, a question might be “How likely will a system respond within 100 ms given
a specific usage scenario?” [6].
In order to answer such questions, a statistical model checker will simulate the model (or
system) and check if the property is satisfied for this simulation. A simulation of the model
represents a sample. SMC algorithms either calculate the number of needed samples or a
stopping criterion, which describes when they can finish with a required confidence [6].
The simplest SMC algorithm is a Monte Carlo simulation. For this algorithm, the model is
executed with a fixed number of samples and the portion of the samples that satisfy a given
property gives us an estimate for the probability that the property holds.
Another common SMC algorithm is the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) [187]. This
sequential algorithm is a form of hypothesis testing, where either a null or an alternative
hypothesis is accepted. We have a stopping criterion based on given error parameters. As
long as the stopping criterion is not true, we are in an indifference region and have to continue
sampling. We can stop, when we are outside this region, i.e., when the stopping criterion
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Scope

Input-only/Input-Output
Untimed/Timed

Characteristics

Deterministic/Non-Det.
Discrete/Hybrid/Continuous

Model Specification

Pre–Post or Input Domains
Transition-Based
History-Based
Paradigm

Functional
Operational
Stochastic
Data-Flow
Structural Model Coverage
Data Coverage

Test-Selection Criteria

PBT

Requirements Coverage
Test-Case Specifications
Random & Stochastic
Fault-Based

Test Generation

Random Generation
Search-Based Algorithms
Technology

Model-Checking
Symbolic Execution
Theorem Proving
Constraint Solving

Test Execution

On/Offline

Online
Offline

Figure 1.1: Taxonomy of MBT in relation to PBT based on Utting et al. [180].

holds. When the upper or lower bound of the region was reached, then we accept either the
null or alternative hypothesis. More details about SMC algorithms are given in Section 2.2.

1.4
1.4.1

Research Context
Research Projects

The work of this thesis has been conducted within two research projects. The first project and
major project of this thesis was TRUCONF (Trust via cost function driven model based test
case generation for non-functional properties of systems of systems).1 This research project
was joint work between the Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT)2 , AVL List GmbH3 and
1 http://truconf.ist.tugraz.at

(visited on 2018-09-19)
(visited on 2018-09-19)
3 https://www.avl.com (visited on 2018-09-19)
2 https://www.ait.ac.at
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the Graz University of Technology (TU Graz) and it was funded by the Austrian Research
Promotion Agency (FFG). The aim of the project was to verify the reliability of systems-ofsystems, not only in terms of the functionality of the systems, but also the non-functional
reliability, like the performance of the systems. TRUCONF intends to combine cost-function
learning and model-based testing in order to support this kind of verification. Moreover, it was
planned to introduce new modelling notations/languages in order to increase the accessibility
for developers from industry.
The second project of this thesis is called Dependable Things (Dependable Internet of
Things in Adverse Environments)4 and it is funded by TU Graz. It is an ongoing flagship
project that encourages the cooperation among research groups within TU Graz. Therefore,
the project is joint work of ten researchers from different institutes and research fields of
TU Graz, like electrical and information engineering, and computer science. The aim of this
project is to increase the dependability of “Smart Things”, which form the basis for the Internet
of Things (IoT). The IoT is becoming increasingly popular, as technologies, like smart homes,
connected cars and so on, are reaching the end user market. However, dependability aspects
that comprise reliability, safety, and security are still not verified thoroughly enough. Hence,
the Dependable Things project intends to eliminate this problem in order to increase the trust
in the IoT.
Both these projects contributed a case study that was dealt with during this thesis and is
described below.

1.4.2

Case Studies

TFMS. This description is taken from our previous work [5, 9].
Our industrial partner from the automotive industry (AVL) provided us with a web-service
application called testfactory management suite (TFMS). This industrial application was used
as the main case study of the TRUCONF project. The application originates from the automotive domain and is a workflow tool that supports the process of instrumenting and testing
automotive power trains – a core business of AVL. TFMS captures test-bed data, activities,
resources, and workflows. A variety of activities can be realised with the system, like test
definition, planning, preparation, execution, data management, and analysis.
The application is intended for various kinds of automotive test beds for car components,
like engines, gears, power trains, batteries for electric cars or entire cars. For instance, for
testing an engine it is mounted to a pallet and also different test equipment is attached. The
selection of the test equipment depends on the specific use case. Typical test equipment for
an engine might be a measurement device for the power output or the fuel consumption.
After a pallet is configured, it is moved to the test bed, where all devices are connected
and a test is performed. TFMS manages all steps and devices required by such a workflow,
which is also called a test order. It allows the scheduling of car components that need to be
tested, the selection of required test equipment, the definition of the required wiring for the
equipment, and the planning of the sequence of all tasks at a test bed. Moreover, customer
specific requirements, like additional management steps or custom restrictions, can be freely
configured via business rules.
The system has a client-server architecture which is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The “TFMS
Server” is the central component of the system. This server is hosted in Microsoft’s IIS (Internet Information Services) and provides several simple object access protocol (SOAP) web
services, which are described via the web services description language (WSDL). For data
storage, MongoDB5 is used. TFMS offers different types of client applications: one to collect
4 https://www.tugraz.at/projekte/dependablethings
5 https://www.mongodb.com

(visited on 2018-09-19)

(visited on 2018-09-19)
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Unit Under Test Manager
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Webservice TfsWS
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Webservice CfgWS

Test Factory Scheduler

CFG Client

Figure 1.2: Client-server architecture of the TFMS.

data from the test beds, several office clients for different management activities (e.g., test
order management) and a scheduler to plan the execution of test activities on the test beds.
TFMS is highly configurable and offers an own client application for server configurations
(CFG Client). The web services are driven by a custom implementation of business rules. A
rule engine takes this business logic in the form of business-rule models and interprets them,
which defines the control-flow of the application. The system consists of multiple modules
corresponding to the mentioned clients. Modules can be seen as groups of functionality, and
they consist of multiple business-rule models which describe what tasks can be performed by
a user and how they look like, e.g., what data can be modified. Only one business-rule model
can be active within one client application and it determines, which forms can be opened in
the current state of the system.
A business-rule model is a state machine defining the behaviour of the business objects, so
called TFMS Objects. A TFMS Object class describes objects of our application domain, like
test equipment or test orders. Each object has a state, an identifier, attribute values/data and
is stored in the database of our SUT. TFMS works task-based. Tasks represent the behaviour,
i.e., the actions or events a user may trigger, e.g., creating or editing TFMS objects. Example
business-rule models and a description of tasks and subtasks are presented in Chapter 3.
TFMS is a critical software, because it is essential to efficiently operate test beds. It is
deployed at various customers where it is running under different hardware and network
settings. Moreover, it is applied for several application fields and under varying usage conditions, i.e., with several users and different user types. It is important for AVL that the system
is fast enough to satisfy even high numbers of (concurrent) users. Hence, in this work we
are investigating the performance of TFMS for various usage scenarios and also for different
deployments.
MQTT. A case study that we considered within the Dependable Things project was the
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol [28], which is an important communication standard within the IoT. This protocol follows a publish-subscribe pattern and allows
clients to subscribe to topics that are maintained on a central broker. A subscriber can, e.g., be
a personal computer, a smart phone or any device that should react to or monitor published
messages. Clients that publish messages are often sensors, e.g., a temperature sensor in a
smart home, but also various other devices may publish messages.
A client can publish a message to a topic by sending the message to the broker. The
broker will then distribute this message to the subscribed clients. Figure 1.3 illustrates the
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Figure 1.3: Overview of the interactions of an MQTT setup (based on Fujita et al. [68]).

interactions within an MQTT network under the assumption that we only have one topic.
(This figure is based on a concept diagram from Fujita et al. [68].) It can be seen that clients
first subscribe to the given topic by sending a subscribe message to the broker (1). Then,
when a client publishes a message to this topic by sending the message to the broker (2), it is
forwarded to the subscribed clients (3). A further publish message (4) of another client is also
sent to the same subscribed clients (5) by the broker.
There exist various client and broker implementations that follow the MQTT standard.
However, it is not clear if all of them function according to the standard, and which implementation is the fastest under a specific usage condition. In this work, we are interested in
the performance of specific MQTT broker implementations, i.e., we test the latencies from the
perspective of a client. Additionally, we can also test the functionality and robustness of these
implementations.

1.5

Problem Statement and Research Questions

PBT is a flexible testing technique, especially its model-based testing feature is useful for many
applications. However, like most model-based testing approaches, it still requires manual
effort for the definition of a model. Various related approaches showed how some web-service
descriptions can facilitate the model definition [62, 64, 109, 116], but they do not construct a
complete model with these descriptions.
The challenge of the high modelling effort and the fact that our SUT was driven by a
business-rule engine led to the following research question:

RQ1: Can business-rule models be applied as test models for property-based testing in order to perform load testing and also to find bugs?
• RQ1.1: What kind of bugs and issues can be found?
• RQ1.2: What are the benefits and drawbacks compared to conventional model-based
testing?
• RQ1.3: What are adequate test-case generation strategies for such models?
Another important challenge of this thesis was performance testing. Performance testing
is a difficult task, but it is important to ensure that users are satisfied and do not have to
wait too long for a system response. It becomes especially challenging when various usage
scenarios should be considered. There are existing methods that directly test a system, like
load testing, and estimation techniques that simulate the performance with a model. However,
they both suffer from certain disadvantages. On the one hand, a high number of tests that
are directly executed on the system is needed, and on the other hand, the accuracy of the
models is questionable. In order to cope with these problems, we propose a combination of
these techniques. As explained earlier, we apply PBT for load testing, because it facilitates
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the generation of test data, and we apply SMC for the model simulation. However, it was not
clear if these methods can work together, which led to the following research question:

RQ2: Is it possible to perform statistical model checking within a property-based
testing tool?
• RQ2.1: What are the differences to conventional statistical model checking?
• RQ2.2: What kind of questions can be answered?
Given a PBT tool with integrated statistical model checking, we wanted to assess the performance of the aforementioned systems (Section 1.4.2), which resulted in the next research
question:

RQ3: Can a property-based testing tool be applied to predict the probability that a
system satisfies certain response-time thresholds for specific user populations?
• RQ3.1: What kind of user populations can be simulated?
• RQ3.1: How fast is the prediction?
The fact that predictions are often inaccurate led to the final research question:

RQ4: Is it possible to verify these predictions about the expected response time by
directly testing a system-under-test?
• RQ4.1: What is an efficient way to test the predictions?
• RQ4.2: How accurate are the predictions?

1.6

Research Methodology

The research of this thesis consists of exploratory, constructive, and empirical steps. First,
we preformed a literature survey of the state-of-the-art in order to find existing approaches
that are related to our research problem. This exploratory research is shown in Chapter 8.
During this stage, we noticed that the exiting approaches have some problems as explained in
Section 1.5.
In order cope with these problems, we applied constructive research. For this, we developed a tool for business-rule testing (Chapter 3), extended this tool with SMC algorithms
(Chapter 4) and evaluated our implementation by repeating case studies from the literature
and by a performance comparison with existing tools. Furthermore, we developed a simulation and testing method that applies our tool and performs a combination of load testing and
a model-based performance prediction. This method supports fast statistical simulations of a
model and also statistical testing of a real system, both within one tool.
We applied empirical research for the evaluation of this method. It was applied to our two
case studies (Chapter 7) and we tried to falsify our hypotheses that the predicted performance
of the SUT is at least as good as the model. Moreover, we evaluated the run times of the model
simulation and of the hypothesis tests of the SUT in order to highlight the efficiency of our
proposed method.
The phases and the techniques that were applied for our method are illustrated in Figure 1.4, which outlines the overall process presented in this thesis.
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Figure 1.4: Overview of the data flow of our method.

1. First, we take business-rule models (XML files) from our SUT as input and parse them
in order to obtain a functional model. Alternatively, the functional model can be defined
manually, which was, e.g., the case for the MQTT case study.
2. With this functional model, we perform model-based testing within a PBT tool to produce log data. We run several testing processes concurrently and capture log files that
include response times (or latencies) of simultaneous requests (or messages). Note that
with this concurrent test execution, we want to measure the response time for different
system loads. This means that this testing phase is a form of load testing.
3. Next, we perform a linear regression to learn response-time distributions from the log
data.
4. Then, we integrate these distributions and stochastic usage profiles into the functional
model. This gives us a combined model with the semantics of stochastic timed automata
(STA) [25].
5. This combined model is then executed with a Monte Carlo simulation in order to evaluate the probability that each user within a given population receives responses within
a certain time threshold.
6. Finally, we evaluate the predicted probabilities with hypothesis testing, namely with the
sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) [187], because this method usually requires fewer
samples than a Monte Carlo simulation.

1.7

Thesis Statements

In the following, we introduce the main statements that summarise the developed techniques
of this thesis and that should also serve as take-home messages.
The application of business-rule models for model-based testing makes sense for finding
bugs and also for load testing. It also supports a higher degree of automation since no manual
model definition is needed, like it is usually the case for model-based testing.
The application of a functional model for model-based testing enables the extension of
the functional model to a model with non-functional behaviour. This can, e.g., be done by
learning non-functional aspects, like the response time, from log data collected during the
execution of model-based testing.
Such an extended model enables a prediction of non-functional properties with a Monte
Carlo simulation and these predictions can be efficiently verified with hypothesis testing, since
this usually can be done with fewer samples.
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Contributions

This thesis presents the following major contributions:
• We introduced a model-based testing approach that works with business-rule models
and can perform load testing and is also able to find bugs.
• Another contribution is the extension of a PBT tool with SMC algorithms. This extension
supports the statistical analysis of models and systems. Moreover, it supports conformance testing of a stochastic faulty system by comparing it to an ideal model. The
extension was made for the PBT tool FsCheck, and we made it open-source in order to
contribute to the community.
• We illustrated how a functional model can be applied for model-based testing to produce
log data for learning non-functional aspects. Additionally, we used these non-functional
aspects in order to extend the initial functional model.
• We demonstrated how to apply a learned timed model to simulate the expected response
times of certain usage scenarios.
• Furthermore, we introduced an efficient evaluation method that can test the accuracy
of our learned model by checking the model prediction with hypothesis testing. This
allows us to identify usage scenarios that show a poor performance, which is necessary,
because we want to maximise the user satisfaction.
• Another contribution is the evaluation of our simulation and verification method by
applying it to an industrial web-service application and to open source protocol implementations.
• We introduced a further application possibility of this method, i.e., for deployment testing, where we derive hypotheses about the expected response times from a reference
system to evaluate the performance of different deployments of this system with various hardware and network settings.

1.9

Publications

Most of the work of this thesis has already been published in international workshop proceedings, conference proceedings, and journals. The published papers have gone through a
rigorous peer review process. One paper [9] has not yet been published, but it has been accepted with minor revisions. The following publications present the main contributions and
form the basis of this thesis:
A-MOST 2016 [4]. This paper introduced our testing approach that works with businessrule models. The paper was mostly written by me, under the supervision of Bernhard K.
Aichernig, who wrote some small passages and polished the text. I performed all experiments.
The paper was published in the proceedings of the 12th Workshop on Advances in Model
Based Testing (A-MOST) and I presented it at this workshop in Chicago, USA in 2016.
MEMOCODE 2016 [7]. In this paper, we introduced SMC properties that facilitate executing SMC algorithms within a PBT tool. Moreover, we applied this method for a stochastic
conformance analysis of an example implementation with stochastic faults. Most of the work
was done by me, but Bernhard K. Aichernig helped with some polishing and contributed
some small parts of the text to the paper. The work was published in the proceedings of the
14th ACM-IEEE International Conference on Formal Methods and Models for System Design
(MEMOCODE) and I presented it in Kanpur, India in 2016.
ICST 2017 [6]. This work extended the previous paper, where we introduced SMC properties. In this paper, we presented some optimisations for the evaluation of stochastic models
and we showed an extensive evaluation of this approach. This evaluation was done by repeating several case studies from the SMC literature. I did most of the work and Bernhard
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K. Aichernig contributed small parts of the text, proofread and revised the paper. I presented
the paper at the 10th IEEE International Conference on Software Testing, Verification and
Validation (ICST) in Tokyo, Japan, in 2017.
ICTSS 2017 [162]. We introduced our model-based simulation and verification method in
this paper, and we also presented an evaluation of this method with our TFMS case study.
First, we performed model-based testing in order to obtain log data, which was then applied
to learn response-time distributions with a linear regression. These distributions allowed
us to simulate the expected response times of stochastic usage profiles, and we verified the
simulation results with hypothesis testing on the real system. The paper was joint work with
Priska Bauerstätter (maiden name Priska Lang), Bernhard K. Aichernig, Willibald Krenn, and
Rupert Schlick. I wrote most of the content of the paper, developed the theory, and performed
the experiments. Priska Bauerstätter did the linear regression and wrote the corresponding
sections. The other authors proofread and polished the content. The paper was published in
the proceedings of the 29th IFIP International Conference on Testing Software and Systems
(ICTSS) and I presented it in St-Petersburg, Russia in 2017.
SoSyM 2017 [5]. In this work, we extended our previous paper [4], where we introduced
our MBT approach for business-rule models. We added additional formalisations and algorithms for PBT and for the translation of the TFMS business-rule models to models for PBT.
Moreover, we presented an additional case study. I produced most of the content and did
the experiments. Bernhard K. Aichernig helped with the formalisations, contributed small
texts, and made some textual improvements. The paper was published with open access in
the International Journal on Software and Systems Modeling (SoSyM).
SQJO [9]. This journal paper is an extension of our ICTSS paper [162]. We added a second case study, and we also included an extensive description of the response-time learning
phase. The paper was joined work with Bernhard K. Aichernig, Priska Bauerstätter, Elisabeth
Jöbstl, Severin Kann, Robert Korošec, Willibald Krenn, Cristinel Mateis, and Rupert Schlick. I
did most of the paper writing. The authors from AVL contributed a description of the TFMS,
helped with some revising, and Severin Kann executed the experiments in a distributed environment at AVL. Cristinel Mateis from AIT contributed the response-time learning technique
and wrote the corresponding sections. The other authors proofread the paper and made some
textual improvements.
SETTA 2018 [12]. This work presents an application of our model-based simulation and
verification method for deployment testing. We learned a model about the expected response
times of a reference system in order to derive hypothesis that we applied to analyse the
performance of deployments of this system that have a different hardware or network setting.
The paper was joint work with Bernhard K. Aichernig and Severin Kann. I wrote most of
the content, designed the experiments and did the necessary implementations. Bernhard K.
Aichernig made a few corrections. Severin Kann helped to run the experiments in an AVL
environment and contributed some small descriptions of our SUT. The paper was published in
the proceedings of the 4th Symposium on Dependable Software Engineering Theories, Tools
and Applications (SETTA) and I presented it in Beijing, China in 2018.
QEST 2018 [3]. In this paper, we applied our model-based simulation and verification
method, which we presented in the ICTSS paper [162], to MQTT implementations in order
to evaluate their performance. Most of the work was done by me under the supervision of
Bernhard K. Aichernig, who revised the paper. I presented this paper at the 15th International
Conference on Quantitative Evaluation of SysTems (QEST) in Beijing, China in 2018.
The following publication is also related to this thesis, but is not part of the main contributions:
A-MOST 2017 [10]. We presented a PBT approach with an external test-case generator
in this paper. We compared the random generation technique of classical PBT with a more
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targeted test-case generation that is based on model-based mutation testing. The paper was
joint work with Bernhard K. Aichernig and Silvio Marcovic. I wrote some contents of this
paper, Silvio Marcovic supplied most of the content and performed the experiments and
Bernhard K. Aichernig proofread and polished the paper. The paper was published in the
proceedings of the 13th Workshop on Advances in Model Based Testing (A-MOST) and I
presented it at this workshop in Tokyo, Japan in 2017.

1.10

Structure

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 explains the necessary background
information for this thesis, like PBT, SMC, linear regression and stochastic timed automata.
In Chapter 3, we present our model-based testing approach with business-rule models. Next,
Chapter 4 illustrates how we integrate SMC algorithms into a PBT tool, and we highlight the
applicability of this approach with examples from the SMC literature. Then, in Chapter 5,
we show how we generate log data that contains response times of simultaneous requests
with MBT. Moreover, we demonstrate how we can learn response-time distribution via linear
regression. Chapter 6 presents our performance prediction and testing method. We show the
construction of our combined model by integrating stochastic usage profiles and the learned
response-time distributions into our existing functional models. We demonstrate how these
models can be executed with a Monte Carlo simulation in order to predict probabilities about
the expected response times. Moreover, we illustrate an analysis of the accuracy of our models
with hypothesis testing, since this can efficiently be done on a real system. Next, in Chapter 7,
we evaluate our model-based simulation and verification method by performing several case
studies with the aforementioned TFMS and MQTT. Chapter 8 presents work related to the
main methods of this thesis. Finally, Chapter 9 gives a summary of the thesis, discusses the
research questions and contributions, explains potential future work, and concludes the work.
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2

Background

This chapter contains parts from our publications in the journal SoSyM 2017 [5], at ICTSS 2017 [6],
at QEST 2018 and in the journal SQJO 2017 [9]. Especially, the linear regression in Section 2.3, was
joint work with Cristinel Mateis from AIT.

2.1
2.1.1

Property-Based Testing
Overview

Property-based testing (PBT) [47] is a random testing technique that evaluates a system by
verifying a given property. A property is a high-level specification of behaviour that should
hold for a range of data points. For example, a property might state that a function should
have a certain output. A test of this property is successful, when the function runs through
as expected, otherwise a counterexample is returned. Simple properties can be expressed as
functions with Boolean return values that are true when the property is fulfilled. These properties should hold for any input value, hence a high number of random inputs are generated
for the parameters. A simple example of an algebraic property is that the reverse of the reverse
of a list must be equal to the original list:

∀ xs ∈ List[ T ] : reverse(reverse( xs)) = xs
To evaluate this property, a PBT tool will invoke its built-in generator for Lists and generate a
series of random lists xs, execute the reverse function and evaluate the property. A tester may
extend or replace the basic generators with special-purpose generators, e.g., for generating
extremely long lists. Generators are type-based and provide a sample function for the given
type. In the simplest case, a generator Gen[ A] for a type A provides a function sample : () → A
that returns an instance of this type. For nested data types, generators take other generators
as arguments. For example, a generator for List[ T ] needs a generator for element values of
type T [89, 143, 158].
Another important aspect of PBT is shrinking, which is used to find a similar simpler
counterexample, when a property fails. In order to shrink a counterexample, a PBT tool
searches for smaller failing counterexamples. The search method can be specified individually
for different data types [89, 143, 158].
When we consider the property from above and assume a faulty reverse function, then
shrinking might help us to reduce a long list with many elements to a list with just two
elements that can still reproduce the same fault.
PBT constitutes a flexible and scalable testing technique, because it is random testing and
it has been shown that it generates a large number of tests in reasonable time [185]. The first
PBT tool was QuickCheck [47] for Haskell. There are many other tools that are based on the
concepts of QuickCheck, e.g., ScalaCheck [136] or Hypothesis6 for Python. For our approach,
we work with FsCheck7 .

2.1.2

FsCheck

FsCheck is a PBT tool for .NET based on QuickCheck and influenced by ScalaCheck. Like
ScalaCheck, it extends the basic QuickCheck functionality with support for state-based models. With FsCheck, properties can be defined both in a functional programming style with F#
6 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/hypothesis
7 https://github.com/fscheck/FsCheck
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and in an object-oriented style with C#. Similar to QuickCheck, it has default generators for
basic data types and more complex ones can be defined via composition. It enables a simple
introduction of new data types via Arbitrary instances that group together a shrinker and a
generator for a custom data type. This makes it possible to use variables of this data type
as input for properties. New Arbitrary instances can be dynamically registered at run time
and then the new data type can be directly used for the input-data generation. Furthermore,
FsCheck has extensions for unit testing, which support a convenient definition and execution
of properties like normal unit tests.

2.1.3

Model-Based Testing

As already explained in Section 1.2, PBT can be applied for model-based testing (MBT) and it
supports various types of state-based models that may have non-deterministic characteristics
and may include timing behaviour.
In order to perform MBT with PBT, we need a model of the SUT, an interface to the
SUT, and a state-machine specification that defines the connection between the model and the
SUT. The model is usually in the form of a state machine and it represents the behaviour of
the system in an abstract form. A state-machine specification works with this model (and
the SUT) and serves as a basis for state-machine properties that are applied to generate and
execute test cases. Such a specification has to contain (1) functions to initialise the model and
the SUT, (2) commands that define the possible actions and their execution on the model and
the SUT, and (3) a generator that produces the next command for the current state of the
model.
A command usually represents an input or action of the SUT and it describes how the
model state evolves and which interactions are performed on the SUT. It comprises (1) an
optional precondition that specifies when it is enabled, (2) a postcondition that performs the
verification of the expected behaviour and (3) functions to execute the model and interact
with the SUT. In order to evaluate such a specification, a PBT tool produces random command sequences (i.e., test cases), executes them on the SUT and checks the postconditions.
A command sequence can also incorporate generated test data (e.g., form data). The data
generation represents a big advantage of PBT, since it facilitates the generation of complex
test data.
Moreover, the generated test cases can be minimised with the shrinking feature of PBT. For
this purpose, shorter command sequences are produced. Additionally, the size of the test data
that can be contained within command instances may be reduced in order to find a simpler
test case that can reproduce a fault.
A more detailed formal definition of the test-case generation and execution will follow in
Chapter 3.
Example. In order to demonstrate state-machine specifications, we present an example for
testing a simple counter that is commonly used in the PBT community [52]. Listing 2.1 illustrates the example specification for FsCheck. The counter has three functions: (1) increment
by one, (2) decrement, and (3) retrieving the current value of the counter. The model of this
counter is just a normal integer representing the state of the counter. Line 1 of Listing 2.1
shows that we need to implement an ICommandGenerator interface of FsCheck that takes the
SUT and the model as type parameters. This interface requires functions to initialise the
model (Line 4) and the SUT (Line 5), and a function called Next (Line 8–10) that takes the
current value of the model as input and returns a new generator. In this case, it is an Elements
generator that selects one element of an array of our commands (Line 9). This array contains
two command objects one for the increment IncCmd and one for the decrement DecCmd.
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public c l a s s CounterSpec : ICommandGenerator<Counter , i n t > {
/ / I n i t i a l i s a t i o n o f t h e m o d e l and SUT
public i n t InitialModel { get { r e t u r n 0 ; } } / / r e t u r n z e r o t o i n i t i l i s e t h e i n t e g e r
model
public Counter InitialActual { get { r e t u r n new Counter ( ) ; } }
/ / G e n e r a t o r f o r t h e n e x t Command g i v e n t h e s t a t e o f t h e m o d e l
public Gen<Command<Counter , i n t >> Next ( i n t m ) {
r e t u r n Gen . Elements (new Command<Counter , i n t > [ ] {new IncCmd ( ) , new DecCmd ( ) } ) ;
}
/ / I n c r e m e n t command
p r i v a t e c l a s s IncCmd : Command<Counter , i n t > {
public o v e r r i d e i n t RunModel ( i n t m ) { / / E x e c u t e s t h e m o d e l t h a t i s g i v e n a s i n p u t
return m + 1 ;
}
public o v e r r i d e Counter RunActual ( Counter c ) { / / E x e c u t e s t h e SUT
c . Inc ( ) ;
return c ;
}
public o v e r r i d e Property Post ( Counter c , i n t m ) { / / P o s t c o n d i t i o n
r e t u r n ( m == c . GetValue ( ) ) . ToProperty ( ) ;
}
public o v e r r i d e s t r i n g ToString ( ) {
return " Inc " ;
}
}
/ / Decre ment command ( DecCmd ) . . .
}

Listing 2.1: FsCheck specification of a counter from the FsCheck website [52].

An example of a command class for an increment is shown in Line 13. As explained
earlier, a command contains functions for the execution of the model (Line 14–16) and the
SUT (Line 17–20). Both these functions take the current model or SUT as input and return a
modified version that, e.g., has an updated internal state. In this example, we just increase
the integer for the model execution and call the Inc() function of the counter for the execution
of the SUT. The postcondition of the command is presented in Line 21–23 and it compares
the state of the model with the state of the SUT. The Boolean result of this comparison is
converted with the ToProperty() function in order to make it applicable for FsCheck. Finally,
the command also contains a ToString() function for its output representation. Note that the
similar DecCmd class was omitted for brevity.
FsCheck can apply such a state-machine specification as a basis for the test-case generation
and also for the test execution on the SUT. An example test case for the Counter specification
is the following:
Inc , Inc , Dec , Inc , Dec , Inc , Inc , Inc , Dec , Inc , Inc Inc , Dec , Dec , Inc

Per default, FsCheck generates 100 such test cases with increasing length. If the test cases are
executed successfully, then we can be confident that our tested implementation might work as
expected, but there is no guarantee. However, in case of a failure during the execution FsCheck
produces a minimal counterexample. For example, if we have a faulty Counter implementation
that fails after two increments, then FsCheck might give us a simple test case with three
increments. Such a minimal counterexample is produced with shrinking, which is especially
helpful when the generated test cases become long and are difficult to analyse manually.
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Statistical Model Checking

Statistical model checking (SMC) [2, 198] is a simulation-based method for checking qualitative and quantitative properties of stochastic models or systems. These properties are usually
defined with (temporal) logics, like with the Bounded Linear Temporal Logic (BLTL), which
enables the expression of logical formulas with time bounded operators [95, 141, 146]. For
example, a property might state “An SUT will eventually be in an error state, when we consider an execution time bound of 10 seconds.” With SMC, we can answer questions about
such properties, like “What is the probability that the model satisfies a property?” or “Is the
probability that the model satisfies a property above or below a certain threshold?”. In order
to answer such questions, a statistical model checker produces samples, i.e., random walks on
the model or system, and checks whether the property holds for these samples. Various SMC
algorithms are applied in order to compute the total number of samples needed to find an
answer for a specific question, or to compute a certain stopping criterion. A stopping criterion
determines when we can stop sampling, because we have found an answer with a required
certainty [2, 113, 115].
A big advantage of SMC is that it enables fast simulations that can easily be parallelised
by generating samples on multiple machines. Moreover, it does not suffer from the statespace explosion problem like classical model-checking approaches, since the construction of
the state space is not needed for simulation. Hence, it is the only option for many realistic
systems [38]. For example, it has already been applied for the evaluation of protocols [41, 83]
or for biological systems [49, 55].
There exist numerous tools for SMC, like UPPAAL-SMC [42] or PLASMA-lab [38, 94].
Later in Chapter 8, we will discuss further tools and their supported algorithms and also
other application areas of SMC. In this section, we focus on the following algorithms common
in the SMC literature [2, 113, 115].

2.2.1

Standard Monte Carlo Simulation

This is the simplest SMC algorithm. It answers quantitative questions and works as follows.
First, a fixed number of samples and a property are specified by the user. Then, the statistical
model checker simply generates the specified number of samples and counts for how many
of them the property holds. Hence, a sample represents a Bernoulli experiment that has two
possible outcomes: true if the property holds and false otherwise. Finally, the number of
samples that fulfil the property divided by the total number of samples is used to estimate the
probability that the model satisfies the property [38].
Next, we introduce a more sophisticated version of a Monte Carlo simulation that enables
an estimation with a desired confidence and with a specific error bound.

2.2.2

Monte Carlo Simulation with Chernoff-Hoeffding Bound

The algorithm computes the required number of simulations n in order to estimate the probability γ that a stochastic model satisfies a Boolean property. The procedure is based on the
Chernoff-Hoeffding bound [82] that provides a lower limit for the probability that the estimation error is below a value e. Assuming a confidence 1 − δ the required number of simulations
can be calculated as follows:
 
1
2
n ≥ 2 ln
(2.1)
2e
δ
The n simulations represent independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random variables X1 , . . . , Xn with outcome xi = 1 if the property holds for the i-th simulation run and
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xi = 0 otherwise. Let the estimated probability be γ̄n = (∑in=1 xi )/n, then the probability that
the estimation error is below e is greater than our required confidence. Formally we have:
Pr (|γ̄n − γ| ≤ e) ≥ 1 − δ.

(2.2)

After the calculation of the number of required samples n, a standard Monte Carlo simulation
is performed [113].
Note that this algorithm works, because the Chernoff bound (2.2) gives us the minimum
probability that n independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random variables will
only deviate from the expected value γ by a small error e. Moreover, it states that more
samples will increase this minimum probability (confidence) or allow us to decrease the error
bound e. By rearranging the Chernoff bound, we obtain the minimum number of samples
(2.1) for a specific error e and a confidence 1 − δ.
Example. This algorithm can, e.g., be applied to calculate the required number of samples
to make a forecast with a poll for the approval of some political agenda [174]. In particular,
we can calculate how many people have to be asked in order to obtain an estimation with a
desired confidence 1 − δ and an error e. For example, for δ = 0.03 and e = 0.02, we need to
ask


1
2
n≥
ln
= 5249.63 ≈ 5250
2 × 0.022
0.03
people in order to obtain an accuracy of ±2%. This means that our estimation will be correct
in 97 times out of 100 cases. Note that other stricter versions of the Chernoff-Hoeffding
bound exist [174], but we applied this version, because it was used by other SMC tools, like
PLASMA-lab [113].

2.2.3

Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT)

This sequential method [187] is a form of hypothesis testing that can answer qualitative
questions. Given a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables
X1 , X2 , . . . with a probability density function f ( xi , θ ), we want to decide, whether a null hypothesis H0 : θ = θ0 or an alternative hypothesis H1 : θ = θ1 is true for desired type I and II
errors (α, β). In order to make the decision, we start sampling and calculate the log-likelihood
ratio after each observation of xi :
m

∏ f ( x i , θ1 )

log Λm = log

m
p1m
f ( x i , θ1 )
= ∑ log
= log i=m1
m
p0
f
( x i , θ0 )
i =1
∏ f ( x i , θ0 )

(2.3)

i =1

β

We continue sampling as long as the ratio (2.3) is inside the indifference region log 1−α <
log Λm < log

1− β
α .

H1 is accepted when log Λm ≥ log

1− β
α ,

and H0 when log Λm ≤ log 1−α [72].
β

The idea behind the SPRT is that we do not have to force a decision based on given data
or a fixed size sample set, but it gives us the option to continue sampling, until we find a
conclusive answer. Hence, it provides us a stopping criterion that allows us to stop when we
have obtained desired probabilities for the type I and II errors (i.e., the false rejection of a
true null hypothesis and failing to reject a false null hypothesis). Note that in contrast to the
Chernoff-Hoeffding bound, the SPRT is not restricted to Bernoulli random variables. It also
works with discrete and continuous random variables.
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Table 2.1: SPRT example execution.

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

xi
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0

f ( xi , θ0 )
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.8
0.2

f ( xi , θ1 )
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.9
0.1

log ( f ( xi , θ1 )/ f ( xi , θ0 ))
0.051
−0.301
0.051
−0.301
0.051
0.051
0.051
−0.301
0.051
0.051
−0.301
0.051
−0.301
0.051
−0.301
0.051
−0.301
0.051
−0.301
0.051
0.051
−0.301

log Λm
0.051
−0.250
−0.199
−0.500
−0.449
−0.397
−0.346
−0.647
−0.596
−0.545
−0.846
−0.795
−1.096
−1.045
−1.346
−1.295
−1.596
−1.545
−1.846
−1.794
−1.743
−2.044

Example. With the SPRT we can, e.g., check if the probability that a system can react to an
input sequence (with a fixed size) without failure is closer to 0.9 or 0.8. Such a question can
be expressed with the following hypotheses:
(
(
0.2 if xi = 0
0.1 if xi = 0
H0 : θ = θ0 | f ( xi , θ0 ) =
H1 : θ = θ1 | f ( xi , θ1 ) =
0.8 if xi = 1
0.9 if xi = 1
Moreover, we need to define the bounds for the indifference region. For example, with α =
β
1− β
0.01 and β = 0.01 the bounds are log 1−α = −2 and log α = 2.
In order to perform such a test, we have to run the system with a generated input sequence
to produce a sample, and calculate the log-likelihood ratio (2.3) according to the result.
An example SPRT execution is shown in Table 2.1. The first column indicates the current
sample index, the second column represents the result of the sample (xi = 1 means that
there was no failure), the third and the fourth show the application of the probability density
functions, the fifth shows the log-likelihood ratio, and the last column shows the cumulative
sum of the ratio. It can be seen that it takes 22 samples for the algorithm to reach the lower
bound of our indifference region, which means that H0 was accepted, i.e., the probability was
closer to 0.8.

2.2.4

Cumulative Sum (CUSUM)

CUSUM [114] is a sequential analysis technique similar to SPRT, because it also applies the
log-likelihood ratio. However, in contrast to SPRT, its purpose is to detect a change of an
initial probability. Given a finite set of independent Bernoulli random variables X1 , . . . , Xn , a
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probability for detecting a change k ∈ [0, 1] and sensitivity threshold λ, we want to decide
between the hypotheses:
H0 : ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, pi < k and
H1 : ∃i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N and i : ∀n, 0 ≤ n ≤ N, such that n < i =⇒ pn < k and n ≥ i =⇒ pn ≥ k,
where H0 states that no change occurred and H1 that a change occurred at time i, after which
the probability is greater than k. We assume that we know the probability under normal
conditions pinit , which can, e.g., be determined with a Monte Carlo simulation. We calculate
the log likelihood-ratio si and the cumulative sum Si as follows:
(

n

Si =

∑ si ,

i =1

si =

k
)
log( pinit

k
)
log( 1−1−pinit

if xi = 1
otherwise

(2.4)

We stop sampling when Sn − min1≤i≤n (Sn ) ≥ λ, which means that a change pn ≥ k was
detected at time tn or when no change occurred after a specified number of samples.
The CUSUM algorithm works, because of the fact that the cumulative sum (2.4) is globally
decreasing when there is no change and continuously increasing after a change occurred. The
algorithm stops if the increase is high enough, i.e., over the specified sensitivity threshold
λ. Note, to find a good sensitivity threshold, it is necessary to perform several simulations
and observe the maximum increases that are not caused by a change in order to avoid false
positives due to local increases.
Example. With the CUSUM algorithm, we can, e.g., test if a change in the probability that
a system has a failure can be observed. Moreover, if a change occurred, we can find when it
was detected. In order to perform such a test, the initial failure probability without a change,
needs to be known. We obtain it with a standard Monte Carlo simulation. For this example,
we have an initial probability pinit = 0.5 and a change should be detected at probability k = 0.7
with an assumed sensitivity threshold of λ = 2. Table 2.2 demonstrates a run of the CUSUM
algorithm. The first column is the sample index, the second column shows the outcome of
the sample (xi = 1 means there was a failure), the third illustrates the log likelihood-ratio,
the forth the sum of the ratios, the fifth the minimum ratio and the last column shows the
difference of the ratio and the minimum. It can be seen that up to the 20th sample, we have
about the same number of successful and failing system runs. After that, there is a change,
which causes an increase in the failure rate and also in the cumulative sum Sn . This increase
continues up to the point, where Sn − min1≤i≤n (Sn ) > λ, which is the case at the 40th sample.
At this point we can stop, because we found the change. Note that in a more realistic setting
much higher values for the sensitivity threshold might be needed.

2.3

Linear Regression

For our model-based prediction method, we need response-time distributions in order to
extend our functional model.
How can we derive such distributions? Implementing a classical rule-based algorithm
is not feasible since appropriate if-then-else rules with the associated conditional expressions
and calculation formulas for the distribution parameters are hard to define a priori in our
context. However, we can recognize that we have all the necessary ingredients for a datadriven learning approach, more precisely, for supervised learning with regression [190]. We
have log files with a large number of request examples (instances) for which also the response
times (labels) are known. For each request example, the log file specifies the values of a
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i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

xi
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 2.2: CUSUM example execution.
si
Sn
min1≤i≤n (Sn ) Sn − min1≤i≤n (Sn )
0.146
0.146
0.146
0
−0.222 −0.076
−0.076
0
0.146
0.070
−0.076
0.146
−0.222 −0.151
−0.151
0
0.146 −0.005
−0.151
0.146
0.146
0.141
−0.151
0.292
0.146
0.287
−0.151
0.438
−0.222
0.065
−0.151
0.217
−0.222 −0.157
−0.157
0
0.146 −0.011
−0.157
0.146
0.146
0.136
−0.157
0.292
0.146
0.282
−0.157
0.438
−0.222
0.060
−0.157
0.217
−0.222 −0.162
−0.162
0
0.146 −0.016
−0.162
0.146
−0.222 −0.238
−0.238
0
−0.222 −0.460
−0.460
0
−0.222 −0.681
−0.681
0
−0.222 −0.903
−0.903
0
−0.222 −1.125
−1.125
0
−0.222 −1.347
−1.347
0
0.146 −1.201
−1.347
0.146
0.146 −1.055
−1.347
0.292
0.146 −0.909
−1.347
0.438
0.146 −0.763
−1.347
0.585
0.146 −0.616
−1.347
0.731
−0.222 −0.838
−1.347
0.509
0.146 −0.692
−1.347
0.655
−0.222 −0.914
−1.347
0.433
0.146 −0.768
−1.347
0.579
0.146 −0.622
−1.347
0.725
0.146 −0.476
−1.347
0.871
0.146 −0.329
−1.347
1.018
0.146 −0.183
−1.347
1.164
0.146 −0.037
−1.347
1.310
0.146
0.109
−1.347
1.456
0.146
0.255
−1.347
1.602
0.146
0.401
−1.347
1.748
0.146
0.547
−1.347
1.894
0.146
0.693
−1.347
2.040

number of attributes (features) related to the requests. Our regression task is to learn from
the (labelled) data in the log files, a function which, given the attribute values of a request
instance, returns the parameters (µ, σ) of a normal distribution for the response time for that
instance. An analysis of the probability density functions of specific request types has shown
that a normal distribution fits well enough.
As we will see in Chapter 5, it turns out that the response times can be fairly well approximated by a linear combination of the request attributes by using the linear regression
method. This is convenient since (i) the statistical properties of the resulting estimators, i.e.,
the weights of the request attributes, are easier to determine with linear regression than with
other learning algorithms, and (ii) we can use these statistical properties to derive the normal
distribution parameters of the response times.
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Multiple Linear Regression. The general linear regression model in matrix notation is defined as
y = Xβ + e
(2.5)
where y is the dependent variable (regressand), X is the design matrix of the independent or
explanatory variables (regressors), β contains the model parameters (regressor coefficients or
weights), and e is the error term (noise) which captures all other factors which influence the
dependent variable other than the regressors [78]. In more detail, in case of p regressors the
ith observation of the dependent variable is given by
yi = 1β 0 + Xi,1 β 1 + ... + Xi,p β p + ei

(2.6)

with β 0 as the constant or offset term (intercept). The case with more than one independent
variable is called multiple linear regression (MLR). Thus, we use MLR to model the relationship between the response time, i.e., the dependent variable, and the attributes, i.e., the
independent variables, of a request.
Given a log file with N examples of requests and their response times, y is the N × 1 vector
of the response times and X is the N × p design matrix for p request attributes considered
to linearly influence the response time, where yi is the response time and Xi,1 , ..., Xi,p are the
attributes of the ith request example in the log file.
We can use y and X with the equation (2.5) to estimate the model parameters β that
minimise the error term e. Note that e is a N × 1 vector and there are various ways to define
what “minimise e” means. The simplest and most common method is the ordinary least
squares (OLS) which minimises the sum of the squares ei2 , i = 1, . . . , N.
After we have estimated the parameters β = [ β 0 , β 1 , . . . , β p ], we use the formula
y = 1β 0 + x1 β 1 + . . . + x p β p

(2.7)

to predict the response time y of a new (unseen) request with attributes [ x1 , x2 , . . . , x p ]. Please
note that the formula (2.7) is similar to (2.6) but without a correction error term e which
accounts for random variation or other unknown factors. Hence, (2.7) is an approximation of
the real response time which can be evaluated by analysing the statistics (e.g., standard error,
p-value, confidence interval) of the estimated model parameters β computed when applying
the OLS method.
If we consider that the model parameters β k , k = 0, . . . , p, are normally distributed with
the mean and standard deviation estimates (µ β k , σβ k ) given by the model parameters and the
corresponding standard errors computed with OLS, then it follows that the predicted response
time y is normally distributed with the mean µy and standard deviation σy given by
p

µy =

∑

k =0

p

xk µ β k ,

σy2 =

∑ xk2 σβ2

k =0

k

(2.8)

as a linear combination of the normal distributions N (µ β k , σβ2k ) with weights xi , i = 0, ..., p and
x0 = 1, according to (2.7). Note, this is based on the fact that a linear combination of normal
distributions gives us a normal distribution as well.
The normal distribution N (µy , σy2 ) with parameters given by (2.8) is exactly what we are
looking for. Thus, given a log file of request examples with corresponding response times, we
learn the parameters (µ β k , σβ k ) of a model (2.8) which gives the normal distribution N (µy , σy2 )
of the response time y for any new request with known attributes [ x1 , ..., x p ] to be associated
to the behavioural model as needed.
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Figure 2.1: Linear regression example for two-dimensional data points.

Example. In the case of simple two-dimensional data points, we just need to calculate the
slope (β 1 ) and the intercept (β 0 ) in order to compute a regression line as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Given the means of the data points (x, y), the slope and the intercept can be calculated
based on the data points (xi , yi ) of the figure as follows:
µ β1 =

∑in=1 ( xi − x )(yi − y)
= 0.58,
∑in=1 ( xi − x )2

µ β0 = y − µ β1 x = 0.84

By taking µ β0 , µ β1 as estimates for β 0 , β 1 we obtain the regression line y = 0.84 + 0.58x, as
illustrated in Figure 2.1, according to equation (2.7). Based on the predicted values ŷ of the
regression line and the residual standard error σ̂, the standard errors of the slope σβ1 and of
the intercept σβ0 can be computed by:
s
σβ1 =

σ̂2
=
n
∑ i =1 ( x i − x )2

v
u
u
t

∑in=1 (yi −ŷ)2
n −2
∑in=1 ( xi − x )2

s

= 0.11,

σβ0 =

σ̂2 ∑in=1 xi2
= 0.37
n ∑in=1 ( xi − x )2

In order to obtain the normal distribution for a specific value, e.g., x = 2, we can just need
formula (2.8) to calculate µy = 1σβ0 + 2σβ1 = 2 and σy = 1σβ20 + 22 σβ20 = 0.19 which gives us
N (2, 0.19) that we can apply to obtain a sample.

2.4

Stochastic Timed Automata

Timed automata (TA) were originally introduced by Alur and Dill [15]. Here, we adopt the
definition of UPPAAL [31]. A timed automaton (TA) is a tuple ( L, l0 , A, C, I, E), where L is a
finite set of locations, l0 ∈ L is the initial location, A is a finite set of actions, C is a finite set
of non-negative real-value clocks, I : L → B(C ) is a finite set of invariants for the locations,
where B(C ) is a set of conditions for the clocks, and E ⊆ L × A × B(C ) × 2C × L is a finite set
of edges between locations, with an action, a guard and a set of clock resets. Edges can also
a,g,r

be written as l −−→ l 0 .
Given a location l ∈ L and clock valuation u : C → R≥0 for a TA state (l, u) and the
set of all clock valuations RC , the semantics of a TA is defined by a labelled transition system
(S, s0 , →). S ⊆ L × RC is a finite set of states, s0 = (l0 , u0 ) is the initial state with u0 = 0, where
0 means that all clocks c ∈ C are set to zero. The transition relation is: → ⊆ S × {R≥0 ∪ A} × S,
and we have the following transitions:
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d

• delayed transitions: (l, u) −
→ (l, u + d) if ∀d0 : 0 < d0 ≤ d =⇒ u + d0 ∈ I (l )
a,g,r

a

• discrete transitions: (l, u) −
→ (l 0 , u0 ) if ∃(l −−→ l 0 ) : u |= g, u0 = [r 7→ 0]u and u0 ∈ I (l )
Each clock c ∈ C obtains the value u(c) + d when u + d is applied, u |= g means that the
guard g is true for the clock valuation u, and a clock reset [r 7→ 0]u sets all clocks in r to zero.
It can be seen that delayed transitions let time pass, which allow us to represent the sojourn
time, i.e., the delay that can occur in the locations of a TA. Discrete transitions take no time,
but they may reset clocks. Note that we lift the plus operator to the clock valuation as follows:
u + d =def {c 7→ u(c) + d | c ∈ C }.
Several probabilistic extensions of timed automata [15] have been proposed including
stochastically enhanced TA [35] and continuous probabilistic TA [107]. Here, we follow
the definition of stochastic timed automata (STA) by Ballarini et al. [25]: an STA is a tuple ( L, l0 , A, C, I, E, F, W ) comprising a classical timed automaton ( L, l0 , A, C, I, E), probability
density functions F = (fl )l∈L for the sojourn time, and natural weights W = (we )e∈E for the
edges.
The transition relation can be described as follows. For a state given by the pair (l, u), the
probability density function f l is used to choose the sojourn time d, which changes the state
to (l, u + d). After this change, an edge e is selected out of the set of edges E(l, u + d) that are
enabled in a state (l, u + d) with probability we / ∑h∈E(l,u+d) wh . Then, a transition to the target
location l 0 of e and u0 = u + d is performed. For our models the underlying stochastic process
is a semi-Markov process [92], since we reset our clocks at every transition, but we do not
assume exponentially distributed waiting times, and therefore, the process is not a standard
continuous-time Markov chain [25, 44, 195].
Example. An example stochastic timed automaton of a stochastic faulty counter is illustrated
in Figure 2.2. This counter has increment Inc and decrement Dec transitions that normally
change the value, i.e., the state, by one, but the increment does not always work. It may also
do nothing, which happens in one percent of the cases. This faulty behaviour is represented
by the two branches that are possible after an Inc transition: one branch (IncF) leads back to
previous state with a weight of one and the other branch (IncS) leads to the next (correct) state
with a weight of 99.
Moreover, we have additional states that represent delays for an increment and a decrement. For the increments, these additional states (Ii ) apply a uniform distribution given by
an upper and lower bound [ a, b] and for the decrements, we have additional states (Di ) with
a normal distribution, given by the mean µ and the standard deviation σ. It can be seen
that the parameters of the uniform and normal distributions are increasing, when the counter
value becomes higher. This behaviour represents that the counter slows down, when its value
increases.
1, IncF

99, IncS

1, IncF

I1
[0,5]
start

0

1

DecS

1, Dec

99, IncS
I3
[0,7]

1, Inc

2

1, Inc

...

[30,90]

[30,90]
D1
N (3, 1)

1, IncF

I2
[0,6]

1, Inc

[30,90]

99, IncS

DecS

D2
N (4, 1)

1, Dec

DecS

D3
N (5, 1)

Figure 2.2: Stochastic timed automaton of a faulty slow counter.

1, Dec
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Note that the Inc, Dec transitions also have weights, which represent the usage behaviour
of the counter. In this example, both Inc, Dec have weight one, hence they are selected with
the same probability. Moreover, we have uniform distributions [30, 90] in the main counter
states, which should illustrate the input time that is needed by the user. Later, we will see
how we combine our stochastic models with more advanced usage profiles.
d ,a

d ,a

1 1
2 2
A run of such a model or of STA in general can be defined as: (l0 , u0 ) −−
→ (l1 , u1 ) −−
→ ...
and it produces a timed trace in the form (d1 , a1 ), (d2 , a2 ), . . ., where di is a delay and ai ∈ A.
An example trace for this stochastic counter is the following:

( 3 8 . 4 , Inc ) , ( 2 . 3 , IncS ) , ( 7 8 . 1 , Inc ) , ( 3 . 7 , IncS ) , ( 4 6 . 0 , Dec ) , ( 3 . 4 , DecS ) ,
( 7 3 . 4 , Inc ) , ( 1 . 1 , IncF ) , ( 6 7 . 2 , Dec ) , ( 3 . 9 , DecS ) , ( 3 4 . 9 , Inc ) , ( 4 . 1 , IncS )
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Property-Based Testing with Business-Rule
Models

This chapter is based on our publication in the journal SoSyM 2017 [5], at A-MOST 2016 [4] and at
A-MOST 2017 [10].

3.1

Overview

Property-based testing is well suited for web-service applications, which was already shown
in various case studies [64, 109]. For example, it has been demonstrated that JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) schemas can be used to automatically derive test-case generators for web
forms. In this chapter, we present a test-case generation approach for a rule engine driven
web-service application. Business-rule models serve as input for property-based testing. We
parse these models to automatically derive generators for sequences of web-service requests
together with their required form data.
In the past, PBT was mostly applied in the context of functional programming. Here, we
define our properties in an object-oriented style in C# and its tool FsCheck. We apply our
method to the business-rule models of an industrial web-service application, i.e., the TFMS
that was introduced in Section 1.4.2.
Many web services store configurations in XML files. Some web services also store workflow details and user-access rules in XML business-rule models [155, 156]. These XML definitions can be seen as an abstract specification of the service behaviour, which may serve as
a basis to verify whether the service complies to this specified behaviour [128]. We present
an automated approach that uses these business-rule models to derive FsCheck8 models and
generators that are applied to generate command sequences with random input data.
The process of our testing approach is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The first step is to parse
and translate the XML business-rule files to input models for FsCheck. FsCheck supports all
kinds of models that have states, transitions, postconditions and optionally preconditions, but
in our case the models were extended finite state machines (EFSMs) [45]. These EFSMs are
used by the specification builder to create generators and FsCheck interface implementations
according to the parsed model. FsCheck transforms these interface implementations into a
property to be tested via randomly generated command sequences. This property requires
that the state of the model is equal to the state of the SUT after each transition (command).
As soon as a command sequence has been generated, it is executed on the SUT as a test
case. When the property holds throughout the execution, then the test case was successful
resulting in a pass-verdict, otherwise a fail-verdict is produced and the test case serves as a
counterexample. The number of test cases can be specified by the user, but if a property fails,
then no further test cases are executed.
For our use case a transition is not a simple action. It represents the opening of a page of
a graphical user interface, the entering of data for form fields and saving the page. In the testcase generator, the transitions are realised as command classes with attributes representing the
associated form data. Our target is to test the underlying requests of the transitions, which
are necessary for the interaction with the web-service application.
The contributions in this chapter are the following:
1. The main contribution is a new testing approach that uses XML business-rule models in
the form of EFSMs as input for PBT.
8 https://fscheck.github.io/FsCheck

(visited on 2018-09-19)
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the steps for the test-case generation with business-rule models.

2. We formalise the underlying concepts and algorithms of PBT with EFSMs and present a
detailed definition of our rule-engine models with an abstract grammar.
3. Moreover, we show a formalisation of the translation of our business-rule models to
EFSMs.
4. Another contribution is the application and evaluation of our approach in an industrial
case study.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. First, in Section 3.2, we present our
rule-engine system and rule-engine models. In Section 3.3, we introduce PBT with EFSMs,
and we present a small example of model-based testing with FsCheck. Section 3.4 presents
application-specific extensions to our method, like the translation of business-rule models
to EFSMs. Then, in Section 3.5 we describe details about the structure and implementation
of our approach. Section 3.6 shows the results of an evaluation, where we performed two
case studies for two major modules of an industrial web application. Moreover, we present
an extension for PBT that exploits an external test-case generator in Section 3.7. Finally, in
Section 3.8, we discus the limitations, threats to validity and future work, and conclude in
Section 3.9.

3.2

Business-Rule Models

An application may need various modifications depending on the customer or on the country of deployment. It is infeasible to apply these modifications to the source code, because
it would require the development of different versions for each customer. A business-rule
engine is a good way to apply the different modifications in the form of rules for different
deployments of an application. Business-rule engines are used to integrate these rules in the
business logic. They are often combined with business-rule management systems that can be
used to store, load and easily modify the rules. There are many frameworks, architectures or
systems for web services and applications in general that provide business-rule management
functionality [80, 140, 157].
Most of them only differ by the information that can be encoded in the rules. For example, business-rule engines can store constraints, conditions, actions and other business-process
semantics. Even workflow details can be included, although there is a separate technology,
called workflow engine or also business process management system [1, 43, 155]. The major
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difference is that workflows/processes define the order or sequence of tasks (actions/operations) and business rules describe conditions and resulting actions.
Our SUT (i.e., the TFMS) has a custom implementation of a rule management system. This
custom implementation was made, because there were not many existing approaches at the
time, when the application was developed. Our business-rule models are similar to other
rule definitions. For example, the rule markup language (RuleML) [186] could be applied to
encode our models.
Note that we talk about rules and not processes as our models have the main purpose of
storing costumer specific business logic, and they specify conditions for enabling certain tasks,
which can be seen as condition-action pairs. They do not focus on the sequence of tasks and
do not support the composition of services. Moreover, the term rule-engine is used within the
given commercial system.
In this work business-rule, models are also called rule-engine models (REMs) and they
are the primary basis of our approach. An REM is a state machine defining the behaviour of
a TFMS Object Class. A TFMS Object Class describes objects of our application domain, like
incidents or test orders. Each of these objects has a state, an identifier, attribute values/data
and they are stored in the database of our SUT.
The abstract syntax of a rule-engine model can be defined as follows. Its definition corresponds to the concrete XML syntax, but is more concise.
Definition 1 (Rule-Engine Models).
REM=df rem(AllAttributes, AllTasks, AllStates)
AllAttributes=df Attr∗
Attr=df attr(Name, DataType, Parameter∗) | attr(Name, DataType)
DataType=df Integer | Bool | String | Enum | Object | Date | DateTime | Float | File | Reference
Parameter=df MinValue | MaxValue | EnumItem∗ | Query | Regex | . . .
AllTasks=df Task∗
Task=df task(id : Name, attributes : Name∗, possibleNextStates : Name∗)
AllStates=df State∗
State=df state(id : Name, possibleTasks : Name∗)

For easier readability we use record types to define composite data: an REM is defined
as a record rem with three fields: the set of AllAttributes, the set of AllTasks and the set of
AllStates. In fact, these sets are represented as sequences, e.g., the sequence of all attributes
Attr ∗. An attribute comprises a Name, a DataType and optionally a sequence of Parameters.
Parameters may further restrict a data type, like a maximum value for an Integer. A more
complex form of restriction of an attribute may be realised via a Query to a database, which
will be further explained in Section 3.5.1 (reference attributes). This allows to implement a
selection of existing values, like e.g., a dynamic drop-down menu in a web-form. Another
restriction can be applied with a regular expression (Regex), which can limit a string attribute
to only allow certain patterns.
Tasks represent the behaviour, i.e., the actions or events a user may trigger. For readability,
we define tasks with field names. A task has an identifier, i.e., a Name, a number of attributes to
be entered into a form and the possible next states a task may reach. If there is more than one
possible state, then it can be selected via an external choice by the user, hence this does not
represent non-determinism. Finally, all States define the complete state-space with each state
being associated with a sequence of tasks that can be triggered in this state.
For illustration, Listing 3.1 shows a simplified version of the XML file of an REM that was
used as basis for the example in Section 3.3.2. It can be seen that these models are structured
very similarly to our abstract syntax. The main components are:
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<?xml v e r s i o n= " 1 . 0 " encoding= " u t f −8" ?>
<RuleEngineModel TfmsType= " I n c i d e n t " >
<AllAttributes>
< S t a t i c A t t r i b u t e I n f o Name= " P a r e n t F o l d e r " DataType= " R e f e r e n c e " >
<Query C r i t e r i a = " C l a s s = I n c i d e n t F o l d e r " >
< R e q u e s t e d A t t r i b u t e s > < s t r i n g > * </ s t r i n g > </ R e q u e s t e d A t t r i b u t e s >
</Query>
</ S t a t i c A t t r i b u t e I n f o >
< S t a t i c A t t r i b u t e I n f o Name= " D e s c r i p t i o n " DataType= " S t r i n g " MaxValue= " 128 " />
...
</ A l l A t t r i b u t e s >
<AllTasks>
<Task Name= " I n c i d e n t C r e a t e T a s k " >
< D y n a m i c A t t r i b u t e s I n f o>
< A t t r i b u t e Name= " P a r e n t F o l d e r " Enabled= " t r u e " Required= " t r u e " />
< A t t r i b u t e Name= " D e s c r i p t i o n " Enabled= " t r u e " Required= " t r u e " />
...
</ D y n a m i c A t t r i b u t e s I n f o>
<PossibleNextStates>
< S t a t e Name= " Submitted " NoteRequired= " f a l s e " />
</ P o s s i b l e N e x t S t a t e s >
</Task>
...
</AllTasks>
<AllStates>
< S t a t e Name= " Submitted " >
<PossibleTasks>
<Task>IncidentEditTask</Task>
<Task>IncidentCloseTask</Task>
</ P o s s i b l e T a s k s >
</ S t a t e >
...
</ A l l S t a t e s >
</RuleEngineModel>

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Listing 3.1: Simplified XML representation of a rule-engine model.

• attribute definitions with data types and constraints (Lines 3 to 11)
• tasks with enabled and required attributes and possible next states (Lines 12 to 24)
• states with possible tasks (Lines 25 to 33)
Optionally the models may also include:
• scripts, which can be executed on certain events
• queries for the selections of specific objects
• reports for a good overview of the entered objects
Note that our REMs do not always represent the actual behaviour of the web application
under test. REMs determine what tasks are currently active and what attributes are required.
However, developers can overrule the constraints that are included in REMs, when they implement a task. For example, a task can lead to different target states that are not specified
in an REM. Moreover, a form of the SUT might require additional attributes for special cases
that are only implemented in the SUT, but not contained in REMs. It makes sense to search
for such cases where REMs are overruled by the implementation in order to find out, if this
behaviour is intentional or was introduced by mistake. In addition, manual adjustments to
the test models had to be made so that these deviations are not found repeatedly.

3.3

Property-Based Testing with Extended Finite State Machines

As already explained in Section 2.1, PBT can be applied for various types of models. Now, we
introduce PBT with extended finite state machines. We formalise the underlying concepts and
algorithms in the first subsection and present concrete examples in the second subsection.
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State-Machine Properties

PBT can be applied to models in the form of extended finite state machines (EFSMs) [97].
Definition 2 (EFSM). An EFSM can formally be defined as a 6-tuple (S, s0 , V, I, O, T ) ∈ State_set
× State × Variable_set × Input_set × Output_set × Transition_set, where
S is a finite set of States,
s0 ∈ S is an initial State,
V is a finite set of Variables,
I is a finite set of Inputs,
O is a finite set of Outputs,
T is a finite set of transitions, t ∈ T can be defined as a 5-tuple (s, i, g, op, s0 ),
s is the source State,
i is an Input,
g is a guard in the form of a Boolean expression,
op is a sequence of output and assignment operations of the form output := o or v := e, where
output is a keyword, o ∈ O, v ∈ V and e is an expression,
s0 is the target State [97].
Such an EFSM is deterministic if in any state there is at most one enabled transition (via
guards) with the same input [166]. In this thesis, we are concerned with deterministic EFSMs.
An example EFSM is presented in Section 3.3.2 in Figure 3.3. Semantically, a guard g is a
Boolean function that takes the variable valuations v as input and returns a Boolean value. An
operation op is a function mapping the current variable valuations to a pair of new valuations
and an optional output o ∈ O.
In order to perform PBT for an EFSM, a state-machine specification spec has to be provided.
This specification includes functions to set the initial state of the model and the SUT, a set of
commands cmds and a next function that builds a command generator Gen[Cmd] for a given
model state:
Definition 3 (State-Machine Specification).
Spec =df spec(initalModel : () → Model, initialActual : () → Sut,
cmds : Cmd_set, next : Model → Gen[Cmd])
Algorithm 3 in Section 3.3.2 outlines an example specification for the incident manager as
it is required for FsCheck.
A Model object consists of fields representing the current EFSM state s, the valuations for
the variables v, the transition set T, the last output o and a doStep function that performs the
execution of a transition.
Model =df model(s : State, v : Variable → Val, T :
Transition_set, o : Output, doStep : Input → Model)
doStep(in) =df model(s0 , v0 , o0 , doStep) such that

(s, in, g, op, s0 ) ∈ T ∧ g(v) = True ∧ (v0 , o0 ) = op(v)
Note that the SUT is defined in the same way as the model and is, therefore, omitted.
A command Cmdin ∈ spec.cmds encodes a set of transitions Tin with the same input in.
They encapsulate preconditions, postconditions and the execution semantics of these transitions. Preconditions pre define the permitted transition sequences by enabling the command
only in states where the input in is allowed. Postcondition post can verify the effects of the
command, e.g., by comparing the state of the model and the SUT. The execution semantics are
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Cmdin =df cmdin (Tin : Transition_set, prein : Model → Bool,
postin : (Model, Sut) → Boolean,
runModelin : Model → Model, runActualin : Sut → Sut)
Tin =df {(s, i, g, op, s0 ) | (s, i, g, op, s0 ) ∈ T ∧ i = in}
(
True if ∃(s, in, g, op, s0 ) ∈ Tin . s = model.s ∧ g(model.v) = True
prein (model) =df
False otherwise
runModelin (model) =df model.doStep(in)
runActualin (sut) =df sut.doStep(in)
(
True if model.s = sut.s ∧ model.v = sut.v ∧ model.o = sut.o
postin (model, sut) =df
False otherwise
Figure 3.2: Command definition for property-based testing.

encoded via the functions runModel and runActual for executing the Model and the SUT. The
definition of a command is shown in Figure 3.2. Note that in this definition we show various
possible checks in the postcondition, i.e., we analyse the current state of the SUT, variable
valuations and the output. In reality this may not be feasible, because the SUT might not
provide all this information. Hence, in many cases it may only be possible to check the output
in the postcondition. An example implementation of a command is presented in Section 3.3.2
in Algorithm 4. This example demonstrates the function definitions for an IncidentCreateTask.
A property of an EFSM is that for each command sequence that is possible with the preconditions, the postcondition of each command must hold. In order to verify this property,
a PBT tool produces random command sequences and checks the postconditions after each
command execution.
The state-machine property must hold in all settings of the model Model_set and the SUT
SUT_set that are reachable via valid command sequences. A command sequence is valid if all
its preconditions are satisfied. Hence, given a specification spec, a state-machine property for
EFSMs can be defined as follows:
Definition 4 (State-Machine Property).

∀cmdin ∈ spec.cmds, model ∈ Model_set, sut ∈ SUT_set :
cmdin .post(model, sut) ∧ cmdin .pre(model) =⇒
cmdin .post(cmdin .runModel(model ), cmdin .runActual(sut))
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of the test-case generation for such a property. The
algorithm takes a spec and a size parameter for the length of the test case as input and returns
a testSequence, which is a sequence of (Cmd, Model) pairs. In the first step, the initial model is
created with the initialModel function of the spec. Next, there is a loop over the size parameter.
In each iteration, a command generator gen is built with the next function of the spec. This
function takes the model (Line 9) and creates a subset of all commands by checking their
precondition. The function returns an Elements generator, which selects one element of this
set with a uniform distribution (Line 11). The sample function of this generator is called to
produce a command (Line 4). This command is executed with runModel, which returns a new
model that incorporates the state change. Note that we need a new model and not only change
the current one, because future changes should not affect the old stored model instances. This
new model and the command are stored in the testSequence. Finally, after the loop is finished
we return the testSequence, which represents a test case.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of the test-case generation for EFSMs.
Input:
spec: state-machine specification
size ∈ N>0 :parameter for test-case length
Output:
testSequence : (cmd1 , model1 ), . . . , (cmdn , modeln )
1: model ← spec.initialModel()
2: for i ← 1 to size do
3:
gen ← spec.next(model)
4:
cmd ← gen.sample()
5:
model ← cmd.runModel(model)
6:
testSequence[i] ← (cmd, model)
7: end for
8: return testSequence

. next returns a cmd generator
. command is generated
. command is executed
. build test sequence

9: function spec.next(model)
10:
cmdSet ← {cmdin ∈ spec.cmds | cmdin .pre(model) = True}
11:
return Gen.Elements(cmdSet)
12: end function

Algorithm 2 shows how such a generated test case can be executed. The test case is the
input of this algorithm together with a spec and the result is a verdict. (Note that shrinking is
omitted in this simplified algorithm.) In the first step, the initial SUT is built by the initialActual
function of the spec. After that we loop over the testSequence. Next, the command is executed
on the SUT with runActual, which results in a modified SUT (Line 3). The postcondition of
the command is applied to compare the SUT with the stored model of the testSequence. If it is
false, then the test failed. Otherwise, the execution continues and if the loop is finished, then
the postconditions of all commands were satisfied and a pass-verdict is returned.

3.3.2

Example of Model-Based Testing with FsCheck

In this subsection, we show how FsCheck can be applied for MBT. A simple example of an
incident manager taken from our industrial case study shall serve to demonstrate how the
necessary interface implementations have to be realised.
FsCheck Modelling. In order to apply FsCheck for MBT, we need a specification class that
implements an ICommandGenerator interface and contains the following elements:
• SUT definition (which is called Actual by FsCheck)
Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of the test-case execution for EFSMs.
Input:
testSequence : (cmd1 , model1 ), . . . , (cmdn , modeln )
spec : state-machine specification
Output:
Pass, if the test case is successful, Fail otherwise
1: sut ← spec.initialActual()
2: for each (cmdi , modeli ) ∈ testSequence do
3:
sut ← cmdi .runActual(sut)
4:
if ¬cmdi .post(modeli , sut) then
5:
return Fail
6:
end if
7: end for
8: return Pass

. command is executed
. check post condition
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Algorithm 3 Incident specification Spec of the incident manager.
Input:
SUT class for the connection to the SUT,
Model class
1: function initialActual
2:
return new SUT()
3: end function

. create new SUT instance

4: function initialModel
5:
return new Model()
6: end function
7: cmds ← {new IncidentCreateTask(), new IncidentEditTask(),new IncidentCloseTask()}
8: function next(model)
9:
return Gen.Elements(cmds)
. chose one element
10: end function

•
•
•
•

Model definition
Initial state of the SUT and the model
Generator for the next command given the current state of the model
Commands combining preconditions, postconditions and the transition execution semantics of the SUT and the model

Details about the structure of such specifications were already presented in Section 3.3. Now
we give a more concrete example for FsCheck on an object-oriented level. Algorithm 3 outlines an example specification. In order to implement the interface for FsCheck, we need the
mentioned elements. The class of the SUT is basically a wrapper that provides methods for
the execution of all tasks and a method to retrieve the current state of one incident object of
the SUT.
An incident object is an element of the application domain. For example, it could be a bug
report. It has a number of attributes (form data), which are stored in the database. In this
example, we assume that the attributes are set statically in the wrapper class of the SUT. In
Section 3.5, we will see, how form data can be generated automatically for these attributes.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the state machine of one incident object. Initially, the machine is in a
global state. The IncidentCreateTask (abbreviated as Create) creates and opens a new incident
object, which can be edited and closed with the corresponding tasks. The transitions are
labelled as follows: input i, an optional guard g / assignment operations op, and an output o.
The assignment operations of this EFSM assign values to the attribute variables and the output
indicates the target state of a transition. The initial global state has a special meaning: tasks of
Global
Create/

Submitted

ParentFolder:=TestFolder
, Submitted
Description:=“TestDes”
...
Edit/

ParentFolder:=TestFolder1
, Submitted
Description:=“TestDesc1”
...

Close/ Comment:=“Finished”
, Closed
...

Closed

Figure 3.3: EFSM of the Incident Manager.
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Algorithm 4 IncidentCreateTask command definition of the incident manager.
1: function pre(model)
2:
return True
3: end function
4: function post(sut, model)
5:
return sut.State = model.State
6: end function
7: function runModel(model)
8:
model.doStep(“IncidentCreateTask”)
9:
return model
10: end function
11: function runActual(sut)
12:
sut.doStep(“IncidentCreateTask”)
13:
return sut
14: end function
15: function toString
16:
return “IncidentCreateTask”
17: end function

the global state, i.e., IncidentCreateTask, are globally enabled in all states. Hence, it is possible
in every state to create new incident objects. However, to simplify the discussion, we assume
that the state machine only represents a currently opened incident object. Generally, in an
object-oriented system comprising several objects, we need functionality to switch between
active objects. This functionality is discussed in Section 3.4.2.
The initial states of the model and the SUT are set by creating new objects (Algorithm 3:
Lines 2 and 5). The generator in the next function selects one element of a command set
randomly, which can be accomplished with the default Elements generator of FsCheck (Line 9).
In the standard PBT approach, all command classes need to be defined manually as shown
in Algorithm 4. The classes need to define how the transitions should be executed on the
model and SUT and what postcondition should hold after the execution. In this simple example, the execution of the model only changes the state, later we will also see how we handle
form data. For example, the state-changing function of an IncidentCreateTask is defined as
follows:
model.doStep(“IncidentCreateTask”) =df model.s := “Submitted”
Note that in contrast to the previous abstract definition, the postcondition here checks if the
state of the SUT matches the state of the model. Moreover, a toString method can be used to
display various information of the command and optionally a precondition can be defined.
The classes for the IncidentEditTask and the IncidentCloseTask command are similar to this
class and are, therefore, omitted.
For a large model with many transitions it is not practical that all commands have a
separate class. Therefore, it makes sense to implement this definition in a more generic way
for all possible transitions and to automate the process as far as possible.
Command Generation and Execution. The tool FsCheck generates test cases according to
Algorithm 1 with the difference that the specification is provided in an object-oriented style
as shown in Algorithm 3. After a test case is generated it is executed on the SUT and the state
of the SUT is compared to the stored model state after each command execution as explained
in Algorithm 2.
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0:
[ IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ;
IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentEditTask ]
1:
[ IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentEditTask ; IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ;
IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentEditTask ;
IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCreateTask ;
IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCloseTask ;
IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ;
IncidentEditTask ; IncidentEditTask ; IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ;
IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ;
IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentEditTask ; IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentEditTask ;
IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentEditTask ; IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ;
IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentCloseTask ; IncidentCreateTask ; IncidentCreateTask ]
Ok , passed 2 tests , 50% short sequences (1 − 6 commands )

Listing 3.2: Generated command sequences for the incident manager.

In order to start testing in FsCheck, the specification has to be converted into a property.
This is achieved with the toProperty() method of FsCheck. The property can then, e.g., be
tested by calling the QuickCheck() method or also with the help of unit testing frameworks:
new Spec ( ) . toProperty ( ) . QuickCheck ( ) ;

By default, 100 test cases will be generated and executed, but this number can be configured.
Listing 3.2 shows two example sequences that were produced by FsCheck for the incident
specification. It can be seen that the sequences have quite different lengths, because FsCheck
generates them randomly with a variety of lengths. Moreover, FsCheck classifies the sequences
according to their lengths, which can be seen in the last line of the listing. These classifications
can be helpful to find out that a certain generator only considers trivial cases. Each of these
generated tasks in the command sequences requires form data for the attributes, which also
needs to be generated. Listing 3.3 shows example form data for some attributes that was
generated randomly for the IncidentCreateTask. Note that this randomly generated strings
form a kind of robustness test in order to check that the SUT can process non-standard input.

3.4

Application-Specific Extensions to the Method

In this section, we present some application-specific extensions, which were needed for the
web-service application that we evaluated. We show the translation of business-rule models
into EFSMs, and we demonstrate how we introduced functionality to switch between application objects and REMs.

3.4.1

Translating Business-Rule Models into Extended Finite State Machines

In the following, we show how we translate our business-rule models into EFSMs. In order to
do this, we introduce a function translate which takes an REM as described in Section 3.2 as
IncidentCreateTask :
−− ParentFolder = IncidentTestFolder1
−− Description = /%j6XN−−#Gn8$−bc6_I−@EaB−cfkMNn3−−>eA −sb!−−R − 9/{@bXzF−−#o4 * LB ] SY3 −−r { i−!−
p−x−f
−− CommitNote = HC−−Gz_p ;
...

Listing 3.3: Generated form data for a task of the incident manager.
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translate : REM → EFSM
translate(rem(attributes, states, tasks)) =df (names_of (states), “Global00 ,
names_of (attributes), names_of (tasks), names_of (states), buildTrans(states, tasks, attributes))
buildTrans : AllStates_set × AllTasks_set × AllAttributes_set → Transition_set
buildTrans(states, tasks, attributes) =df {(s, i, true, op, s0 ) | ∃ state(sname, possibleTasks) ∈ states . (s = sname ∧

∃ task(tname, tattributes, nextStates) ∈ tasks . (tname ∈ possibleTasks ∧ s0 ∈ nextStates ∧
i = tname ++ optionalSuffix(nextStates, s0 ) ∧
op = (a1 := v1 , . . . , an := vn , output := s0 ) ∧ ai ∈ tattributes ∧ (ai , vi ) ∈ translate(attributes)))}
translate : All Attributes_set → (Variable × Generator )_set
translate( attributes) =df {(id, gen) | attr (id, type) ∈ attributes ∧ gen = Gen(type) ∨
attr (id, type, par ) ∈ attributes ∧ gen = Gen(type, par )}
names_of : AllTasks_set | AllStates_set | AllAttributes_set → Name
names_of (xs) =df {x.name | x ∈ xs}
optionalSuffix : Name_set × Name → Name
optionalSuffix(possibleNextStates, nextState) =df

(

“”
nextState

if card( possibleNextStates) = 1
if card( possibleNextStates) > 1

Figure 3.4: Translation of a rule-engine model to an EFSM by translating the attributes,
tasks and states of the rule-engine model to the 6-tuple representing an EFSM.

input and converts it into an EFSM. Figure 3.4 illustrates this translation. It can be seen that
the translate function is a composition of several sub-functions that convert the individual
parts of the REM. First, we translate the states of the REM by applying the helper function
names_of , which returns the name of all elements of a set of tasks, states or attributes. The
name is a unique identifier for each element of these sets. The same helper function is used to
translate the attributes, tasks and states to variable, input and output sets. The initial state of
the EFSM is set to the constant “Global”. The translation of the transitions is more complex
and is performed with the buildTrans function. For this translation, we take the states, the
tasks and the attributes of the REM as arguments, because we need their fields possibleTasks
and possibleNextStates to form the transitions of the EFSM: the states of the REM form the
source states, the tasks that are enabled in these states (possibleTasks) represent the inputs and
their possible next states define the target states.
Note, there can be multiple possible next states for one task in a specific state. In practice,
one of these states is selected by the user, which represents an additional external input. For
example, in some REMs an AdminEdit task can be performed, where a user can select the next
state of an object, like Created, Available or Deleted, explicitly from a drop-down menu. Since
this selected state forms part of the input, we add the name of the state to the task name to
form the input. The function optionalSuffix appends (++) the next state s0 to the input (task
name), if more than one possible next state exists (cardinality > 1). In the following, we skip
this detail in order to simplify our graphical representations. Furthermore, we translate the
required attributes of the tasks in a separate function, which returns a set of pairs of variables
and generators (id, gen) for the types of the attributes and their optional parameters. These
pairs and an output assignment form the operation sequences of a transition.

3.4.2

Switching Between Rule-Engine Models Objects

In this subsection, we explain how we extended our models to enable the switching between multiple application objects. The business-rule models only consider the behaviour
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Incident Object O1
S ele ct( O 2)
activeO := O2

Create
Submitted
Close
Closed

Incident Object O2
Create
Submitted

Edit

Select(O1)

a cti v e O : = O 1

Close

Edit

Create
stateMap[O3.Id] := Submitted
activeO := O3

...

Closed

Figure 3.5: Switching between objects of the incident object class.

of one object of a specific type and not the behaviour of a set of objects. Our application
includes a number of transitions that create new application objects and a user can switch
between these objects before a task is started. Our original implementation only considered
the currently active object, which is automatically changed to inactive when a new object
is created. In order to also support the switch functionality, we extended our models. We
changed the original variable set V of the EFSM to V = Vattr ∪ activeObj ∪ stateMap, where
Vattr : Obj.Id → Variable_set are the variables for our attributes. They are now represented in a
map, so that different variables can be maintained for the different objects. The activeObj is a
variable that marks the currently opened object and it contains an identifier and a state. The
variable stateMap : Obj.Id → State was added to map object identifiers to object states in order
to keep track of the current states of all objects. Moreover, we added additional transitions for
selecting an object. These transitions are only enabled when at least two objects are available,
and they are chosen randomly in the same way as other transitions. The decision, which object
is selected, is also performed by a generator. Figure 3.5 illustrates the select functionality with
the additional transitions, which is repented as a hierarchical state machine [77]. Note that
transitions that create objects are always enabled, i.e., they are enabled globally in all states.
In the following display of EFSMs, we skip this global initial state of the REMs.
In the same way as we added transitions to switch between objects of an REM, we also
added transitions to switch between different REMs within a module. Figure 3.6 demonstrates, how a switch between multiple REMs of the Test Order Manager can be accomplished
with SelectREM transitions. In this example, we have three EFSMs for the different REMs of
this module, which are explained in more detail in Section 3.6.2. Each EFSM in this figure
also has the select functionality to switch between objects of the REM as shown in Figure 3.5.
On top of the switching between REMs, we may also switch between modules as illustrated in Figure 3.7. In this figure, we have three modules: Test Order Manager, Test Equipment Manager and Test Factory Scheduler. The first two modules are both models we used
for case studies in Section 3.6. The Test Factory Scheduler module is for scheduling of test
orders on the test beds. It can automatically check the availability of resources like test beds
and equipment. Test orders can be assigned according to priorities and to meet certain deadlines. We have not implemented the switch functionality at this level, because we wanted to
test the modules separately, but it would be straightforward and very similar to the switch
functionality of REMs within a module.

3.5

Architecture and Implementation

In this section, we discuss the architecture and the relevant implementation details of our
test-case generator.
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Figure 3.6: Switching between rule-engine models inside the Test Order Manager. For
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Figure 3.8: Class diagram for a model, which is parsed from XML and serves as input to
FsCheck as part of the Spec.

after the execution of the task. Furthermore, the class includes a dictionary for the required
attributes. The attributes represent the form data of a web-service operation. All attributes
have a common base class, which has fields like name and data type. The derived classes
for specific data types extend this base class by adding possible constraints and a custom
generator for the data type that respects these constraints. For example, an integer attribute
class can have constraints for the minimum and maximum value, and the generator chooses
a number between these boundaries or an arbitrary number if no constraints are given. We
have implemented attribute classes for simple data types, like enumerations, floating-point
numbers, dates and times, but we also support more complex data types:
• Reference attributes: a reference to another object of the SUT can also be an attribute
for a task. The possible options for this object are given by a query, which represents a
search string for the database. The interface to the SUT provides a method to get results
for a valid query and an element generator chooses one of the results randomly. This
generator, was already explained in Section 3.3.2.
• Object attributes: an object attribute can group multiple attributes in a struct or a list.
The generator for this type recursively calls the generators of included types, which can
again be object attributes.
• Attachment attributes: some tasks require files of certain file types. The generator for
this attribute chooses one of the possible file types and generates a random file name.
The generation of the actual file is added to the wrapper class of the SUT, because the
file should also be deleted after the test execution.
• String attributes: a string attribute may include restrictions like a minimum/maximum
length or a regular expression. In order to generate strings that match these regular
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Algorithm 5 Attribute data generation for the form data of the incident manager.
Input:
Attributes: an array of attribute instances
Output:
attributeData: a generator for maps (Attribute.Name → Val)
1: function GenerateData(Attributes)
2:
for each attr ∈ Attributes do
3:
genArray.Add( attr.Generator ())
. fill genArray with Attribute Generators.
4:
end for
5:
return Gen.Sequence( genArray).Select(Values → (
6:
for i ← 1 to length_o f ( Attributes) do
7:
attributeData[ Attributes[i ].Name] ← Values[i ]
8:
end for
9:
return attributeData))
10: end function

expressions, we apply a .NET port of the Xeger library.9 This library can generate text
that matches a given regular expression.
The object representation of the model is also used for the interface specifications for FsCheck.
For example, preconditions for the restriction of the tasks are automatically created by the
model class. The generator for the next command also includes information of the model to
generate commands with possible next states and attribute data.
Algorithm 5 shows how attribute data can be generated. First, an array of generators is
created by iterating over the attributes and adding the generators to the array. This array
is then given to a sequence generator as input, which creates an array of values for all the
generators in the array (Line 5). In order to store them in a map, we use the select function
of the generator. This function takes an anonymous function, which takes the values as input
and returns an object that should be created by the generator. It can be applied to convert a
generator of certain type A to a generator of a different type B by processing the generating
values of the first generator. Hence, the select function has the following signature:
Gen[A].select : ( A → B) → Gen[ B]
In our case, we build a map generator from a sequence generator in order to enable the generation of maps with attribute names as keys and the data as values (Lines 6 to 9). This attribute
data generation is required for the command generation, which is shown in Algorithm 6. First,
an array of possible tasks is created in the model class, which considers the preconditions for
this creation (Line 2). An element generator is used to choose one of these tasks and with the
selectMany function we process the chosen task (Line 3). The selectMany function is similar
to the select function. It can be applied to a generator and requires an anonymous function as
argument. This anonymous function takes a value of the generator as input and has to return
a new generator.
Gen[A].selectMany : ( A → Gen[ B]) → Gen[ B]
Therefore, selectMany makes it possible to nest generators and also to pass the generated
value to the inside generator.
A chosen task can lead to multiple next states, hence, we also choose a next state with an
element generator (Line 4). Then, the attribute data generation of Algorithm 5 is applied. With
the generated data we create a DynamicCommand object which takes the task, the model, the
attribute data and the next state as arguments for the constructor (Line 6).
9 https://code.google.com/archive/p/xeger

(visited on 2018-09-19)
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Algorithm 6 Next: generates a Cmd for a given model.
Input:
model: model instance that incorporates the state
Output:
gen: a generator for commands
1: function spec.next(model)
2:
ts ← model.getPossibleTasks()
3:
return Gen.Elements(ts).selectMany(t →
4:
Gen.Elements(t.PossibleNextStates()).selectMany(s →
5:
GenerateData(t.requiredAttributes).select(data →
6:
new DynamicCmd(t, data, s)))
7: end function

. possible tasks

The outline of the DynamicCommand class is shown in Algorithm 7. This generic command class can handle the execution of all tasks of the parsed model. The class has the task,
the model, attribute data and the next state as constructor arguments and as fields. They are
required for the execution of the transition. Running a transition on the model is realised with
a function of the model class (Line 5). The execution on the SUT in runActual calls the wrapper class of the SUT (Line 9). This wrapper class uses reflection to call the actual methods on
the SUT and it also sets the attributes. In the postcondition, we check if the post-state of the
model is equal to the post-state of the SUT. Note that our SUT allows an explicit observation
of the state. This information can be accessed via the wrapper class of the SUT, which allowed
us to easily compare the state of the model and the SUT in the postcondition. In other SUTs,
this information might not be accessible, e.g., only the output might be comparable.

3.6

Evaluation

Our approach was developed for a web-service application called TFMS as discussed in Section 1.4.2. This system is a composition of various modules. We performed an evaluation of
two representative modules of the application, the Test Order Manager and the Test Equipment Manager. Moreover, we also tested other small modules like the Incident Manager,
which was shown in the example of Section 3.3.2, but the major part was the Test Order Manager. The goal of the evaluation was to analyse the applicability and bug-finding ability of our
Algorithm 7 DynamicCmd: generic Cmd definition.
Input:
t : task instance,
data : map (Attribute.Name → generated value),
s : nextState (the selected next state from the next function)
1: function post(sut, model)
2:
return sut.State = model.State
3: end function
4: function runModel(model)
5:
model.doStep(t, s);
6:
return model
7: end function
8: function runActual(sut)
9:
sut.DefaultTask(t, data, s);
10:
return sut
11: end function
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Table 3.1: Number of states, tasks, transitions and attributes of the REMs within the Test
Order Manager.
Model
States Tasks Transitions Attributes
Test Order
8
16
49
15
Business Process Template
5
4
25
58
Test Order Templates
5
4
24
53
Test Order Manager
18
24
98
126

method for industrial use cases. The human effort of the evaluation was primarily the implementation of the parsing process of the business-rule models and the connection to the SUT.
The human effort for the testing process itself was insignificant, due to the high automation.
We found several issues in the systems under test that are listed in the following sections.

3.6.1

Settings

We performed our experiments in a virtual machine with Windows Server 2008, 4 GB RAM
and one CPU on a MacBook Pro (late 2013 version) with 8GB RAM and a 2.6 GHz Intel
Core i5. The system was running TFMS 1.7 and we applied FsCheck 2.4 as PBT tool.
First, we ran the default test settings of FsCheck, which produces 100 test cases with an
average length of 51. When an issue in the SUT had been found, we repeated the whole test
process until no more issues were detected.
Additionally, we performed test runs with an increasing number of test cases and a fixed
length of ten in order to evaluate the coverage on the models. This ensured that all relevant
parts of the SUT were covered. Furthermore, this coverage analysis helped in regression
testing. When fixing a detected issue, it gave us confidence that the randomly re-generated
test sequences were covering the affected parts of the SUT. The results of this evaluation are
presented in the following sections.

3.6.2

Test Order Manager Case Study

The Test Order Manager module controls individual work steps and preparations for automotive test orders and corresponding templates. A test order is a composition of multiple
processes that are necessary for a test sequence at an automotive test field. It consists of both
organisational and technical processes, which are defined in templates. Organisational processes, like accepting a test order, are defined in a Business Process Template, and a Test Order
Template defines technical processes, like preparing a test cell on the test bed. For a test order
we need to select both, a Business Process Template and a Test Order Template. Test Orders,
Business Process Templates and Test Order Templates can be managed individually, and they
have separate REMs as shown in Figure 3.6.
A state machine of a test order is shown in Figure 3.9. The figure displays only states
and transitions, because there are too many attributes to show them. It can be seen that the
model contains a number of states for the workflow or life cycle of a test order. The REMs of
Business Process Templates and Test Order Templates are similar, but they have fewer states
and transitions. They are illustrated in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11.
Table 3.1 displays the size of the models within the Test Order Manager module. It shows
the number of states, tasks, transitions and attributes. It can be seen that the number of possible transitions is high. Therefore, our automated approach makes sense, because otherwise
the test of all these transitions would be impractical, especially, since the transitions are not
simple actions in this case study. Each transition represents the opening of a page, entering
data for form fields and saving the page. One example page of an AdminEdit task can be
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Figure 3.9: EFSM for Test Orders.
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seen in Figure 3.12. This page is part of the graphical user interface of a client application
that connects to web services on a server. It contains a number of form fields and tables that
require generated data.
For the case study AVL provided us with a test framework that was specifically developed for the SUT and performs the communication with the web services on the server. It
basically represents an abstraction of the graphical user interface and is intended to alleviate the testing effort. A tester should not need to know any web-service details in order to
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Figure 3.12: TFMS form for the AdminEdit task.

run tests. Hence, the framework offers functions, which perform web-service requests in the
background in order to execute the required steps of the test cases. The framework is written
in C# and has interfaces to modules that provide functions for login/logout, executing tasks,
opening domain objects, retrieving data and so on. We call these functions, e.g., to start tasks
(representing the opening of forms), to set attributes (of form data), and to save forms.
The case study revealed the following problems and bugs:
1. There was a bug in the original testing framework that was provided by our industrial
partner. The expected state after a task execution was sometimes wrong, because in
some cases an old version of the object was used by the testing framework.
2. Another issue we detected concerns our test-case generation method. In some rare
cases, the business models do not contain enough information. For example, there were
reference attributes that could not be changed to a different subtype after an object was
created. The query for these attributes needed an additional restriction for the subtype.
This information was correctly implemented in the code, but is missing in the ruleengine model. Hence, the tool reported a bug that in fact was not a bug. It is rather a
limitation of the approach of relying on the business-rule models as primary source for
the test-case generation.
The following bugs were found in hidden tasks that were not enabled in the user interface.
These tasks remained in the business-rule models, and they would cause problems when they
were enabled again. Therefore, we also tested them.
3. There were tasks that first resulted in an exception, which stated that certain attributes
are missing. However, when the attributes were set, it resulted in an exception that said
that the attributes are not enabled.
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Table 3.2: Average number of commands needed for finding the issues of the Test Order
Manager.
Issue Number of Cmds
1
2
1.4
3
23.8
4
9.4

4. There was a problem with a task that had a next state in the model, which was not
permitted by the SUT. Furthermore, the error message of the SUT was wrong in this
case. It should list possible next states. However, the list did not contain states, but
tasks.
Table 3.2 presents the average number of commands that were needed to find the issues. The
average was computed over five test runs. Note that for the first issue no data is available,
as the bug in the testing framework was fixed in an early state of the evaluation. The data
shows that Issue 3 is especially hard to find as it requires on average of more than 23 input
commands to be executed until its detection.
We monitored the coverage of our tests on the model in order to obtain confidence that we
tested thoroughly enough. The states and tasks of the model were covered with a few tests
and are, therefore, omitted. The transition coverage for an increasing number of test cases
is illustrated in Figure 3.13. The test case length is fixed to ten and the coverage is given as
the average percentage of the transitions that are visited during 100 test runs with the same
number of samples. Due to the high number of transitions we need about 4.000 test cases in
order to obtain an average transition coverage that is close to 100%. We performed the same
evaluation for transition-pair coverage, which is also called 1-switch coverage after Chow [46].
For this coverage criterion, we evaluate how many sequences of two consecutive transitions are
observable within our test cases. The results are shown in Figure 3.14. Transition-pair coverage
requires even more test cases, e.g., 5.000 test cases only produce an average transition-pair
coverage of 75%.

3.6.3

Test Equipment Manager Case Study

Similar to the Test Order Manager we performed a case study for the Test Equipment Manager module. The main function of this module is the administration of all equipment that
is relevant for the test field, like test beds, measurement devices, sensors, actuators and various input/output modules. All these test equipment can be created, edited, calibrated and
maintained with the Test Equipment Manager. A hierarchy of test equipment types is used
to classify the test equipment. Test configurations, which are compositions of different test
equipment, can also be administrated and also the connection of devices via channels can be
controlled with this module.
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Figure 3.13: Test Order Manager: Transition coverage for increasing number of test cases
(with test cases of length ten).
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Figure 3.14: Test Order Manager: Transition-pair coverage for increasing number of test
cases (with test cases of length ten).
Table 3.3: Number of states, tasks, transitions and attributes of the REMs of the Test
Equipment Manager.
Model
States Tasks Transitions Attributes
Test Equipment Type
5
10
21
43
Test Equipment
7
13
39
23
Test Equipment Manager
12
23
60
66

Figure 3.15 illustrates the main REMs and the complexity of the Test Equipment Manager.
It can be seen that the EFSM for test equipment has many transitions for maintenance and
administration purposes. Most of the state names are self-explanatory. The state Invalid
describes an object that was copied and has to be adapted. Mounted is a state that means that
the equipment was installed in the test field. The EFSM for test equipment types is smaller
but similar, because it does not contain maintenance operations. Details about the behaviour
of the REMs are omitted, because they are too specific for the SUT and not relevant for this
work. The size of the module and its REMs is summarised in Table 3.3, which shows the
number of states, tasks, transitions and attributes. In contrast to the Test Order Manager, we
only have two REMs and the module is not as complex.
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We found a number of issues which are listed below. It should be noted that the case study
was performed with test rule-engine files, which are not used by actual customers and which
were not inspected as intensively as productive rule-engine files. However, if productive ruleengines would contain these kinds of issues, then our tests could also find them. The following
two issues could be found with strings by utilising our string generators, which support the
generation of strings with regular expressions.
1. Inconsistency regarding the use of tab characters in names could be found. It was never
planned that the object names should support tabs. On some occasions these characters
were replaced with blanks, but not consistently. Blanks were still saved in the database
and only replaced, when they were sent to the graphical user interface. Therefore, two
entries could be created that were indistinguishable, because both a name containing a
tab and a blank were presented in the same way by the SUT.
2. Another problem found was that the regular expressions for several names in our REMs
were insufficient. We assume that these regular expressions were designed to prevent
certain special characters and no blanks should be allowed at the end and at the beginning. However, the regular expressions were written so that they allowed all non-white
space characters at the beginning and at the end of the string, even characters that are
not allowed in the middle of the string. We could observe this issue when we tested the
copy functionality, which duplicates an object and appends an underline and a number
to its name. When certain special characters were at the end of the string, then the name
was not valid any more, after a copy operation. This was, because the special character
moved from the end to the middle of the string, where they were not allowed due to the
regular expressions.
Further issues could be found concerning misconfigurations in the REMs and unsupported
functionality of the provided test framework.
3. An issue was found with required attributes. In a particular task, an attribute was
required, but it could not be edited, because it was not enabled for this task. Therefore,
it was not possible to complete this task, except the user returned to a previous task and
edited the attribute there.
4. We found a task that was not supported by the test framework. The task could be
triggered with the test framework, but resulted in an exception. In the graphical user
interface, the task could be executed normally. Hence, we found a task that was not
completely implemented in the test framework and could not be tested automatically,
because without support of the test framework only a manual test via the graphical user
interface was possible.
Table 3.4 illustrates the average number of commands that were needed to find the issues.
The numbers were computed in the same way as described for the Test Order Manager module
in Section 3.6.2. The first issue was particularly hard to find. The reason is that the generator
for strings does not generate a tab character very often, because it is only one of many options
and the same string with a blank was also generated very rarely.
We also monitored the average transition and transition-pair coverage for an increasing test
case number, as already shown for the Test Order Manager module. The results are shown in
Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17. Due to the lower complexity of this module, only about 150 test
cases are needed to reach a transition coverage that is close to 100% and about 2.500 test cases
for transition-pair coverage.
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Table 3.4: Average number of commands needed for finding the issues of the Test Equipment Manager.
Issue Number of Cmds
1
467.4
2
12.4
3
17.6
4
9

3.6.4

Further Result

Another bug was not directly found with our test cases, but during the extensions of our
models with the select functionality as described in Section 3.4.2. In order to implement this
functionality, we had to evaluate the behaviour of the SUT, because it is not described in the
rule-engine models. During this evaluation we could observe a bug that occurred when we
tried to open a window for a module while a task was executed in an already open window. In
this case, the window crashed and it was not possible to open a new window for the module
until it was terminated via the task manager. Note, this bug was not directly found with our
automated method, but during the model design. However, in other MBT approaches, it is
also often the case that bugs are found in this phase. Hence, finding such bugs can be seen as
a positive by-product of applying MBT in general.

3.7

Property-Based Testing with External Test-Case Generators

We also showed how PBT can be extended in order to support other sources for the test-case
generation instead of the default random walks on the model [10]. This gives the tester more
control on how to produce meaningful command sequences for the test cases. For example, it
can be applied to combine random testing with a mutation-based test-case generation method,
which results in a powerful testing strategy [8].

coverage

By integrating an external test-case generator into a PBT tool, we can combine the dynamic
test-data generation feature of PBT with the ability to generate command sequences (test cases)
according to various coverage criteria.
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Figure 3.16: Test Equipment Manager: Transition coverage for increasing number of test
cases (with test cases of length ten).
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Figure 3.18: Overview of the steps for the integration of an external test-case generator.

Figure 3.18 illustrates how we integrated an external test-case generator into our existing
rule-engine-based testing technique. The first step works as already explained in the previous sections, i.e. we translate XML business-rule files to EFSM input models for FsCheck.
As an alternative to directly using our EFSMs within FsCheck, we can also further transform the models in order to provide them to an external test-case generator. We applied the
model-based mutation testing tool MoMuT::UML [102] in order to generate abstract test cases
based on mutation coverage. This enabled the generation of smaller test suites that still cover
important model parts.
An externally generated abstract test case can serve as input for a state-machine property,
where it is executed instead of performing a random walk on the model. Additionally, we
can enrich the command sequences from the external generator with test data generated with
classical PBT. The reason why we do not also apply the external generators for the test-data
generation is that they are often limited regarding the supported data types. Moreover, PBT
is more suitable for this task, because it has powerful generators that can be combined very
flexibly and thereby facilitate the generation of complex test data like attributes for webforms. In order to execute externally generated abstract test cases, we extend the state-machine
specification with new functionality for external data sources.
We evaluated this approach by applying MoMuT as an external test-case generator and
by comparing it to FsCheck. We supplied MoMuT with observer automata that guaranteed a
certain coverage of the model, like state or transition coverage. The most notable difference
between the test generation with MoMuT and the random approach with FsCheck was the
computation time. The test suite generation time with MoMuT is very high. It can take
several minutes to hours to generate useful sequences, hence it becomes infeasible for bigger
models.10 This is a known limitation of the approach. FsCheck can generate a large number
of test cases within one second.
We applied observer automata for MoMuT in order to perform a test-case generation that
enables the fulfilment of a coverage criterion with just a single test case. Hence, the test
suites generated with MoMuT were able to cover more of the model with fewer test cases as
compared to plain FsCheck. This advantage becomes negligible as soon as the number and
length of test cases is increased. However, it is evident that a smaller test suite will need
less execution time. Therefore, it makes sense to optimize for a small test suite if the testexecution time is expensive. The short MoMuT sequences cover most parts of the model and
are therefore well suited for regression testing.
Implementations details and the results of the evaluation where presented in our previous
work [10]. Additionally, a more detailed description of this method can also be found in the
master’s thesis of Silvio Marcovic [123].
10 Note this only holds for the old version of this tool. MoMuT::UML has been reimplemented and the run time
is not an issue any more [63, 131].
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Discussion
Limitations and Threats to Validity

The evaluation demonstrated that our method of using business-rule models for PBT is able to
find bugs in a real system. Moreover, we showed that our randomly generated test cases are
able to achieve a high transition coverage with an acceptable number of tests. A limitation of
random testing is that certain coverage criteria cannot be guaranteed and so important aspects
of the SUT might not be tested. Hence, a more targeted test-case generation strategy might be
able to find more bugs. We evaluated another strategy as explained in the previous section,
but it was not able to find more bugs, because the random strategy already covered most of
the model with just a few tests. Moreover, the random generation was especially helpful for
the creation of complex form data, which was required for our SUT.
Another limitation of our approach is that we rely on business rules as test models and
oracles. In an ideal implementation, we could only test if the business rules are interpreted
correctly. However, for our SUT, we saw that there are a number of deviations of the SUT from
the business rules. In other applications, this might not be the case. Furthermore, it should be
noted that we are only able to find bugs that are caused from a deviation of the SUT from the
business rules. A manually crafted model might be able to find more bugs, but it is expensive
to create a model manually.
A limitation of relying on the business rules can also be that they might not contain enough
information, e.g., not all data constraints that are present in the SUT might be encoded in the
business-rule models. In such cases, a manual intervention might be needed. This was already
mentioned in Issue 2 of the Test Order Manager case study in Section 3.6.2.
An external threat to the validity of our method is that the random generation of a PBT
tool might not be random enough. For example, there can be problems when the random
generation is based on the system time or when multiple threats share a common random
generator. In order to eliminate this threat, we analysed our generated command sequences
for suspicious patterns, like repeatedly occurring sequences. Moreover, we made sure that the
random generation functionality was implemented according to common practice.
An internal threat to the validity of our evaluation might be the research bias, which can
come in different shapes. (1) We might have selected an SUT that has particular faults in order
to support our approach. However, we did not select the SUT for our evaluation. It was given
to us by our industrial partner AVL and this was done before we had a particular testing
method in mind. Hence, we had no influence over the choice of the SUT. (2) We could have
found issues that are no real problems of the SUT. The fact that we had to present our findings
to AVL and also that they had to confirm our found issues before we were allowed to publish
them, dissolves this threat. (3) We could have targeted our testing method towards specific
bugs that were present in the SUT. This would limit the type of faults that can be found, but
we did not know the bugs of the SUT beforehand. They were revealed by our evaluation.
Hence, it was not possible for us to target our testing method towards specific known bugs of
the SUT.
Another internal threat to the validity is that we only tested our method with a specific
system. One could argue that one case study is not enough to evaluate the applicability or generality of our method. However, we did evaluate two modules of one big web-service application. These modules have different functionality and can be used independently. Therefore,
we think that the evaluation of two modules is sufficiently representative for this application
domain.
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3.8.2

Future Work

Additional case studies are an interesting option for future work. In order to analyse the
generality of our method, it would make sense to test further applications that are driven by
rule engines. Moreover, a comparison with other testing methods, like manual unit testing,
would make sense. This might help to assess the bug-finding performance of our approach.
Another potential topic for future work would be fuzzing. With our current method, we
only test the behaviour of the SUT that is allowed by the business rules. However, it would
also be important to test behaviour that is outside the scope of the business rules, i.e., invalid
behaviour. This could be done by specifying generators that generate data that is not allowed
by the business rules, e.g., tasks that are not enabled in a specific state, or form data that does
not meet certain restrictions. By generating invalid data, we could check if the error handling
works as expected and also if the business rules are applied correctly.

3.9

Concluding Remarks

We have developed an automatic test-case generation approach for business-rule models of a
web-service application. The approach is based on property-based testing and written in C#
with the tool FsCheck.
First, we presented our business-rule models, and we introduced property-based testing,
formalised its underlying concepts and algorithms. Next, we discussed how our approach
works in detail. It takes XML files with the business-rule models as input and converts them
into an EFSM in the form of an object representation that is used for FsCheck specifications
and as model. We evaluated our approach in a case study with an industrial web-service
application. Finally, we introduced an alternative test-case generation strategy that works
with external test-case generators.
With our method, we were able to find eight issues that were confirmed by our industrial
partner AVL. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach.
In the next chapters, we will see how this method can be applied for load testing.
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4

Integrating Statistical Model Checking Into
Property-Based Testing

This chapter is primarily based on our publications at MEMOCODE 2016 [7] and ICST 2017 [6].
Some small parts are from our papers at QEST 2018 [3] and in the SQJO journal 2017 [9].

4.1

Overview

In recent years, SMC (Section 2.2) has become increasingly popular, because it scales well to
larger stochastic models and is relatively simple to implement. In this chapter, we show how
SMC can be easily integrated into a PBT framework, like FsCheck for C#. As a result we obtain
a very flexible testing and simulation environment, where a programmer can define models
and properties in a familiar programming language. The advantages are that no external
modelling language is needed and that both, stochastic models and implementations, can be
checked. In addition, we have access to the powerful test-data generators of a PBT tool. We
demonstrate the feasibility of our approach by repeating three experiments from the SMC
literature.
A number of tools exist that perform SMC for different kinds of models. For example,
UPPAAL-SMC checks priced timed automata [42] or PLASMA-lab supports a number of different modelling languages, like the Reactive Module Language or Matlab Simulink [38, 94].
However, the existing SMC tools are not as flexible as some situations or users may require.
They are limited by the modelling language and the properties are limited by the used logics.
Therefore, we propose a new SMC approach that builds on PBT.
For our SMC approach, we introduce new SMC properties that are integrated into a PBT
tool. These SMC properties take a PBT property, configurations for the PBT execution, and
parameters for the specific SMC algorithm as input. Then, our properties perform an SMC
algorithm by utilising the PBT tool as simulation environment, and they return either a quantitative or qualitative result, depending on the algorithm. Figure 4.1 illustrates how we evaluate
a PBT state-machine property within an SMC property.
With our approach we can do both, SMC by simulating stochastic models and conformance
testing of an SUT with stochastic failures. For classical SMC, we evaluate our stochastic models
with PBT state-machine properties, but we only exploit the model part of these state-machine
properties, the part for the SUT is neglected. Additionally, conformance testing can be done
by utilising the default state-machine properties for comparing faulty systems with a correct
model within our SMC properties. This allows us to analyse stochastic failures of an SUT, e.g.,
we can estimate the probability of the occurrence of a failure with a Monte Carlo simulation.
PBT provides the tester with generators that enable the generation of test data with certain
probability distributions. For example, it is possible to choose between multiple transitions
by assigning weights to each of them. The default behaviour for checking PBT state machines
Configurations
SUT
Model

State-Machine
Property

SMC Property
SMC Algorithm

Result

Parameters

Figure 4.1: Data flow diagram of an SMC property.
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Figure 4.2: Stochastic model example of a counter.

is to make random walks through the model by generating (input) command sequences. The
generation of these sequences can also be controlled with custom generators. For SMC, we
need a discrete-event simulation, which can be realised via the random walks in PBT. Hence,
PBT has a number of features that are helpful to implement a statistical model checker. For
the demonstration of our approach we use the PBT tool FsCheck and C# as a programming
language.
The contributions of this chapter are the following:
1. The main contribution is a new SMC approach that uses the modelling notations from
PBT and checks PBT properties instead of logical formulas that are used in conventional
SMC approaches. It can also be seen as a novel extension of PBT with SMC functionality
providing testers who are already familiar with a PBT tool the option to analyse the
stochastic properties of their SUT.
2. We present the application of our approach for an assessment of stochastic failures of an
SUT by a comparison with an ideal model.
3. Moreover, we present an optimised PBT approach for classical SMC. The optimisation
is that we only exploit the model part of a state-machine property in order to avoid the
overhead of running both a model and an SUT, and it also gives us the possibility to
stop during the generation of a sample.
4. We evaluate this approach by repeating three typical SMC examples from the literature.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. First, in Section 4.2 we demonstrate how
SMC methods can be applied to a small example of a stochastic counter with faulty behaviour.
Then, in Section 4.3 we present the implementation details. In Section 4.4, we evaluate our
approach. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 4.5.

4.2

Example

In this section, we demonstrate our approach with a simple example of a counter, which is
commonly used in the PBT community in order to illustrate model-based testing with state
machine properties.
Figure 4.2 shows the state machine of our counter implementation. It can be seen that
we added stochastic faulty behaviour to the increment function (Inc) of the counter. This
behaviour was achieved by adding a probabilistic choice: the function can either do a normal
increment (99%) or do nothing (1%). The decrement function (Dec) works as usual.
Algorithm 8 shows the implementation of the counter with the stochastic behaviour. A
Random instance rand, which is a pseudo-random number generator from the .NET framework, is given as input and allows us to implement the stochastic behaviour. The counter has
an integer s to store the state, which is initialised to zero (Line 1). In the Inc function, we call
random.Next(100), which gives us numbers from 0 to 99. If the number is greater than zero,
then we perform a normal increase, otherwise no increase occurs which represents a failure.
The Dec function works as usual and there is a Get function to obtain the value of the counter.
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Algorithm 8 Stochastic counter implementation for FsCheck.
Input:
rand: Random instance (from .NET) for the generation of random numbers,
1: s ← 0
. s ∈ N is a number for the internal state of the counter
2: function Inc
3:
if rand.Next(100) > 0 then
. generate a random number between 0 and 99 with a uniform
distribution
4:
s ← s+1
5:
end if
6: end function
7: function Dec
8:
if s > 0 then
9:
s ← s−1
10:
end if
11: end function
12: function Get
13:
return s
. the internal state is returned for an external inspection
14: end function

The main property we wanted to check for this example is how likely it is that the counter
with the stochastic behaviour behaves like a normal counter. In order to check such properties,
we implemented new properties that are based on the properties from PBT with the difference
that they perform an SMC algorithm instead of normal property checks. Our new SMC
properties take a normal PBT property and parameters for an SMC algorithm as input and
apply this SMC algorithm on the input property. More details about the implementation of
these properties are discussed in Section 4.3.
The state-machine specification for such a counter is similar to the one illustrated in Listing 2.1 in Section 2.1.3, with the only difference that we have to set a fixed length for each
sample (or test case). This length can be supplied through the constructor of the state-machine
specification.
We can evaluate our counter with a property for a Monte Carlo simulation as explained in
Section 2.2.1 as follows:
Property p = new CounterMachine ( 1 0 ) . ToProperty ( ) ;
new MonteCarloProperty ( p , config , 1 0 0 0 ) . QuickCheck ( ) ;

It can be seen that we first define an FsCheck state-machine property, and we set the sample
length to ten commands with the constructor argument. Then, we check this property by
performing a standard Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 runs. This is done by defining a
MonteCarloProperty that takes the state-machine property and configuration parameters as
input and executing the QuickCheck method. The output of this method was that the property
holds in 94.5% of the cases.
Another example of a property for the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) that was
introduced in Section 2.2.3 is shown in the following listing:
new SPRTProperty ( p , config , 0 . 9 5 , 0 . 9 , 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 1 )

The four arguments of the SPRT method are: the probability for the null hypothesis, the
probability for the alternative hypothesis and the type I and type II error parameters. The
example demonstrates an SPRTProperty, which can check if the probability that the stochastic
counter works like a normal counter is closer to 0.95 or 0.9. When we check this property for
samples of length 10, we obtain the result that the null hypothesis H0 was accepted, which
means that the probability was closer to 0.95.
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Figure 4.3: Simulation results for the property: how likely is it that the stochastic counter
behaves like a normal counter?

Similar to the SPRT, a property for the Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) as discussed in Section 2.2.4 can be defined as follows:
new CusumProperty ( p , config , 0 . 9 4 5 , 0 . 8 5 , 5 , 5 0 0 0 )

This property also requires four arguments: the initial probability, the probability to detect a
change, the sensitivity threshold and a maximum sample number to stop, when no change
was detected. When we run this CusumProperty with samples of length 10, then, as expected,
no change is detected. After the model was adapted so that the probability of a correct increment is decreased once after 1000 Inc commands, we were able to observe this change after
345 samples. CUSUM is useful for testing systems with random failures where the probability
of failure changes after a while. Knowing when the change occurs helps at localising the fault.
Figure 4.3 shows the evaluation results of our counter that were obtained in the same
way as explained for the MonteCarloProperty example, but with various sample lengths. We
performed a Monte Carlo simulation with 100,000 samples for each data point in order to
compute the probability that the stochastic counter acts like a normal counter. It can be
seen that the probability decreases with increasing sample length. This behaviour met our
expectations because with a larger sample length, i.e., longer random walks on the model, it
is more likely that we see a faulty increment.
The concrete testing of properties that we want to check happens in the state-machine
specification of FsCheck. We propose the following optimised approach for SMC. In conventional PBT, a state-machine property has a part for the model and for the SUT, which are both
executed and compared. Due to the overhead of running both the model and the SUT, we
utilise only the model part of these properties to simulate stochastic models, the SUT part is
ignored. We instrument the model with observer functions that monitor the state of the model
during execution. With these observer functions we form the conditions that are checked during run time (run-time verification). These conditions can be directly inserted in the runModel
function of a command, which is responsible to perform the execution of an action on the
model. By performing checks in the runModel, we can stop the sample execution (or test-case
generation) prematurely, when we observe that the property fails. If we see that the property
is already fulfilled, we can also terminate the sample execution with a stop command.
Additionally, it is also possible to make a conformance test between an ideal model and an
SUT with stochastic failures. In this setting, we provide the default state-machine property of
FsCheck as input to our SMC properties. As mentioned, the default state-machine property
runs both a model and an SUT and checks, if the state of the SUT conforms to the model. For
example, we can use the stochastic counter as SUT and a regular counter as model and test if
we can find a difference for a certain number of generated command sequences. This approach
is useful if an SUT has failures that occur irregularly or if a black-box system is tested that
cannot be easily instrumented with additional observer functions. In the following, we will
apply our optimised SMC approach, i.e., only using the model part, because it is better suited
for classical SMC.
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Algorithm 9 Pseudo code of the MonteCarloProperty.
Input: prop: PBT property, config: configuration for the property check, n: number of samples
1: function QuickCheck
2:
passCnt ← 0
. Counter for the passed property checks
3:
for i ← 1 to n do
4:
if prop.Check(config) then
5:
passCnt ← passCnt + 1
. increase pass counter
6:
end if
7:
end for
8:
return passCnt/n
9: end function

4.3

Implementation

In this section, we illustrate how we implemented our SMC approach by introducing SMC
properties that are based on PBT properties. Furthermore, we want to highlight the advantages like flexibility and user convenience of our proposed approach. The mathematical
background of our implemented SMC algorithms was already briefly discussed in Section 2.2.
We propose properties for each SMC algorithm. These properties are based on properties
from PBT with the difference that they perform an SMC algorithm instead of a normal test
that only checks if a property holds or fails. We want to know the probability that a property
holds, and we want to assess which of two given probabilities is closer to the probability of the
property. Our SMC properties take a normal PBT property, a configuration object for the check
of the PBT property and parameters for an SMC algorithm as constructor arguments. They
provide a QuickCheck function that performs the SMC algorithm by simulating the input PBT
property, which is used to generate samples and also to evaluate them. When the simulation
is finished, the result is presented to the user. The SMC properties for the different SMC
algorithms have the same structure, but they require different parameters for the algorithms
and different stopping criteria for the simulation.
A simple code example of an SMC property that performs a Monte Carlo simulation is
outlined in Algorithm 9. This SMC property takes a PBT property, configurations for the
property check and the required number of samples n as input. First, we initialise a counter
for the number of passing samples passCnt. Then, we run a for-loop that creates samples with
the specified number of samples. The actual evaluation is done with the Check method of the
PBT property, which takes the config object as input and generates a sample. A config object
contains FsCheck configurations like Boolean flags to control the output/exception behaviour
of properties and the required number of tests. The result of the Check method is true, if the
property was fulfilled and false otherwise. In the case that it was true, we increase the counter
for the passed samples. Finally, after the desired number of samples was evaluated, the result
is the value of this counter divided by the total number of samples.
Algorithm 10 shows the pseudo code of a ChernoffProperty, which performs a Monte Carlo
simulation with Chernoff-Hoeffding bound as described in Section 2.2.2. It can be seen that
this property is very similar to a MonteCarloProperty of Algorithm 9. The only difference is
that for the standard Monte Carlo simulation we need the total number of samples as input.
For the version with Chernoff-Hoeffding bound, we need to specify the required accuracy
and confidence with the parameters epsilon and delta. Then, the algorithm computes the
required number of samples and performs a Monte Carlo simulation. Due to the fact that this
property is so similar to a MonteCarloProperty, we can reuse the behaviour by inheritance.
In our object-oriented setting, we can derive from the MonteCarloProperty and only add the
additional calculation of the required number of samples (Line 2). All other steps are the
same.
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Algorithm 10 Pseudo code of the ChernoffProperty.
Input: prop: PBT property, config: PBT configuration, e: required error bound, δ: confidence parameter
1: functionlQuickCheck
m
2:
n ← 2e12 log 2δ
. Calculate the required number of samples
3:
passCnt ← 0
. Counter for the passed property checks
4:
for i ← 1 to n do
5:
if prop.Check(config) then
6:
passCnt ← passCnt + 1
. increase pass counter
7:
end if
8:
end for
9:
return passCnt/n
10: end function

Algorithm 11 shows an SPRTProperty that performs the sequential probability ratio test
(Section 2.2.3). The inputs of this algorithm are a PBT property, configurations for PBT, probabilities for H0 /H1 and the type I and type II error parameters α, β. The algorithm produces
samples (Line 4) and calculates the log likelihood ratio (Line 5 & 7) repeatedly, until we are
outside the indifference region, which is defined by α and β (Line 9). Finally, when we are
outside the indifference region, we return H1 as result, when the ratio is below the lower
bound and H0 otherwise.
A CUSUMProperty that performs the CUSUM algorithm (Section 2.2.4) is illustrated by
Algorithm 12. As parameters this property requires a PBT property, configurations for PBT,
an initial probability p_init, a probability k for detecting a change, a sensitivity threshold λ,
and a maximum number of samples n for stopping when no change was detected. The first
steps of the algorithm are the same as for the SPRT, because we also need to calculate the log
likelihood ratio (Lines 6 & 8). The difference is that we calculate the minimum of the ratio
sums (Lines 10–14) and check if the difference to the current value is greater than λ in order
to detect a change (Lines 15–17). This inspection is done inside a loop over the maximum
number of samples n. If no change was detected and the loop is finished, then the algorithm
produces a corresponding output (Line 19).
The architecture of our SMC properties makes it easy to check all kinds of PBT properties.
Although our focus is on stochastic models and state-machine properties, it is also possible
to check the stochastic behaviour of other kinds of properties, like algebraic properties. For
Algorithm 11 Pseudo code of the SPRTProperty.
Input: prop: PBT property for producing a sample, config: configuration for checking the property with
PBT, p0 , p1 : probabilities for H0 and H1 α, β: type I and type II error parameters
1: function QuickCheck
2:
ratio ← 0
3:
do
4:
if prop.Check(config) then
. produces sample and checks result of PBT property
p
5:
ratio ← ratio + log( p1 )
. calculate the log likelihood ratio
0
6:
else
1−p
. calculate the log-likelihood ratio
7:
ratio ← ratio + log( 1−p1 )
0
8:
end if
β
1− β
9:
while 1−α < ratio ∧ ratio < α
. stop when threshold was reached
1− β

10:
if ratio ≥ α then
11:
return H1
12:
else
13:
return H0
14:
end if
15: end function

. H1 is accepted
. H0 is accepted
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Algorithm 12 Pseudo code of the CUSUMProperty.
Input: prop: PBT property for sampling, config: configuration for checking the property with PBT, pinit :
initial probability without a change, k: probability that represents a change λ: sensitivity threshold
n: max. number of samples for the algorithm
1: function QuickCheck
2:
Si ← 0
3:
min ← 0
4:
for i ← 1 to n do
5:
if prop.Check(config) then
. calculate the log likelihood ratio
6:
Si ← Si + log( p k )
init
7:
else
1−k
8:
Si ← Si + log( 1−
. calculate the log-likelihood ratio
pinit )
9:
end if
10:
if i = 0 then
11:
min ← Si
12:
else
13:
min ← Min(Si , min)
14:
end if
15:
if Si − min ≥ λ then
16:
return “Change detected after ” ++ i ++ “ samples!”
17:
end if
18:
end for
19:
return “No change detected after ” ++ n ++ “ samples!”
20: end function

example, one might want to check properties of a stochastic function or a call to an operation
with stochastic failures. Our properties can easily be implemented in other PBT tools. As
already explained in Section 2.1, there exist various PBT tools for different programming
languages. It does not require much effort to apply our approach for other tools since the
structure is simple and works for other languages as well.
The definition of stochastic models and properties in a high level programming language
provides some benefits like flexibility. For example, the models can be easily extended to
include observer functionality like counting certain incidents. Counters can then be evaluated
within the FsCheck specification in order to decide if a sample fails. We looked at existing
SMC approaches and noticed that they are quite limited in some areas, e.g., if one wants to
check models with different numbers of instances or if instances should be created dynamically. In a high-level programming language, it is quite easy to create a fixed number of
instances via a loop or even dynamically add instances during the execution of a model. Furthermore, we noticed that often very long formulas are required for the properties within the
models of existing SMC approaches, because the used notations often do not support loop
functionality. We will give examples and further details about these issues in Section 4.4. It
should be noted that we used a new experimental version of the FsCheck state machine specification. The advantage of this version is that it enables the generation of samples with a fixed
length and that it supports stop commands, which allows us to stop during the command
generation. These two features are quite important for our implementation, because we have
to ensure that the generated samples are long enough, but it is also important that we can
stop, when we know the result of a sample. More details about this new experimental version
can be found in the documentation.11
11 https://fscheck.github.io/FsCheck/StatefulTestingNew.html
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Figure 4.4: State machine of a philosopher as presented for PLASMA-lab.

4.4

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our SMC approach by applying it to three existing case studies
from the SMC community and discuss differences to PLASMA-lab. We report performance results, because they formed part of an original PLASMA-lab case study. However, our primary
focus is not performance, but the usability and flexibility of our modelling style.

4.4.1

Dining Philosophers Case Study

In a first case study, we applied our approach to a probabilistic version of the dining philosophers by Pnueli and Zuck [147]. We based our implementation on a case study which was
presented on the PLASMA-lab website.12 A similar example was also shown for PRISM [105].
The implementation for this example was straightforward. We have a simple philosopher
state machine, which is illustrated in Figure 4.4. A philosopher first decides if he wants to
remain thinking or if he becomes hungry. In the States 1 – 7 he is hungry and in States 8
and 9 he is eating. The guards lfree and rfree determine if the left and right fork are free. Our
model is basically a circle of individual philosophers which all have a right and left neighbour,
but it also contains observation and control functionality like a counter for steps and Boolean
variables to check, if someone was eating in the past. A generator serves as a scheduler
that randomly selects a philosopher that should be executed or generates a stop command
when we know the outcome of a sample. The generator is part of the FsCheck state-machine
specification that serves as our simulation environment. Only one command class is needed
for this specification, which is responsible for the execution of the model and also performs
the evaluation of our properties.
We checked the same quantitative properties as used for the PLASMA-lab case study.
1. What is the probability that any philosophers will be hungry within 1000 steps and that
any philosopher will eat within 1000 steps after a philosopher was hungry?
2. What is the probability that a given philosopher will eat within 30 steps (for a table size
of 150)?
We performed our evaluation in a virtual machine with 4 GB RAM and one CPU on a MacBook Pro (late 2013 version) with 8 GB RAM and a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i5. The first property
12 https://project.inria.fr/plasma-lab/examples/dining-philosophers
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Table 4.1: Dining philosophers run time comparison for rising table size for Property 1.
#Philosophers Resulting Probability Run Time [s] PLASMA-lab Run Time [s]
3
1
969
6
10
1
991
14
30
1
1031
47
100
1
1145
256
300
1
1538
2151
1000
1
2676
17,057

was evaluated for different numbers of philosophers by applying a Monte Carlo simulation
with Chernoff-Hoeffding bound. The parameter settings were as follows: e = 0.003 and
δ = 0.01, which results in a required number of samples of 294, 351. The property was
checked with our approach and with PLASMA-lab version 1.4.0 with the same parameters
and thus the same number of samples.
The results are shown in Table 4.1. The property was always true both with our technique
and with PLASMA-lab. For philosopher tables with a small size our approach is slower than
PLASMA-lab, but for a larger number of philosophers our approach performs better. We
assume the reason for this is that we can check the property in a more efficient way. We do
not always check if all philosophers become hungry or are eating, we only check the currently
executed philosopher.
We checked the second property with a Monte Carlo simulation with 30 million samples.
The property was true for 29 samples, which means the probability is 9.6 × 10−7 . The run
time was 110 minutes. The results are similar to those of PLASMA-lab. In contrast to them,
we used a smaller number of samples, and we did not implement parallelisation.
Additionally, we checked two qualitative properties:
1. Is the probability that a given philosopher will eat within 50 steps closer to 0.1 or 0.15
(for a table size of 20)?
2. Can a change in the probability that a given philosopher eats within 50 steps be detected,
when the number of philosophers rises? (We start with a certain number of philosophers
and add a philosopher every 300 samples.)
We checked the first property with the SPRT with value 0.01 for the type I and type II error
parameters (α and β). The result was that the alternative hypothesis H1 was accepted, which
means that the probability that a given philosopher will eat within 50 was closer to 0.15.
The second property was evaluated with the CUSUM algorithm with different initial numbers of philosophers. Initially, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation to obtain the probability pinit for a constant number of philosophers. Then, we adapted the original model so that
a new philosopher was added every 300 samples. We wanted to detect when the probability is 10% below the initial probability, which gives us the threshold k = pinit − 0.1. For the
sensitivity threshold we selected the value eight, which was enough to prevent false positives,
and we chose 5000 as a maximum number of samples. The results are shown in Table 4.2. It
can be seen that a change can be detected quite fast, for example, for five philosophers we
can detect a change after 319 samples, when the number of philosophers was increased to
six. For a higher initial philosopher number the CUSUM algorithm takes longer, because the
probability change is smaller when one philosopher is added.
We compared our modelling style in the programming language to the models defined for
PLASMA-lab and noticed several differences. PLASMA-lab needs separate models for settings
with different numbers of philosophers. We have only one model that contains a parameter
for the table size. Furthermore, our model supports a dynamic change of the number of
philosophers. Another observation are the long formulas in the PLASMA-lab models. The
models contain formulas that include variables for each philosopher, e.g.:

probability [%]
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Figure 4.5: Simulation results for the property: can the protocol finish within B steps for
different k values and a process number of 10?

label " hungry " = ( ( p1>0) &(p1<8) ) | . . . | ( ( pn>0) &(pn<8) ) ;

For a model with 300 philosophers this quickly becomes impracticable. This can be avoided
with an abstraction layer added to PLASMA-lab, e.g., by introducing a custom DSL [16]. In
contrast, modelling in a programming language allows us to formulate these (quantified)
formulas with loops. Consequently, in our object-oriented framework it is very easy to create
models and to adjust them to different settings. For example, the philosopher case study was
implemented within an hour and it can be easily adjusted to different settings.
On the other hand, PLASMA-lab provides a nice graphical user interface that helps the
user to become familiar with the SMC techniques. Moreover, it provides a helpful simulation
feature for debugging, which makes it possible to execute a model step by step and inspect
all variables.

4.4.2

Randomised Consensus Case Study

The second case study is the randomised consensus shared coin protocol by Aspnes and Herlihy [23]. Our model is inspired by a PRISM case study [104]. It is also a PLASMA-lab case
study, which is presented at its website.13 The protocol describes an algorithm for achieving
consensus among a number of processes that can communicate via shared memory. The protocol needs a constant parameter k that is required for the computation and influences the
probability that the protocol finishes within a certain number of steps B.
The results of our case study are presented in Figure 4.5. Each data point in this figure
was computed with a Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 samples. The fluctuations could be
avoided with a larger number of samples. We performed simulations with PLASMA-lab in
order to compare our results. The results of our SMC approach are consistent with the results
obtained when running PLASMA-lab.
Additionally, we applied the SPRT in order to check the following property: is the probability that the protocol finishes within 500 steps closer to a null hypothesis 0.2 or to an
alternative hypothesis 0.3, when we consider k = 2 and ten processes? We used the value 0.01
for the type I and type II error parameters (α, β) and the result was that the null hypothesis
H0 was accepted, which means that the value is closer to 0.2.
13 https://project.inria.fr/plasma-lab/examples/consensus-protocol
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Table 4.2: Dining philosophers
of philosophers.
Initial
#Philosophers
5
10
15
20

CUSUM evaluation results with different initial numbers
pinit

k

0.712
0.387
0.250
0.157

0.612
0.287
0.150
0.057

Change detected at
Sample #Philosophers
319
6
961
13
1072
18
1337
24
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Figure 4.6: Bluetooth device discovery as presented for PRISM [60].

4.4.3

Bluetooth Case Study

We performed the third case study for a device discovery phase of Bluetooth, which is a
wireless telecommunication standard [125]. This standard tries to avoid interference problems
by applying a frequency hopping scheme. For this scheme, the devices use pseudo-random
jumps between common sets of frequencies. Figure 4.6 illustrates the phases of the scheme.
It can be seen that there is a scan state, in which devices are listening for requests. When
a device receives a request, then it enters a reply state, where it answers a request after two
time slots. (A time slot has a duration of 312.5 µs.) Then, the device must wait for a random
number of time slots. After this waiting time, the device goes back to the scan or the sleep state.
In the scan state, a device can also start a sleep state to reduce the energy consumption, when
no request was received. The case study was originally presented for PRISM [60] and later
also for UPPAAL-SMC [56]. We based our implementation on the PRISM model. Compared
to our previous case studies, the model was more complex, because it has a number of different modules, which interact through synchronisations. PRISM models support synchronised
actions, which enable two or more modules to perform actions simultaneously. The model
comprises modules for a sender, a receiver and for the frequency calculation. For our model
implementation, we had to add functionality for the synchronisation. This was done by executing the corresponding actions on all modules when they were part of the synchronisation.
We also had to make sure that the variable updates during these actions had no influence on
the guards of the other executed actions. The rest of the implementation was similar to the
one for the dining philosopher case study.
We checked the following properties:
1. What is the probability that we can observe k replies within a specified time?
2. What is the probability that the receiver sleeps at most s times until we observe k replies?

probability [%]

We performed a Monte Carlo simulation with 10000 samples to check the first property. The
results are shown in Figure 4.7. It can be seen that the data points have a stair-like structure.
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Figure 4.7: Bluetooth evaluation results for the property: what is the probability that we
can observe k replies within a specified time?
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Table 4.3: Bluetooth property: what is the probability that the receiver sleeps at most s
times until we observe k replies?
Max Sleep Probability of Finishing [%]
Count s
k=1
k=2 k=3
0
52.733 51.853
50.812
1
65.895 64.593
61.426
2
77.280 75.664
71.308
3
86.147 84.569
79.613
4
94.821 92.126
87.411
5
97.505 94.957
91.462
6
100.000 97.947
96.018
7
100.000 98.773
97.780
8
100.000 99.649
99.245

This is because of the sleep phases, which occur at certain probabilities and cause a sharp
increase of the required time.
The second property was checked with a Monte Carlo simulation with Chernoff-Hoeffding
bound with e = 0.01 and δ = 0.01, which requires 26, 492 samples. Table 4.3 shows the results
for this property. We performed the evaluation until we observed k replies, and we checked
in how many cases we can observe this number of replies before the receiver sleeps s times.
As expected we see an increase of the probability of observing k replies, when the number of
allowed sleep phases rises. The results we obtained for both properties were corresponding
to the results of the case study from PRISM. Hence, our approach could also reproduce the
simulation of a more complex stochastic model.
Furthermore, we performed an evaluation with the SPRT in order to check the property:
is the probability that we can observe k replies within a certain time closer to x or y? We used
the value 0.01 for α and β, and we checked the property for different time limits and values
for x and y. The results are shown in Table 4.4. It can be seen that the alternative hypothesis
was accepted in all cases for k = 1 and k = 2 and that the null hypothesis was always accepted
for k = 3.

4.5

Concluding remarks

We have demonstrated that statistical model checking can quite easily be integrated into a PBT
tool. We have implemented four commonly used SMC algorithms in the form of SMC properties and evaluated them on standard examples from the literature: the dining philosophers,
a randomised consensus shared coin protocol and a Bluetooth device discovery protocol. The
results are encouraging. The case studies revealed that our approach enables the definition
of stochastic models and properties in a high-level programming language, which provides
some benefits in the modelling style and should be easier to use for developers who are not
familiar with (temporal) logics.

Table 4.4: Bluetooth property: is the probability that we can observe k replies within a
certain time closer to x or y?
Accepted Hypothesis
Time [s] H 0 : p0 = x H 1 : p1 = y
k=1 k=2 k=3
1
0.60
0.65
H1
H1
H0
2
0.80
0.85
H1
H1
H0
3
0.85
0.95
H1
H1
H0
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The elegance of our integration is due to the fact that our new SMC properties take a
classical property to be checked as input parameter. This results in a very flexible SMC
approach where, e.g., state-machine properties as well as algebraic properties can be checked.
Moreover, we demonstrated that our SMC properties also support conformance testing of
implementations with stochastic failures against a correct model. This allows the assessment
of the failure probability.
In the next chapters, we will demonstrate how we utilise this method for performance
analyses.
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5

Learning Response-Time Distributions
for Extending Functional Models

This chapter is based on our publications at ICTSS 2017 [162], at QEST 2018 [3], at SETTA 2018 [12],
and in the journal SQJO 2017 [9].
In this chapter, we illustrate how we learn response-time distributions that are applied for
the extension of our functional models. First, we explain how we perform MBT to produce
log data that contains response times of concurrent requests. With this data, we illustrate how
we apply a linear regression to obtain response-time distributions that are integrated into our
models. We demonstrate both these phases with our TFMS and MQTT case studies that were
described in Section 1.4.2.

5.1

Model-Based Testing for Log Data

First, we perform model-based testing with PBT in order to produce log data that serves as
a basis for learning response-time distributions, which will be explained in Section 5.2. This
initial testing phase is conducted with a functional EFSM model. With this functional model,
we perform classical PBT, which generates random command sequences that include test
data. We run several testing processes concurrently in order to produce log data that includes
response times of simultaneous system requests. Put differently, we perform load testing with
concurrent PBT threads that interact with the system-under-test and log the resulting response
times.
How the test-case generation works exactly and what properties we check was already
discussed in Section 3.3.1. Now, we apply this approach to produce log data for the TFMS
and for an MQTT broker implementation.

5.1.1

TFMS

As explained in Section 1.4.2, we investigate a web-service application called TFMS from our
research projects that consists of various modules. One simplified model out of the Test Order
Manager module that was introduced in Section 3.6.2 serves us as an example. The evaluation
of the whole module will later be presented in more detail in Chapter 7. The example model
supports tasks, like creating or editing Business Process Templates, which are objects of the
application domain. These objects include attributes (form data) that are stored in a database
and have to be set by the users. The model of this SUT is illustrated in Figure 5.1. This model
is a hierarchical state machine, as explained in Section 3.4.2. There are sub-state machines for
each Business Process Template object and select transitions can switch between these objects.
We have a variable activeObj that identifies the currently open object and a map (stateMap)
from object identifier to object state that stores the state of all objects. Each sub-state machine
shows the tasks that can be performed for a Business Process Template object. In reality, each
of these tasks represents a page of the system with required form fields (attributes). Hence,
the transitions require attributes, which we omit for brevity. Note that the tasks of the substate machines in Figure 5.1 consist of multiple subtasks, e.g., for opening the page (StartTask),
for setting attributes (SetAttribute), and for saving the page (Commit). Since most of these
subtasks are requests to the web-server, we record them in our logs, which we will see later.
In Chapter 3, we have demonstrated how such functional models can be derived from
business-rule models of the server implementation and how they can be applied for PBT. Now,
we also utilise these models for PBT in order to generate random sequences of commands with
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Business Process Template Obj1
Create
AdminEdit
Created

Edit

AdminEdit
ChangeState
Edit

AdminEdit

Available

Business Process Template Obj2

Sele ct( O bj2)
Obj := Obj2
active

Create
AdminEdit
Created

Edit

AdminEdit

Select(Obj1)
acti v
e O b j : = O bj1

AdminEdit

Create
AdminEdit
stateMap[Obj3.Id]
:= Created
ChangeState
activeObj := Obj3
Edit

...

Available
AdminEdit

Figure 5.1: Functional EFSM model for Business Process Templates.

form data (attributes). In contrast to the previous chapter, our aim is to create log data that
captures the response times of individual requests. The functional test of the SUT is only a
positive side effect of this phase.
We run several testing processes concurrently on the SUT in order to obtain response
times of multiple simultaneous requests. This represents the behaviour of multiple active
users. An example log from a non-productive test system with low computing resources
(virtual machine) is represented in Table 5.1. We record response times of tasks, subtasks,
simultaneous requests (#ActiveUsers), the attribute name if the request considers only one
attribute and otherwise the number of attributes (#Attributes), the generated form-data size
(ObjSize), and the cumulative sum of the data size (CumulativeObjSize) (which represents the
database fill level of the SUT). For this initial logging phase the test-case generator chooses
the transitions, i.e., the tasks, with uniform distribution.

5.1.2

MQTT

We applied the method that we used to test the TFMS similarly for an MQTT broker implementation. The difference was that the broker did not have business-rule models. Hence,
we created the functional model manually. Our model was inspired by learned models from
Tappler et al. [173].
MQTT brokers allow clients to connect/disconnect, subscribe/unsubscribe to topics and
publish messages for such topics. Each of these actions can be performed with a corresponding control message, which is defined by the MQTT standard [28]. We treat the broker as a
black box and test it from a client’s perspective.
The upper state machine in Figure 5.2 represents the messages that we test. We run multiple of these state machines concurrently in order to produce log data that includes latencies
for simultaneous messages of several clients. Each transition of the state machine is labelled
with an input i, an optional guard g / assignment operations op, and an output o. Some transition inputs are parametrised with generated data, e.g., a topic for subscribe. We apply PBT
generators in order to produce inputs and their required data in the same way as explained

Table 5.1: Example log data of the TFMS Business Process Template model.
Task

Subtask

Create
Create
ChangeState
Create
ChangeState

StartTask
SetRefAttr
StartTask
Commit
Commit

#ActiveUsers
5
4
2
5
4

Attribute

#Attributes

ObjSize

Responsible
-

5
2

0
0
3985
3372

CumulativeObjSize
7,115,966
7,119,938
7,119,938
7,123,923
7,181,842

Response
Time [ms]
21
17
22
31
25
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disconnected

disconnect, -, ConnClosed

connect, -, ConnAck
subscribe(topic), Subs[topic] := Subs[topic]+1, SubAck
unsubscribe(topic), Subs[topic] := Subs[topic]-1, UnSubAck
publish(topic,msg), -, PubAck

connected

publish(topic,msg), Subs[topic] = Received[topic&msg]
Received[topic&msg] := 0, PubFin
publish(topic,msg), Subs[topic] < Received[topic&msg]
Received[topic&msg] := Received[topic&msg]+1, MsgRec

start

Figure 5.2: Functional model for an MQTT client.

in Chapter 3. To keep it simple, we assume that a client can only subscribe to topics to which
it did not subscribe before (the same for unsubscribe).
In order to manage the subscriptions, we have a global map Subs that stores the subscription numbers for each topic. This map is needed when publishing, because we want to check
if the number of received messages corresponds to the number of subscribed clients. In order
to perform this check, we have a second state machine (Figure 5.2 bottom) that represents the
message receivers. This machine stores the number of received messages in a map Received
that takes the topic concatenated with the message (topic&msg) as key. The map is updated
for each message receiver, and when all messages were delivered, then a PubFin output is
produced. For simplicity, we omit some assignment operations, e.g., for a subscriptions set.
Based on this functional model, we perform MBT with a PBT tool, which generates random
test cases that are executed on an MQTT broker. During this testing phase, we capture the
latencies of messages in a log file. Note that the latency is the duration that a client must
wait until it receives a response to a sent message from the broker or until the message is
delivered to all receivers in case of a publish. To simplify the discussion, we often only talk
about response times, although we mean latencies and response times.
An example log excerpt from the MQTT implementation Mosquitto is presented in Table 5.2. It shows that we record the message type (Msg), the number of active clients or open
message exchanges (#ActiveMsgs), the total number of subscriptions (#TotalSubs), the size of
the topic (TopicSize) and message string (MsgSize), the number of subscribers for a topic when
a publish occurs (#Subs), the number of receivers of a published message (#Receivers), and the
latency. For this initial logging phase, the available transitions in the current state of the functional model (Figure 5.2 top) are chosen with a uniform distribution. In the disconnected state,
the only choice is a connect message and in the connected state all other messages are selected
with equal frequency. We do not apply any sojourn times between sending messages in this
phase, since we want to capture the latencies in situations with many concurrent messages.
Table 5.2: Example log data of the MQTT broker Mosquitto.
Msg
connect
subscribe
publish
unsubscribe
publish

#ActiveMsgs
47
47
47
45
46

#TotalSubs
266
270
270
12
272

TopicSize
0
14
14
14
14

MsgSize
52
74

#Subs
7
1

#Receivers
7
1

Latency [ms]
110.82
2.45
32.72
1.25
2.13
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5.2

Learning Response-Time Distributions with Linear Regression

For our case studies, we did not have the possibility to obtain log data from real users. The
reasons were that (1) it was not feasible to obtain permission from TFMS customers to use
their data from a productive environment, (2) for MQTT it would have been necessary to
build a huge network with various real devices in order to form an interesting setup, and
(3) the time for the log data generation would have been too high in such realistic conditions
where the usage frequency is typically low.
Hence, we applied an MBT approach that is based on PBT as explained in the previous
section in order to produce log data. The advantages of this approach are that we can run it on
demand, with various settings that may be needed, and we have high flexibility, e.g., we can
record all kinds of attributes. However, a disadvantage of this approach is that our generated
logs might be biased. For example, a bias might be caused by log data generation that is not
random enough. In this case, we could obtain an artificial correlation between variables (or
features). We had to be careful with our test setup in order to avoid such biases [53].
Furthermore, the measurements might be perturbed by: (1) network delays and interruptions, or hardware utilisation influences when test clients run on the same machine as the
SUT, (2) the run time of the testing tool for the log data generation. We tried to avoid these
issues by performing the experiments on a machine with sufficient system resources so that
there are no shortages, and the network was selected fast enough to reduce the influence of
network aspects, like delays. Moreover, we made sure that the time overhead of our testing
tool was negligible.
Note that we also had to keep in mind the following requirements for our learning method:
1. A prediction should be fast enough, i.e., it must not take more than a fraction of the
predicted response time. This is necessary, because the prediction is needed to simulate
the requests to SUT with a virtual time that is a fraction of real time. More specifically,
our simulation would not make sense, if the prediction took longer than actually performing the requests to the SUT, because then we could just execute the SUT instead of
using a prediction model.
2. The integration of the prediction model into our testing tool should be simple, since we
want to apply this tool for both simulating the expected response times of the SUT and
testing the simulation result on the real system.
For learning response times with multiple linear regression (Section 2.3) [152], we apply
a process that consists of several phases, i.e., data cleaning and pre-processing, feature selection, model evaluation, and model integration. These phases are described in the following
subsection.

5.2.1

Data Cleaning and Pre-Processing.

In this phase, we check for biases and perform data cleaning, i.e., we remove invalid or
problematic log entries [101].
A bias could be that the data generation might not be random enough or that it might
unintentionally be set up in a way, where relevant scenarios for the prediction were not tested
frequently enough. Both these issues can result in a regression model that has a good performance for the training data, but it would not produce reliable predictions for our simulation
with SMC. In order to reduce the risk of biases, it is helpful to carefully analyse the data
with visualisations, e.g., with scatter plots, histograms or correlation matrices. For example,
if a correlation matrix shows correlations that should not be there, then this might indicate a
problem during the initial test-case generation.
For the data cleaning, data visualisations also helped to find issues with the data. In this
phase, we performed the following steps.
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• We remove entries with long response times, i.e., outliers. For example, we are not
interested in unusually long response times that are caused by network disruptions.
Our aim is to maximise the user satisfaction. Hence, we are mainly interested in average
response times under normal conditions, but not in worst-case scenarios. We consider
the top 5% of the entries per message or request type as outliers.
• We skip entries of the log files that are generated during the first minutes of the testing
process, because there are various initialisation steps, like a cache setup, which lead to
unrepresentative data at the beginning.
• Moreover, we flag and remove entries where exceptions were raised, e.g., due to timeouts or connection failures, since they are rare, and we are primarily interested in successful requests or message exchanges.
• We restart the testing phase, when the data indicates that there was a crash, e.g., when
a testing process of a user stopped unexpectedly.
• Finally, we set missing values for required request attributes to a standard value, e.g., for
categorical attributes we set them to NOTSET, which represents an additional category.

5.2.2

Feature Selection.

Next, we applied feature selection, where we select variables that have a significant influence
on the target variable, i.e. the response-time or latency in our log data [78].
In this phase, it is important to have a good understanding of the SUT and the corresponding data in order to select features that lead to an accurate model [172]. We can again inspect
data visualisation to facilitate this phase. For example, we can apply correlation matrices and
look for features that are correlated with the target variable. The correlation can be measured
with a correlation coefficient r, e.g., a common one was introduced by Pearson [145] and gives
us a value r ∈ [−1, 1], where 1 is a total positive correlation and −1 a negative correlation.
Features that have a medium or strong correlation r ≥ 0.3 are most important for the regression, but sometimes also features with a weak correlation 0.1 < r ≤ 0.3 can help to improve
the regression model.
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 show the attributes that we recorded during the data-generation
phase, since we found that they are important for learning the response times. However, we
performed several feature-engineering steps in order to build a better prediction model.
• We checked if certain features only have an effect on specific request or message types.
For example, we noticed that the database fill level only has an influence on specific
requests of the TFMS. Multiplying this feature with a Boolean variable (evaluating to
one in case that it has an influence and zero otherwise) allowed us to enable or disable
this feature for specific requests. This helped to further improve the performance of the
model. We also applied this approach for the #ActiveMsgs variable of MQTT.
• We combine features in order to form a new combined feature, when certain features
belong together and when this shows an improvement. For example, we combine the
features Task and Subtask to form a new feature, called Task_Subtask, because we observed that the same subtask can have a completely different behaviour depending on
the corresponding task.
• We avoid features that have a high correlation among each other, since they might be
redundant. For example, the number of subscribers to a topic of a published message
is highly correlated with the number of message receivers. Hence, we only select one of
these.
• We duplicate a feature when we notice that it has different correlations depending on
the request or message type. Thereby, we can enable or disable one copy of this feature
for a specific type in order to represent the different correlations.
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For the TFMS, we selected all features that were presented in Table 5.1 for our regression
model, and we applied the mentioned feature-engineering steps. For the MQTT case study,
we selected only a subset of the attributes of Table 5.2 and applied the following regression
formula:
Latency ∼ Msg + #ActiveMsgs + #TotalSubs + #Subs
Note that categorical variables, like Msg, cannot be directly used for the regression. They
need to be encoded first. This can, e.g., be done with a dummy coding, where each category
is represented by a binary dummy variable that is set to one if the record has this category
and to zero otherwise [152].
We performed multiple linear regression as explained in Section 2.3 to learn a prediction model that produces response-time distributions for our given log data. This algorithm
was able to fulfil the requirements of our learning method that were mentioned earlier and
still produced predictions that worked well enough for our method, as we will later see in
Chapter 7.
The well-known statistic tool R with the standard lm function was applied to produce the
regression model for MQTT.14 For the TFMS, a custom tool was implemented by Cristinel
Mateis that facilitates the described data cleaning and pre-processing steps. This tool was
developed in the programming language python 2.7, and it applies the scikit-learn15 0.19.1
machine-learning package in order to produce a prediction model.
Next, we show how to measure the prediction power of our generated regression models.

5.2.3

Model Evaluation.

The data that is taken as input for a learning algorithm is called the training data. Although
our model might work well with this training data, we cannot be sure if it will also be reliable
for new data. Hence, we apply a method called k-fold cross validation [78] that allows us to
estimate how our model will work for unseen data. For this method, we randomly split the
training data into k subsets of equal size. Then, we perform our learning algorithm by only
taking k − 1 of these subsets as training data. The last subset is applied to check, how our
model will perform on unseen data. We repeat these steps k times and in each iteration we
omit a different subset from the selected training data. When the prediction of a model is
reliable in all iterations, then we can be confident that our model did not work well just by
chance, and it is likely that it will also predict well for unseen data.
The quality of the regression model can be measured with the coefficient of determination
[133, 194], which describes how well a regression model fits given data. This score
can be calculated as follows:
∑ N=1 (yi − ŷi )2
R2 = 1 − iN
,
(5.1)
∑i=1 (yi − ȳ)2
(R2 -score)

where N is the number of log entries, yi is the response time of the ith entry, ŷi is the predicted
response time of the model for the attributes of the ith log entry, and ȳ is the mean of all N
response times of our log data. The value of R2 ∈ [0, 1] is high when the model produces
good predictions and the value 1 represents a perfect prediction.
Our obtained R2 -scores were in the range [0.7, 0.95], depending on the selected setup of
the initial testing phase. We also computed the R2 -scores for the k-fold cross-validation. The
validation was performed with k = 5 and had comparable R2 -scores for all iterations of this
method. This gives us confidence that we have no overfitted model, which could have a high
R2 -score, but would perform bad for unseen data.
14 https://www.r-project.org
15 http://scikit-learn.org
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Estimate
Std . Error
( Intercept )
26.2752
0.1714
#Users
4.4268
0.0149
#Attributes
0.8998
2.1773
ObjectSize
0.0023
0.0028
CumulativeObjSize
1 . 2 6 9 8 e−06 4 . 3 8 2 9 e−09
AdminEdit_SetRefAttribute
4.9903
0.1359
AdminEdit_StartTask
0.8427
0.5624
Create_Commit
− 7.9862
0.2186
Create_SetRefAttribute
4.5492
0.1452
Create_StartTask
0.6055
0.5650
ChangeState_Commit
− 4.6380
4.6892
ChangeState_SetRefAttribute
4.6955
0.2157
ChangeState_StartTask
1.0689
0.5769
Edit_Commit
− 2.7279
0.3268
Edit_SetRefAttribute
5.2434
0.3042
Edit_StartTask
4.1145
0.6213
Attribute_NOTSET
− 15.4171
0.5172
Attribute_Responsible
− 18.6690
0.2332
...

t value
153.2138
297.0559
0.4132
0.8253
289.7210
36.7000
1.4985
− 36.5286
31.3174
1.0716
− 0.9890
21.7593
1.8528
− 8.3468
17.2366
6.6217
− 29.8043
− 80.0309
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Pr( >|t|)
0.0
0.0
0.6793
0.4091
0.0
4 . 9 0 0 8 e−294
0.1340
2 . 5 2 4 1 e−291
7 . 4 2 0 9 e−215
0.2838
0.3226
7 . 1 3 7 1 e−105
0.0638
7 . 0 4 7 8 e−17
1 . 5 4 8 6 e−66
3 . 5 5 6 0 e−11
7 . 8 7 6 2 e−195
0.0

Listing 5.1: Regression model excerpt for TFMS Business Process Templates.

Note that we also tested other algorithms, like a polynomial regression or random forests,
but they only achieved slightly better R2 -scores and have a higher complexity. Hence, we
still kept using the multiple linear regression, since it is a simple method that allows an easy
integration in our simulation environment. However, the investigation of further learning
algorithms is still a promising topic for future work.

5.2.4

Integration of the Response-Time Distributions.

Listing 5.1 illustrates a regression model that was generated for our TFMS example. The
left column shows the intercept and the regressors [ x0 , . . . , x p ] from the model (2.8), which
was explained in Section 2.3. Note that for categorical variables, like Task_Subtask, we have
multiple entries. The second column lists the estimates for the means (µ β k ) and the third
shows the standard errors of these estimates (σβ k ) that represent the average variation of an
estimate from the actual mean value. The fourth column are the t-values that show the ratio
of the estimate and the standard error, and the last column are p-values that indicate the
significance of our estimates, i.e., a small p-value shows a high significance. These p-values
can be applied to simplify the model, which can be done by omitting features with a high
p-value.
For MQTT, the regression model has a similar form as the one for the TFMS, but in contrast
to the TFMS it was produced with R. The regression was performed with log data from
Mosquitto, which contained 100 test cases with a random number of clients (3–100) and a
length of 50 messages. This produced log files with about 300,000 entries. The required
number of test cases was determined by increasing the dataset size in a stepwise manner and
by executing the regression, until the R2 -score did not increase any further. (For the TFMS,
we had about two million entries in our logs, due to the higher complexity.)
Listing 5.2 shows the results of the multiple linear regression for MQTT. The columns are
the same as in the previous model. Note that the label *** at the end of each line shows that
the variables are all highly significant.
In order to use this regression model in our method for MQTT, we encode it in a latency
function that takes the message type, the number of active messages, the total number of
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( Intercept )
Msgdisconnect
Msgpublish
Msgsubscribe
Msgunsubscribe
#ActiveMsgs
#TotalSubs
#Subs

Estimate
− 8.009707
8.084679
9.066681
8.771242
9.294850
1.358794
0.002503
0.294270

Std . Error
0.1106356
0.1234019
0.1395017
0.1419899
0.1294843
0.0033433
0.0002084
0.0307663

t value
− 72.397
65.515
64.993
61.774
71.784
406.417
12.011
9.565

Pr( >|t|)
< 2e−16 * * *
< 2e−16 * * *
< 2e−16 * * *
< 2e−16 * * *
< 2e−16 * * *
< 2e−16 * * *
< 2e−16 * * *
< 2e−16 * * *

Listing 5.2: Linear regression output (excerpt) for the MQTT broker Mosquitto.

subscribers, and the number of subscribers for the currently published message as input and
returns the parameters µy and σy of the normal distribution of the latency as result:
latency : Msg × N>0 × N≥0 × N≥0 → R × R
For the TFMS, we have a similar function called rtime:
rtime : Task × Subtask × N>0 × Attribute × N>0 × N>0 × N>0 → R × R
This function takes a task, a subtask, the number of active users, an (optional) attribute, the
number of attributes, the size of the generated form data for the request, and the cumulative
sum of the generated data sizes as input and returns the parameters of a normal distribution
for the response time.
In both these functions, we perform a linear combination of the distributions given by
the estimates and standard errors of the associated regression coefficients for the inputs. This
gives us a combined normal distribution that depends on the inputs of this function. We apply
the formulas (2.8) from Section 2.3, with the input parameters [ x0 , . . . , x p ] of these functions,
and the parameters (µ β k , σβ k ) of the regression model. As a result we obtain the mean µy and
the standard deviation σy of the normal distribution.
For example, when we apply our regression model for MQTT (Listing 5.2) and consider a
subscribe message that happens when 15 other messages are active and when there are zero
subscribers, the linear combination works as follows. The associated regression coefficients
(Lines 2, 5 & 7 in Listing 5.2) are combined in order to obtain parameters for a normal distribution:
q
µy = −8.010 + 8.771 + 15 × 1.359
σy = 0.1112 + 0.1422 + (15 × 0.003)2
In the next chapter, we show how we integrate these functions into our functional models,
and we combine these models with usage profiles in order to form combined models that we
can evaluate with SMC.
Note that in our previous work on TFMS [162], we named the distribution as cost distributions, because we wanted to highlight that our approach may be generalised for predicting
other types of performance indicators, like the energy consumption. In this thesis, we explicitly talk about response time in order to avoid confusions.
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6

Statistical Model Checking for Predicting
and Testing Response-Times

This chapter contains parts of our publications at ICTSS 2017 [162], at QEST 2018 [3], at SETTA
2018 [12], and in the journal SQJO 2017 [9].
In this chapter, we demonstrate the simulation of usage profiles by integrating them into
our functional model. Additionally, we add the learned response-time distributions that were
presented in the previous chapter. Based on this combined model, we illustrate a prediction
method that computes probability results of queries about the expected response time of
users. Moreover, we introduce a hypothesis-testing technique that allows us to evaluate such
predictions directly on the SUT. Finally, we discuss the implementation of our method that
was realised via PBT.

6.1

Monte Carlo Simulation of the Model for Predicting Response
Times

In order to apply SMC for a realistic usage scenario, we integrate given usage profiles and
response-time distributions derived using linear regression into the functional models that
were explained in Section 5.1. An example usage profile for the Business Process Template
model that was introduced in the previous chapter is shown in Listing 6.1. The usage profile
is encoded in the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. It includes weights for tasks,
user input (waiting) time intervals between tasks/subtasks that represent the time that a user
needs for the input and data specific waiting factors, e.g., a delay per character, or a delay per
reference for the number of options of a drop-down menu.
For MQTT, we also a have usage profile (UP1) in a similar form, which is shown in Listing 6.2. This profile describes the behaviour of an MQTT client, i.e., how long it should wait
between sending messages, and with what probabilities it should send certain messages. The
time between messages is selected uniformly inside the bounds [MinTimeBetwMsg, MaxTimeBetwMsg], and we have weights that define the message frequency.
The extension of the initial functional model with a usage profile and response-time distributions gives us a combined model that is a stochastic timed automaton as explained in
Section 2.4. Figure 6.1 illustrates such an automaton for our TFMS example. Note, we only
show the combined model of one sub-state machine of the hierarchical EFSM in Figure 5.1 for
brevity. All locations (states) l in this combined model include a sojourn time that is defined
with a probability density function f l . The tasks of the functional model where separated
into subtasks in order to represent the response times of individual requests. Each subtask
comprises an edge that calls the rtime function to receive the parameters (µ, σ) and a location
(di ) that defines f di as a normal distribution with these parameters. All other locations define
f l as a uniform distribution given by an upper and lower bound [ a, b]. The locations Submitted
and Closed have bounds from the user input time intervals between tasks of the usage profile
and for the other locations (wi ), the bounds are calculated in a separate edge with a function

{ TaskWeights : { Create : 3 5 , Edit : 6 5 , AdminEdit : 1 , ChangeState : 1 , Select : 5 } ,
TaskWaitIntervalStart : 5 0 0 , TaskWaitIntervalEnd : 1 5 0 0 , SubTaskWaitIntervalStart : 3 0 0 ,
SubTaskWaitIntervalEnd : 5 0 0 , WaitPerReference : 1 0 , WaitPerCharacter : 30 }

Listing 6.1: Usage profile for the TFMS Business Process Template model.
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Figure 6.1: Stochastic timed automaton of one TFMS Business Process Template object.

utime (user time). This function takes into account the user-time intervals between subtasks
and the data-dependent time, e.g., the delay per character, from the usage profile, and returns
according bounds. The task weights of the usage profile are attached to the edge weights we
and they are shown before an edge name (in bold). It can be seen that each transition or task
of the initial functional model is now represented as a sequence of edges with a silent edge
at the end. Note that the Create and Select tasks are also possible in the Created and Available
location, but we omit additional edges for these in order to keep the figure simple. We also
omit parameters and their assignments for the rtime and utime functions. The parameters for
rtime were already explained before and utime takes the generated attribute data as input and
returns associated intervals for the user-input time.
A similar extension is applied to the functional MQTT model that is shown in the top
of Fig 5.2. For this purpose, latency distributions and our usage profile (Listing 6.2) are
integrated into the functional MQTT model. As a result, we also obtain a combined timed
model in the form of a stochastic timed automaton, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. It can be seen
that the connected and disconnected locations have a uniform distribution given by an upper
and lower bound [ a, b]. These bounds come from our usage profile. All other locations have a
normal distribution for the sojourn time. The parameters for this distribution are computed by

{ MinTimeBetwMsg : 0 , MaxTimeBetwMsg : 5 0 0 ,
MsgWeights : { connect : 1 , disconnect : 1 , publish : 5 , subscribe : 3 , unsubscribe : 2 } }

Listing 6.2: MQTT usage profile UP1 with time bounds and weights for messages.
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!UnSubAck

d3
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Figure 6.2: Stochastic timed automaton for the timing behaviour of an MQTT client.

the latency function introduced in the previous chapter. In contrast to the functional model, we
have additional locations that apply the message latencies. These locations have one incoming
edge that represents sending a message and an outgoing edge for the response. Moreover, the
weights we from our usage profile are added to the transitions for sending messages. Note
that we have omitted the parameters of the latency function and also some assignments that
are necessary for these parameters, in order to keep the figure more readable.
With such combined stochastic timed automata models, we can evaluate usage profiles
by simulating the expected response times or latencies. Furthermore, we can analyse a user
population or setup consisting of multiple users or clients, by running several models concurrently. While we execute the model, we can check properties to answer questions, like “What
is the probability that the response time of all requests within a task sequence of a fixed length,
i.e., a test case, is under a specific threshold for each user within a population?”, or “What is
the probability that the latency of each interaction of a client within a given MQTT setup is
under a certain threshold?”.
Such questions can be answered with a Monte Carlo simulation with Chernoff-Hoeffding
bound as explained in Section 2.2.2. For example, predicting the probability that the response
time of all subtasks is under a threshold of 50 ms for each user of a population of 20 users
with parameters e = 0.05 and δ = 0.01, requires 1060 samples and returns a probability of
0.806, when a test-case length of four tasks is considered for the TFMS example.
Checking the probability that a latency threshold of 50 ms is satisfied for each client of an
MQTT setup with 130 clients with the same parameters (e = 0.05, δ = 0.01) requires also 1060
samples, and returns a probability of 0.84, when a test-case length of ten is considered.
Such evaluations require too many samples to be efficiently executed on the SUT, and
hence, we only run them on the model. Fortunately, the sequential probability ratio rest
(SPRT) requires fewer samples, and is therefore better suited for evaluating the SUT as we
will see in the next section.
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6.2

Hypothesis Testing of the System-Under-Test for Checking
Response-Time Predictions

The SPRT, which was described in Section 2.2.3, is a form of hypothesis testing. It allows
to check if the probability of a property is closer to a probability that is defined by a null
hypothesis or to one that is defined by an alternative hypothesis. We apply this algorithm
in order to check our predictions that were computed with the model as explained in the
previous section. The predicted probabilities serve as hypotheses for testing the performance
of real systems.
For example, we perform three different types of evaluations in order to assess the probability of a property about the expected response time of the SUT.
Evaluation 1. We check if the SUT is at least as good as our model predicted, i.e., if we can
observe a probability on the SUT that is greater or approximately equal to the predicted
probability of the model.
Evaluation 2. We test the prediction power of our model by checking if the probability of
the SUT is only marginally lower or higher than the predicted probability of the model.
In other words, we check if the SUT is at least as good as our model predicted and
additionally we test if the SUT is not much better.
Evaluation 3. We evaluate if the probability prediction of a reference SUT is also observable
on SUT deployments or configurations that have a different hardware or network setup.
More specifically, the probability that was computed on the model serves as a hypothesis
in order to check, if other SUT deployments are at least as good as the reference SUT.
For all these evaluations, we select the probability that was computed with the model pm as
alternative hypothesis H1 . Then, for Evaluation 1, we select a null hypothesis that is smaller
(by a value ∆), because we want to be able to reject the hypothesis that the SUT has a smaller
probability. The hypotheses can be defined similar as described in Section 2.2.3 and look like
this:
(
(
1 − pm − ∆ if xi = 0
1 − pm if xi = 0
H0 : θ = θ0 | f ( xi , θ0 ) =
H1 : θ = θ1 | f ( xi , θ1 ) =
pm − ∆
if xi = 1
pm
if xi = 1
Evaluation 2 works similar, but includes an additional hypothesis test with a larger null
hypotheses, which allows us to reject the hypothesis that the SUT has a higher probability
than the predicted one from the model. This additional hypothesis test has the following
hypotheses:
(
(
1 − pm + ∆ if xi = 0
1 − pm if xi = 0
H0 : θ = θ0 | f ( xi , θ0 ) =
H1 : θ = θ1 | f ( xi , θ1 ) =
pm + ∆
if xi = 1
pm
if xi = 1
Moreover, also Evaluation 3 is similar to the Evaluation 1, with the only difference that
we test other SUT deployments. In this case, the model is derived from data from a reference
SUT, and we want to know if a comparable performance can be achieved, when the system is
deployed on a different hardware or network setup. The data flow of the overall process of
this evaluation is illustrated in Figure 6.3.
1. We perform MBT with a functional model and capture the response times of requests of
a reference SUT as log data as described in Section 5.1.
2. The log files are then taken as input for a linear regression, which gives us response-time
distributions (see Section 5.2).
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Figure 6.3: Overview of the data flow of our deployment-testing method.

3. The distributions and stochastic usage profiles are integrated into the functional model,
resulting in a combined stochastic timed automata (STA) model.
4. Next, we perform a Monte Carlo simulation of this model to answer queries about the
expected response time of users as demonstrated in the previous section.
5. Finally, the resulting probabilities serve us as hypotheses in order to check if deployments of the SUT can satisfy the same response-time thresholds as the reference system.
Note that in order to obtain an average number of needed samples, we run the SPRT
concurrently for each user or client of a specified population and calculate the average of
these runs. Multiple independent SPRT runs would produce a better average, but these tests
have a high computation time, and we only have limited time in the test environment. We
apply the SPRT algorithm with 0.01 as type I and II error parameters (α and β) in all the
following examples.
Evaluation 1 was performed with our MQTT example, where we consider the predicted
probability 0.84 of the model as alternative hypothesis and select a probability of 0.74 as null
hypothesis, which is 0.1 smaller. As a result, the alternative hypothesis (probability 0.84) was
accepted for all clients and on average 41.15 samples (test cases) were needed for the decision.
The acceptance of the alternative hypothesis means that the SUT was at least as good as the
model predicted in this case.
We applied Evaluation 2 to our TFMS example. The computed probability of the model
(0.806) served as alternative hypothesis, and we select a probability of 0.556 as null hypothesis,
which is 0.25 smaller. Additionally, we tested a probability of 1, which is about 0.2 larger than
the computed probability, as a null hypothesis with a second SPRT and the same alternative
hypotheses. The alternative hypotheses were accepted for both SPRTs and for all users, which
means that the model’s prediction was accurate, and on average only 17.55 and 11 samples
were needed for the first and second SPRTs, respectively.
Moreover, we applied Evaluation 3 (deployment testing) to the TFMS. After we have evaluated the hypotheses on the reference SUT, we can reuse the hypotheses to check if different
deployments of this SUT provide a similar performance. For example, we reused the hypotheses that were shown for Evaluation 2 (a probability of 0.806 as alternative hypothesis and of
0.556 as null hypothesis) and applied them to a deployment that had 4 GB instead of 15 GB
that were installed in the reference SUT. The result was the same as for the reference system,
i.e., the alternative hypothesis was accepted by all clients, and about the same number of
samples was needed.
The acceptance of the same hypotheses means that the deployment provides the same
or a similar performance as the reference SUT for our specific usage scenario, otherwise the
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deployment has worse response time. Detailed results with different deployment evaluations
follow in Section 7.2.
Note that the selected difference for the null hypothesis has an effect on the number of
samples, i.e., the smaller the difference the more samples are usually required. We selected
a difference of 0.25 for the TFMS, since we wanted to detect a noticeable difference from the
user’s perspective. For MQTT, we work with a smaller difference of 0.1, because we wanted
to detect differences of MQTT implementations with similar performance, which we will see
in the next chapter.
In summary, it can be said that the SPRT allowed us check properties with a practicable
number of samples, which is especially important when the test-case execution on the SUT
is costly. The examples showed that we only needed a fraction of the samples compared to
the 1060 samples that were required for the Monte Carlo simulation with Chernoff-Hoeffding
bound.
In the next chapter, we will see an extensive evaluation of our method, but first we discuss
the implementation in the following section.

6.3

Implementation of the Response-Time Prediction and Testing
Method

In this section, we illustrate how our timed models can be executed with PBT. We introduce
custom generators for the simulation of response times and also for latencies, which work
similarly for the user-input times of our usage profiles. Moreover, we illustrate how they are
applied to generate test cases. Note that we released the source code of our implementation
for MQTT in order to make our method available to the public.16
In Chapter 3, we already presented an implementation for model-based testing with
FsCheck, which supports automatic form-data generation and EFSMs. In this previous implementation, we had command instances for transitions and generators for different data types
(e.g., for form data).
Based on this existing implementation, we developed the following extensions in order
to support our new method. The first extension is a parser that reads the learned responsetime distributions and integrates them into the model. In the previous implementation, we
had command instances, which represent the tasks and generators for different data types
(of form data). Now, we introduce response-time generators for the simulation of requests,
which can be applied in the same way as normal generators for test data. During the test-case
generation, the generated response times can be evaluated within the commands, which is
useful for our response-time analyses.
Algorithm 13 represents the implementation of a response-time generator that we applied
for the evaluation of the TFMS. The inputs are a task, a subtask, an attribute (for requests that
are only concerned with one attribute), an array of encapsulated attributes (for requests that
transfer multiple attributes), and the rtime function, which returns the parameters µ and σ of
the normal distribution and was introduced in the previous chapter. Additionally, there are
global variables ActiveUserNum for the number of active users and CumulativeObjSize for the
representation of the database size, which are shared by all users. The generator is expressed
as a function that is called during the generation process and it works as follows. First, a
sequence generator is applied to generate values for the encapsulatedAttr array, and the select
function further processes the generated values and constructs a new generator that is then
returned. select was already explained in Section 3.5. This function takes an anonymous
function, which takes the value of the original generator as input, and returns a new value
16 https://github.com/schumi42/mqttCheck

(visited on 2018-09-19)
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Algorithm 13 Pseudo code of a response-time generator for the TFMS.
Inputs: Task t,
Subtask st,
Attribute a, . this variable is needed for requests that are only concerned with one attribute
Attribute[ ] encapsulatedAttr,
. attribute array for requests that transfer multiple attributes
rtime : (. . .) → (µ, σ)
. function for the simulation of the response-time
Global Variable: ActiveUserNum ∈ N,
. number of users that have an open request
CumulativeObjSize ∈ N
. sum of the data sizes of the created objects
1: function Generator
2:
return Gen.sequence(encapsulatedAttr).select(data →{
3:
ActiveUserNum ← ActiveUserNum + 1
. should be locked (Mutex)
4:
delay ← sample(rtime(t, st, ActiveUserNum, a, encapsulatedAttr.length,
sizeOf (data), CumulativeObjSize))
. sample normal distribution
5:
sleep(delay)
. thread should sleep
6:
ActiveUserNum ← ActiveUserNum − 1
. should be locked (Mutex)
7:
return delay}
8: end function

that can have a different type. It can be applied to construct a new generator based on the
generated value of the original generator. Inside this function, the number of active users is
increased to simulate a request. (The access to ActiveUserNum should be locked to avoid race
conditions.) Then, a value is sampled according to the normal distribution and assigned to the
delay variable. The sample is created with the parameters µ and σ from the rtime function that
was explained before. Note that encapsulatedAttr.length represents the number of attributes
that are set by a subtask (#Attributes), and sizeOf (data) is the size of the generated attribute
data, i.e., the ObjSize argument of the rtime function. Next, the thread is put to sleep for the
duration that was generated with the sample function. Then, the number of users is decreased
again. Finally, the generated delay is returned so that it can be checked outside the generator.
Note that this generator function also applies the generated delay. This is done, because
we need to know the number of active users for the generation of a sample. In order to
know which user is active, it is necessary to directly execute this behaviour, so that we have
active users during the generation step. Multiple users are executed concurrently in different
threads in an independent way. However, their shared variable ActiveUserNum causes a certain
dependency between the user threads, because when one user increases this variable, then this
affects the response-time distributions of the other users.
The usage profiles are also parsed and the extracted user behaviour is added into the combined model. The user input-durations that represent the time needed for filling web forms
can be integrated in a similar way as the rtime functions by introducing input-duration generators. Their implementation details are omitted, as they work in the same way as response-time
generators except that they do not change the number of active users, and they use a uniform
distribution instead of a normal distribution. With both these generators, we are able to implement the sequence of subtasks of tasks as represented in Figure 6.4. Input-duration generators
represent the time that a user needs for the input (e.g., for filling forms) and response-time
generators simulate the response times of different requests. These generators are instantiated
with different parameters depending on the request type. Algorithm 13 shows the necessary
Response-Time
Generator

Input-Duration
Generator

Response-Time
Generator

StartTask
Response Time

Simulated User
Input Time

SetAttribute(X)
Response Time

...

Input-Duration
Generator

Response-Time
Generator

Simulated User
Input Time

Commit
Response Time

Figure 6.4: Generator sequence of a task that is executed with a sequence generator.
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Algorithm 14 Pseudo code of a latency generator for MQTT.
Inputs: Message msg,
encapsulatedGens,
. a map (String → Gen) for the data generators of a message
latency : (. . .) → (µ, σ )
. function for the simulation of the latency
Global Variable: #ActiveMsgs ∈ N≥0 ,
. number of MQTT interactions that are currently open
#TotalSubs ∈ N≥0 . number of total subscriptions that are managed on the broker
Subs : Topic → N>0
. map for the subscription numbers of a client
1: function Generator
2:
return Gen.map
( (encapsulatedGens).select(data →{
Subs[data[“topic”]], if msg = “publish”
. only set #subs for publish
3:
#subs ←
0, otherwise
4:
#ActiveMsgs ← #ActiveMsgs + 1
. should be locked (Mutex)
5:
delay ← sample(latency(msg, #ActiveMsgs, #TotalSubs, #subs)
. sample normal distr.
6:
sleep(delay)
. thread should sleep
7:
#ActiveMsgs ← #ActiveMsgs − 1
. should be locked (Mutex)
8:
return delay}
9: end function

parameters for the instantiation. It is important to point out that the model can be simulated
with a virtual time, i.e., a fraction of the actual time. Hence, the delay variable of Algorithm 13
should normally be divided by a constant value, but we omitted this detail for the sake of
simplicity.
For MQTT, we implemented latency generators that simulate the timing behaviour of
MQTT. These generators work in a similar way as response-time generators.
Algorithm 14 represents the implementation of a latency generator. The inputs are a
message, a map of encapsulated generators with identifier strings as keys (e.g., for the topic
and message content generation), and the latency function that returns the parameters µ and
σ of the normal distribution and that was introduced in the previous chapter. Additionally,
there are global variables #ActiveMsgs for the open message exchanges, #TotalSubs for the total
number of subscriptions of the broker, and a map Subs for the number of subscriptions per
topic. The generator is expressed as a function that is called during the generation process
and it works as follows. First, Gen.map(encapsulatedGens) is applied to build a generator that
produces a map for the message data, which includes entries, like “topic” → “test”. Gen.map
takes a map that contains generators as input, and returns a generator that has values for
these generators:
Gen.map : ( A → Gen[ B]) → Gen[ A → B]
The select function is applied to the resulting map generator in order to further process the
generated data. Inside this function, we have access to the generated message data map.
In case of a publish message, #subs is set to the number of subscribers for the generated
topic data[“topic”], or set to zero otherwise. Next, the number of active message exchanges
#ActiveMsgs is increased. (The access to this variable should be locked to avoid race conditions.) Then, a value is sampled according to the normal distribution and assigned to the
delay variable. The sample is created with the parameters µ and σ from the latency function
that was explained before. Next, the thread is put to sleep for the generated latency. Finally,
#ActiveMsgs is decreased again and the delay is returned so that it can be checked outside the
generator.
Note that this generator also executes the generated delay (Line 6) for the same reason as
for the response-time generator, i.e., we need to know the number of active messages during
the generation of a sample.
The simulation of time between messages, defined in the usage profile, is much simpler
than the latencies. A sample of a uniform distribution suffices to execute this delay with a
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Algorithm 15 Pseudo code of the test-case generation for classical PBT and SMC.
Input: spec,
size ∈ N≥0
1: model ← spec.initialModel()
2: for i ← 1 to size do
3:
gen ← spec.next(model)
4:
cmd ← gen.sample()
5:
model ← cmd.runModel(model)
6: end for

. PBT state-machine specification
. parameter for test-case length
. next returns a command generator
. command is generated
. command is executed

7: function spec.next(model)
8:
set ← model.getTransitionsWithWeights()
. set of (weight, Gen[Transition])
9:
return Gen.frequency(set).selectMany(transition →
10:
Gen.map(transition.Generators).selectMany(data → . generate data or response times/latencies
11:
CmdGenerator(transition, data)))
. generator for a command
12: end function

sleep-statement. This can be done in a dedicated generator or just in the execution functions
of commands, which handle the execution of messages or requests and which were explained
in Section 3.3.1.
The selection of tasks or messages according to weights of the usage profile was implemented with a standard frequency generator. It takes a set of weight-generator pairs and
selects one of the generators according to the weights.
Gen.frequency : P (R>0 × Gen) → Gen
This generator was applied in the next function of the state-machine specification, which
performs the selection of commands in order to produce command sequences, as explained in
Section 3.3.1. The generator for commands does not only generate commands, but also their
required data.
We implemented a test-case generation process that can do both, classical PBT for producing log data, as well as SMC of our timed models. For the log creation, we apply normal data
generators to produce test cases that are executed on the SUT. For SMC of the timed model,
we apply latency generators and analyse the produced test cases.
Algorithm 15 outlines this process. It requires a state-machine specification spec, which
includes a generator for commands and the initial state of the model. First, the initial model
is retrieved from a function of the spec. Then, there is an iteration over the size parameter and
in each iteration the next function of the spec is called to obtain a command generator for the
current model state. A command cmd is produced with this generator (Line 4) and executed
on the model cmd.runModel in order to retrieve a new model, which incorporates the applied
state change. Then, this new model (state) is given to the next function in each iteration in
order to produce a command sequence. The next function works as follows: First, a set of pairs
of weights and transition generators is retrieved from the getTransitionsWithWeights function.
Based on this set, a frequency generator is built (Line 8).
The function selectMany of this generator is called to further process the selected value.
This function was already explained in Section 3.5. It is applied to a generator in order to
build a new generator. Within this function, a map generator is built that generates a data
map for the transition. For example, the map can contain a topic for a message, when we
directly test an MQTT broker, or a latency for the analysis of our timed model. The selectMany
function is applied again on this generator and within this function, a command generator is
created for the given transition and data. A resulting test case is a sequence of command and
model instances, e.g., it contains all the information of a timed trace that can be analysed with
SMC.
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We apply the state-machine specification with the described next function in order to produce a state-machine property that performs the aforementioned test-case generation. Then,
we execute this property within our SMC properties that perform an SMC algorithm. SMC
properties were introduced for the integration of SMC into PBT as described in Chapter 4.
More specifically, for prediction with our models, we apply ChernoffProperties that are depicted in Algorithm 10, and for testing the predictions we apply SPRTProperties as illustrated
in Algorithm 11.
In the next chapter, we present the evaluation of our method, which is supported by our
implemented generators and by the developed test-case generation algorithm.
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7

Evaluation of the Response-Time Prediction
and Testing Method

This chapter is based on our publications at QEST 2018 [3], at SETTA 2018 [12], and in the journal
SQJO 2017 [9].
In this chapter, we present the evaluation of our response-time prediction and testing
method. We illustrate the viability and generality of our method with our two case studies
(TFMS and for MQTT). For the TFMS, we show how to assess the prediction power of our
models by performing two hypothesis tests. Moreover, we demonstrate a further application
of our method for deployment testing in order to test if system deployments with a different
hardware or network setup have a performance comparable to that of a reference SUT. For
MQTT, we present a performance comparison between different broker implementations. The
utilisation of our method for this application area allows us to check which broker shows the
better performance, depending on a specific usage scenario. In order to perform such a check,
we evaluate both broker implementations with two different usage profiles.

7.1

TFMS

We evaluated our method for two major modules of the TFMS, the Test Order Manager and the
Test Equipment Manager. These modules were already discussed in Section 3.6, where we also
presented their underlying functional models in detail. Now, we demonstrate a performance
evaluation of these modules. We focus on the response times and the number of samples
needed, and also present run times of the simulation and testing process.

7.1.1

Settings.

The evaluation was performed in a distributed environment at AVL. The TFMS server (version
1.8) was running on a virtual machine with Windows Server 2012, 15 GB RAM and 7 Intel
Xeon E5-2690v4 2.6 GHz CPUs. The test clients that simulated the users were executed in a
separate virtual machine with Windows Server 2008, 6 GB RAM and 3 Intel Xeon E5-2690v4
2.6 GHz CPUs. The logs for the linear regression were created on these test clients, and they
were applied to evaluate our models. For both, the test-case generation to create the logs and
the simulation with SMC, we applied FsCheck version 2.8.2.

7.1.2

Test Order Manager

The Test Order Manager is the main module of our SUT. It enables the configuration and
execution of test orders, which are basically a composition of steps that are necessary for a
test sequence at an automotive test bed. The functional models of this module were already
presented in Section 3.6.2 and the extension of these models to stochastic timed automata
works in the same way as illustrated with the example in Section 6.1.
We applied our method in order to answer the following question: “What is the probability
that the response time of all requests within a task sequence of a fixed length, i.e., a test case,
is under a specific threshold for each user within a population?”. For this evaluation, a usage
profile was created in cooperation with domain experts from AVL. This profile was similar to
the one shown in Section 4.2, and is illustrated in Listing 7.1. The multiple linear regression
model was similar to the one of Section 4.2 as well and it is shown in Listing 7.2. The only
major difference is that this regression model is larger due to the higher number of transitions
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{ TaskWeights : {
TestOrder : { ToCreate : 3 5 , MakeReady : 1 , Finish : 1 , Activate : 1 , Duplicate : 1 , Reject : 1 ,
AdminEdit : 1 , EditCreated : 6 5 , EditStandardWorkInWork : 6 5 ,
EditStandardWorkExecuted : 6 5 , CancelInCreated : 1 , CancelInStandardWorkInWork : 1 ,
CancelInStandardWorkExecuted : 1 , CancelInFinished : 1 , CancelInInvalid : 1 ,
Invalidate : 1 , Select : 5 , SelectREM : 1 } ,
BusinessProcessTemplate : { BptCreate : 3 5 , AdminEdit : 1 , Edit : 6 5 , ChangeState : 1 , Select : 5 ,
SelectREM : 5 } } ,
TaskWaitIntervalStart : 5 0 0 , TaskWaitIntervalEnd : 1 5 0 0 , SubTaskWaitIntervalStart : 3 0 0 ,
SubTaskWaitIntervalEnd : 5 0 0 , WaitPerReference : 1 0 , WaitPerCharacter : 3 0 }

Listing 7.1: Usage profile of the Test Order Manager.

Estimate Std . Error t−value
( Intercept )
25.570
0.194
131.200
#Users
4.980
0.016
299.814
#Attributes
2.473
2.477
0.998
ObjectSize
0.000
0.003
0.054
CumulativeObjectSizeForRisingTasks
1 . 2 9 1 e−06 4 . 9 7 2 e−09 2 5 9 . 8 0 0
AdminEdit_SetRefAttribute
4.890
0.154
31.592
AdminEdit_StartTask
0.728
0.639
1.138
BptCreate_Commit
− 7.968
0.248
− 32.027
BptCreate_SetRefAttribute
4.353
0.165
26.349
BptCreate_StartTask
0.371
0.642
0.577
CancelInCreated_Commit
3.474
1.455
2.387
CancelInCreated_StartTask
1.278
0.678
1.885
CancelInFinished_Commit
3.483
1.663
2.094
CancelInFinished_StartTask
− 4.583
1.038
− 4.414
CancelInStandardWorkExecuted_Commit
2.102
1.941
1.082
CancelInStandardWorkExecuted_StartTask − 3.765
1.428
− 2.636
CancelInStandardWorkInWork_Commit
3.337
1.517
2.199
CancelInStandardWorkInWork_StartTask
− 4.357
0.792
− 5.500
ChangeState_Commit
− 1.231
5.335
− 0.230
ChangeState_SetRefAttribute
4.484
0.245
18.267
ChangeState_StartTask
1.055
0.656
1.608
Duplicate_Commit
56.725
0.243
233.013
Duplicate_SetRefAttribute
4.779
0.227
21.032
Duplicate_StartTask
2.405
0.653
3.683
EditCreated_Commit
2.253
0.315
7.149
EditCreated_SetRefAttribute
4.627
0.289
16.004
EditCreated_StartTask
0.855
0.680
1.256
EditStandardWorkExecuted_Commit
3.400
1.712
1.985
EditStandardWorkExecuted_StartTask
− 4.032
1.123
− 3.588
EditStandardWorkInWork_Commit
4.678
1.521
3.075
EditStandardWorkInWork_StartTask
− 3.125
0.793
− 3.937
Edit_Commit
− 2.849
0.371
− 7.661
Edit_SetRefAttribute
5.042
0.346
14.572
Edit_StartTask
4.038
0.706
5.713
Finish_Commit
4.223
1.773
2.381
Finish_StartTask
− 2.666
1.208
− 2.206
MakeReady_Commit
4.294
1.451
2.958
MakeReady_SetRefAttribute
5.717
0.335
17.050
MakeReady_StartTask
1.395
0.671
2.076
Reject_Commit
4.792
1.515
3.162
Reject_StartTask
− 4.272
0.784
− 5.442
SelectREM_Load
− 9.469
0.637
− 14.848
SelectREM_Open
− 5.106
0.637
− 8.007
Select_Load
− 9.177
0.636
− 14.410
Select_Open
− 5.456
0.636
− 8.567
ToCreate_Commit
− 4.903
0.335
− 14.617
ToCreate_SetRefAttribute
6.886
0.141
48.576
ToCreate_StartTask
− 2.340
0.714
− 3.278
Attribute_NOTSET
− 15.211
0.588
− 25.847
Attribute_ParentFolder
− 31.078
0.220
− 140.743
...

Pr( >|t|)
0.0
0.0
0.318
0.956
0.0
1 . 3 0 2 e−218
0.254
1 . 3 4 3 e−224
8 . 6 9 4 e−153
0.563
0.016
0.059
0.036
1 . 0 1 3 e−05
0.278
0.008
0.027
3 . 7 9 4 e−08
0.817
1 . 6 7 7 e−74
0.107
0.0
4 . 0 9 9 e−98
0.000
8 . 7 2 0 e−13
1 . 2 6 7 e−57
0.208
0.047
0.000
0.002
8 . 2 3 2 e−05
1 . 8 4 7 e−14
4 . 3 8 9 e−48
1 . 1 0 8 e−08
0.017
0.027
0.003
3 . 7 9 4 e−65
0.037
0.001
5 . 2 6 4 e−08
7 . 4 4 9 e−50
1 . 1 7 8 e−15
4 . 6 7 5 e−47
1 . 0 6 4 e−17
2 . 2 7 2 e−48
0.0
0.001
4 . 0 9 4 e−147
0.0

Listing 7.2: Linear regression model of the Test Order Manager.
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Figure 7.1: Test Order Manager simulation results of the model.

in the Test Order Manager model. Note that more accurate usage profiles could be obtained
by monitoring a live system with real users. Unfortunately, this was not possible in our case,
because we did not receive approval from TFMS customers.
We applied the profile to form user populations of different sizes, and we applied our
evaluation for test cases with increasing lengths via a Monte Carlo simulation with ChernoffHoeffding bound with parameters e = 0.05 and δ = 0.01. (This requires 1060 samples per
data point.) The results for an empty database (CumulativeObjSize = 0) and for a database
size that represents about 14,000 test orders (CumulativeObjSize = 80, 000, 000) are shown in
Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2. Note, we selected the user-population sizes (5, 25, 45) by starting
from a trivial size of five and by choosing a step size that showed a significant difference.
As expected, a decrease in the probability of our given question can be observed, when the
test-case length or the population size increases. Moreover, it is apparent that the size of the
database has an important influence on the response times. We can see that the response times
increase when the database size rises. The advantage of the simulation on the model-level is
that it runs much faster than on the SUT. With a virtual time of 1/10 of the actual time, we
can perform simulations that would take days on the SUT within hours.

probability

It is also important to check the probabilities that we received through model simulation
on the SUT. This was done as explained in Section 4.2 by applying the SPRT with the same
parameters. Table 7.1 shows the results. Due to the high computation effort, we only check a
limited selection of data points of Figure 7.1. The table shows the hypotheses and evaluation
results for different thresholds, different numbers of users and for the two database fill levels
(CumulativeObjSize). As explained in Section 6.2, we perform two SPRTs, one to check if the
SUT is not much worse than the model, and one to check if the SUT is not much better than the
model. The alternative hypothesis H1 is produced via the model simulation and is the same
in both SPRTs, but the null hypotheses are different (smaller: 1. H0 or larger: 2. H0 ). As result,
we report the accepted hypotheses. When not all users accepted the same hypothesis, we
report the respective number how often H0 and H1 have been accepted. Moreover, we show
the average number of samples that were needed for the SPRT (#Samples) and the total run
time for all clients of this evaluation. We only perform one SPRT if the predicted probability of
the model is close to one or zero, because then we are already close enough to the minimum
or maximum probability.
1
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Figure 7.2: Test Order Manager simulation results of the model with filled DB.
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Table 7.1: Test Order Manager results of the SUT evaluation with the SPRT.
Threshold [ms]
50
50
50
100
100
100
100
100
100
150
150
150
200
200
200

#Users
5
25
45
5
25
45
5
25
45
5
25
45
5
25
45

Cumulative
ObjSize
0
0
0
0
0
0
80,000,000
80,000,000
80,000,000
80,000,000
80,000,000
80,000,000
80,000,000
80,000,000
80,000,000

H1

1. H 0

Result

0.728
0.653
0.456
0.997
0.995
0.986
0.428
0.425
0.419
1
0.999
0.972
1
1
1

0.478
0.403
0.206
0.747
0.745
0.736
0.178
0.175
0.169
0.750
0.749
0.722
0.750
0.750
0.750

H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
7H0 38H1
2H0 3H1
16H0 9H1
H0
H1
H1
H1

#Samples
20.6
11.76
7.68
16
16
17.84
27
35.56
62.82
12.8
9.64
5.78
16
12.72
13.82

2. H 0

Result

0.978
0.902
0.705
0.678
0.675
0.669
-

1H1 4H0
H0
H0
H1
H1
H1
-

#Samples
14.6
29.48
17
37.6
29.16
18.22
-

Time
[min:s]
17:56
51:30
22:02
11:22
11:56
22:08
28:46
38:54
55:37
10:25
22:40
6:52
11:32
11:56
32:46

We can see that the alternative hypotheses were accepted in many cases, which means
that the predicted probability was close enough to the real probability of the SUT. In some
cases, H0 was accepted, which means that our model was too optimistic or pessimistic in these
cases. We will discuss this later in Section 7.4. Moreover, it is apparent that in contrast to the
execution on the model, fewer samples are needed, since the SPRT stops when it has sufficient
evidence. The smaller number of required samples of the SPRT (max. appr. 62) compared to
Monte Carlo simulation (1060 samples) allowed us to analyse the SUT within a feasibly short
time. For example, in the worst case it took only about an hour to apply the SPRT.

7.1.3

Test Equipment Manager

The Test Equipment Manager is another important module of our SUT. This module enables
the administration of equipment that is relevant for the test beds, like measurement devices,
sensors, actuators and various input/output modules. The functional models and a detailed
description of this module were already presented in Section 3.6.3.
We performed the same evaluation for the Test Equipment Manager as for the Test Order Manager. The usage profile (Listing 7.3) and the regression model (Listing 7.4) were also
similar to the one shown in Section 4.2. The results of the Monte Carlo simulation for an
empty database (CumulativeObjSize = 0) and for a database size that represents about 9,200
test equipment objects (CumulativeObjSize = 30, 000, 000) are presented in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4. We can see that the curves for an empty database are similar to that of the Test Order
Manager. The curves for a filled database are different, i.e., we can see that there is a larger
gap between the curves for specific numbers of users and that the response times with the
filled database are much higher than those with the empty database. This difference is caused
by a higher number of subtasks that are dependent on the database size in this module.
We also evaluated the results of the Monte Carlo simulation in the same way as before
by applying the SPRT. Table 7.2 shows the results. For the empty database, we see that H1
was accepted in most of the cases, but for the filled database, H0 was accepted more often.
The model seems to be too optimistic for this database size. We think the reason for this is
that we have much more subtasks that are dependent on the database size. In addition, more
data is transferred over the network in comparison with the Test Order Manager. This causes
more network interference and makes the linear regression more difficult. Nevertheless, it
was again possible to evaluate the SUT by applying the SPRT with an acceptable number of
samples (max. ca. 20) and with a decent run time (max. ca. 13 minutes).
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{ TaskWeights : {
TestEquipmentType : { TetCreate : 2 0 , TetEditGeneral : 8 0 , TetAdminEdit : 1 , TetChangeState : 1 ,
Select : 5 , SelectREM : 1 } ,
TestEquipment : { CreateTestEquipment : 2 0 , TeEditGeneral : 8 0 , MarkAsDefect : 1 , Select : 5 ,
SelectREM : 5 } } ,
TaskWaitIntervalStart : 5 0 0 , TaskWaitIntervalEnd : 1 5 0 0 , SubTaskWaitIntervalStart : 3 0 0 ,
SubTaskWaitIntervalEnd : 5 0 0 , WaitPerReference : 1 0 , WaitPerCharacter : 3 0 }

Listing 7.3: Usage profile of the Test Equipment Manager.

( Intercept )
#Users
#Attributes
ObjectSize
CumulativeObjectSizeForRisingTasks
CreateTestEquipment_SetRefAttribute
CreateTestEquipment_StartTask
MarkAsDefect_Commit
MarkAsDefect_StartTask
SelectREM_Load
SelectREM_Open
Select_Load
Select_Open
TeEditGeneral_Commit
TeEditGeneral_StartTask
TetAdminEdit_Commit
TetAdminEdit_SetRefAttribute
TetAdminEdit_StartTask
TetChangeState_Commit
TetChangeState_StartTask
TetCreate_Commit
TetCreate_SetRefAttribute
TetCreate_StartTask
TetEditGeneral_Commit
TetEditGeneral_StartTask
Attribute_NOTSET
Attribute_ParentType
...

Estimate
Std . Error
t value
24.170
0.735
32.873
12.583
0.079
158.534
− 18.201
11.522
− 1.579
0.007
0.014
0.507
2 . 9 6 2 e−06 1 . 6 0 4 e−08 1 8 4 . 6 6 5
33.426
0.789
42.360
1.713
2.550
0.671
12.167
6.812
1.786
12.630
2.618
4.823
− 1.909
2.539
− 0.751
− 4.122
2.539
− 1.623
− 1.096
2.538
− 0.432
− 1.701
2.538
− 0.670
− 2.073
14.436
− 0.143
11.302
2.641
4.279
− 21.109
24.536
− 0.860
7.646
0.500
15.279
8.616
2.582
3.336
− 36.918
6.842
− 5.395
6.045
2.627
2.300
− 12.211
10.486
− 1.164
12.538
0.450
27.808
0.856
2.553
0.335
− 46.019
6.847
− 6.720
9.978
2.622
3.805
− 29.440
1.840
− 15.993
20.184
0.530
38.078

Pr( >|t|)
8 . 3 0 1 e−236
0.0
0.114
0.611
0.0
0.0
0.501
0.074
1 . 4 1 4 e−06
0.452
0.104
0.665
0.502
0.885
1 . 8 7 6 e−05
0.389
1 . 1 8 7 e−52
0.000
6 . 8 3 7 e−08
0.021
0.244
1 . 4 1 6 e−169
0.737
1 . 8 1 7 e−11
0.000
1 . 6 5 3 e−57
0.0

probability

Listing 7.4: Linear regression model of the Test Equipment Manager.
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Figure 7.3: Test Equipment Manager simulation results of the model.
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Figure 7.4: Test Equipment Manager simulation results of the model with filled DB.
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Table 7.2: Test Equipment Manager results of the SUT evaluation with the SPRT.
ThreshCumulative
#Sam#Sam#Users
H1
1. H 0
Result
2. H 0 Result
old [ms]
ObjSize
ples
ples
50
5
0
0.973 0.723
H1
19.6
50
25
0
0.936 0.686
H1
16.2
50
45
0
0.671 0.421
H1
11.11 0.921
H0
18.58
100
5
0
1
0.750
H1
16
100
25
0
0.998 0.748
H1
16
100
45
0
0.962 0.712
H1
16
100
5
30,000,000
0.013 0.125
H0
14
0.625
H1
9
100
25
30,000,000
0.114
0.364
H1
14.4
100
45
30,000,000
0.014
0.264
H1
16.24
150
5
30,000,000
0.999 0.749
H0
5
150
25
30,000,000
0.820 0.570
H0
6
1
H1
5
150
45
30,000,000
0.137 0.387
H0
14.27
200
5
30,000,000
1
0.750 3H0 2H1 12.8
200
25
30,000,000
0.997 0.747
H0
5.68
200
45
30,000,000
0.496 0.246
H0
13.56 0.746
H1
7.69

7.1.4

Time
[min:s]
10:52
9:46
13:11
5:46
6:10
7:49
3:39
2:59
3:11
3:19
3:55
3:15
4:41
4:58
6:00

Run Times of the Method

Our method consists of several phases that have different computation times. Here, we give
an overview of the timings of these phases in order to illustrate the overall run time of our
method and to demonstrate its effectiveness.
In the first step, we generate log data with MBT. This initial testing phase took about an
hour for both our tested modules, i.e., about 63 minutes for the Test Order Manager and about
65 minutes for the Test Equipment Manager. The next step was the linear regression, which
took only about 70 to 100 seconds including the time for data cleaning and preprocessing.
The model-simulation times are illustrated in Table 7.3. Note that these timings were
measured on the client machine that was described in the setting. It can be seen that they
were very similar for the empty and the filled database. The reason for this is that the userinput times from the usage profiles accounted for the bulk of the simulation time. For the
same reason, we only see a small increase in the simulation time, when the number of users
rises. In summary, the simulation time was about 9 to 13 minutes for the Test Order Manager
and 6 to 9 minutes for the Test Equipment Manager.
The last columns of Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 show the run times of the SPRTs. Note that
during the execution of a sample, we stopped when we already observed a higher response
time than our threshold, and we only have one run time for both SPRTs, since we check them
in one execution. The run times of the Test Order Manager were about one hour in two cases.
In all other cases, run times were mostly shorter than half an hour and the fastest experiments

Table 7.3: Average simulation time [min:s] of the model for the Test Order Manager and
the Test Equipment Manager for an empty and filled database.
TestSimul. Time (Empty DB)
Simul. Time (Filled DB)
#Users Case
Test Order Test Equipment Test Order Test Equipment
Length Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
5
3
9:24
6:40
9:23
6:40
25
3
9:31
6:51
9:41
6:51
45
3
9:37
7:08
9:45
7:08
5
4
12:46
8:56
12:45
8:57
25
4
12:52
9:09
12:58
9:09
45
4
13:02
9:37
13:04
9:37
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Table 7.4: Different system deployments with various hardware/network settings.
Hardware
Network
Deployment
#CPUs RAM [GB] Bandwidth [Mbps] Delay [ms]
D0
7
15
1000
0
D1
7
4
1000
0
D2
2
15
1000
0
D3
7
15
500
0
D4
7
15
100
0
D5
7
15
50
0
D6
7
15
1000
25
D7
7
15
1000
10

took about 10 minutes The run times of the Test Equipment Manager were shorter due to its
lower complexity, i.e., a smaller number attributes for the form data. They were always below
15 minutes and in the fastest cases about 3 minutes.
Executing the Monte Carlo simulation that we applied for the model directly on the SUT
would take about one day. By applying the SPRT, we can perform such an evaluation within
less than an hour in the worst case.

7.2

Deployment Testing

A further application area of our method is deployment testing. For this technique, we apply
the same steps as for the evaluation of the previous section, which are described in Chapter 5
and Chapter 6. The only difference is that we perform the hypothesis tests on deployments
with different hardware settings and that we generate the log data for the linear regression on
a reference system.
Our aim is to evaluate the performance on this reference system and then based on this
evaluation, we check if deployments with different hardware or network settings have a comparable performance. Therefore, we simulate the model of the reference system in order to
derive hypotheses about the expected performance that can then be tested on the deployments.
For these tests, the sequential probability ratio test is performed as described in Section 2.2.3,
because it enables an efficient evaluation with a small number of samples.
In order to evaluate this approach, we applied it to the Test Order Manager similarly as
explained in Section 7.1.2.
Test Setup. We evaluated a TFMS server (version 1.8) that was running on a virtual machine
with Windows Server 2012. Our reference SUT (D0 ) had 15 GB of RAM and 7 Intel Xeon
E5-2690v4 2.6 GHz CPUs. A similar virtual machine with 6 GB RAM and 3 CPUs was used
to run the test clients. We defined a set of deployments by varying values for the CPUs, the
RAM size, the network bandwidth, and the network delay. These deployments (Di ) are shown
in Table 7.4. Since the server was running on a virtual machine, the hardware settings could
easily be changed. A tool called Network Emulator for Windows helped us to configure the
network setup of the test client, e.g., it allowed us to decrease the network bandwidth.
Monte Carlo Simulation of the Model. We applied our method in the same way as for the
Test Order Manager case study of the previous section, i.e., to answer the question: “What is
the probability that the response time of all requests within a task sequence of a fixed length
(a test case) is under a specific threshold for each user within a population?”. For this analysis,
we used the same usage profile (Listing 7.1) and also the same model as in Section 7.1.

probability
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Figure 7.5: Test Order Manager Monte Carlo simulation results of the model.

We evaluated user populations of different sizes and checked a number of response-time
thresholds with a fixed test-case size of four tasks. The evaluation was performed with a
Monte Carlo simulation with Chernoff-Hoeffding with 1060 samples, but this time we are
only interested in a smaller set of data points than in the previous section. Figure 7.5 shows
the results. Same as in the last section, a decrease in the probability of our given question can
be observed, when the number of users increases or the threshold decreases.
Hypothesis Testing with the SPRT. Next, we used the probabilities of the Monte Carlo
simulation as hypotheses (H1 ) for SPRTs of the different deployments. We selected six data
points of Figure 7.5 with interesting thresholds and different user numbers in order to form
the hypotheses shown in Table 7.5. We evaluated all deployments as explained in Section 6.2
by applying the SPRT with the same parameters. Figure 7.6 summarises the results in three
groups: one for the deployments (and SPRTs), where all clients accepted H1 , one where there
was no clear consensus among the clients, and one where all clients accepted H0 . It can be
seen that H1 was accepted by most of the deployments, which means that they provide a
similar performance. For one deployment (D5 ), only SPRT 1–4 were successful, SPRT 5–6
were inconclusive, i.e., 48 % of the clients accepted H1 for SPRT 5 and 44 % for SPRT 6. For
two deployments, H0 was accepted, which means that their response times were worse than
that of the reference SUT. In summary, it can be said that a change in the server hardware
did not adversely affect the performance, as H1 was accepted for all deployments with a
changed hardware. Also, a change in the network bandwidth had only a weak influence on
the performance. A clear change in the performance was only observed for deployments with
a higher network delay.

Table 7.5: Different SPRTs for various numbers of users and thresholds.
SPRT No. #Users Threshold [ms]
H0
H1
1
5
50
0.478 0.729
2
25
50
0.400 0.650
3
45
50
0.201 0.451
4
5
100
0.746 0.996
5
25
100
0.744 0.994
6
45
100
0.738 0.988

D0

D1

D3

D2

D4

D5

D5

(SPRT 1–4)

(SPRT 5–6)

H1 accepted by all clients

Inconclusive

D6

D7

H0 accepted by all clients

Figure 7.6: SPRT results of the different deployments.
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Figure 7.7: Average number of samples (test cases) for the SPRTs of our deployments.

Additionally, we evaluated the number of needed samples from the SPRTs. Note that in
order to obtain an average number of needed samples, we run the SPRT concurrently for each
user of the population and calculate the average of these runs. Multiple independent SPRT
runs would produce a better average, but the computation time was too high. Figure 7.7 shows
the average number of needed samples for the SPRTs of different deployments. It can be seen
that certain SPRTs are quite easy to check, e.g., SPRT 3 only needs about 6–13 samples, other
SPRTs take more than twice as many samples. However, a maximum of about 30 samples is
still very low compared to the 1060 samples of the Monte Carlo simulation. This low number
of samples allows us to evaluate multiple SUT deployments within a feasible time.

7.3

MQTT

We performed another evaluation of our method for testing protocols of the Internet of Things.
More precisely, we tested two open-source MQTT implementations: Mosquitto and emqtt.

7.3.1

Settings

The evaluation was performed with Mosquitto version 1.4.15 and emqtt version 2.3.5, running
with quality of service level one and in their default configurations. We analyse the needed
number of samples and the run times. MQTT implementations typically have various settings,
e.g., the length of the in-flight message queue or an option to group together TCP packets (Nagle’s algorithm [135]). The influence of such settings might be a potential threat to the validity
of our comparison. We worked with the default settings as this is commonly done, and we
also tried to adapt the mentioned settings to face this threat. A comparison of the regression
models and response-time visualisations did not show a difference for the adapted settings.
Note that Nagle’s algorithm has no effect, because it only groups messages if acknowledgements are pending. This situation does not occur, since our tests are synchronous, i.e., we
always wait for an acknowledgement before sending a new message.
The evaluation was performed on a Windows server (version 2008 R2) with a 2.1 GHz Intel
Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPU with 8 Cores and 32 GB RAM. This machine was running the clients
and the broker in order to avoid an influence of the network. However, a possible influence
of the client processes on the broker might cause a threat to the validity of our evaluation. To
face this issue, we measured the CPU load, to make sure that it is not a bottleneck. During
the evaluation, the CPU load was below 60% most of the time, and there were only some rare
peaks, where the CPU load was over 90%. We also tried to increase the priority of the broker
process, but this showed no difference. The RAM usage of the brokers was insignificant since
the total RAM of the servers was more than enough.
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( Intercept )
Msgdisconnect
Msgpublish
Msgsubscribe
Msgunsubscribe
#ActiveMsgs
#TotalSubs
#Subs

Estimate
− 4.7215355
4.8297199
5.6995651
5.7603881
5.3875122
1.2086416
− 0.0001275
0.1726546

Std . Error t value
0 . 0 7 4 6 9 9 4 − 63.207
0.0830489
58.155
0.0941305
60.550
0.0957232
60.178
0.0870509
61.889
0.0032501 371.880
0.0001398
− 0.912
0.0197298
8.751

Pr( >|t|)
<2e−16 * * *
<2e−16 * * *
<2e−16 * * *
<2e−16 * * *
<2e−16 * * *
<2e−16 * * *
0.362
<2e−16 * * *

Listing 7.5: Linear regression output (excerpt) for the MQTT broker emqtt.

We applied Visual Studio 2012 with .NET framework 4.5, NUnit 2.64, and FsCheck 2.92
in order to run the tests and for SMC. The library M2Mqtt17 served as a client interface to
facilitate the interaction with the brokers.

7.3.2

Results

We follow the method of Section 4.2 in order to answer the question “What is the probability
that the message latency is under a certain threshold?”. Hence, we check the probability that
all messages within a sequence of ten messages for all clients of an MQTT setup have a latency
under this threshold. We perform the analysis as shown in Section 4.2, with the difference
that we test Mosquitto and emqtt, and we check various thresholds and different numbers of
clients. We apply the same usage profile as before and the regression model for emqtt was
similar to the one shown for Mosquitto that was presented in Section 5.2.4. It is displayed in
Listing 7.5 and the only major difference to Mosquitto was that the #TotalSubs feature showed
no significance as indicated by the missing *** at the end of the line. Therefore, it could
be omitted as explained before. Additionally, we evaluated another usage profile (UP2), as
shown in Listing 7.6, that has a higher weight for publish messages and different bounds for
the time between messages.
As shown before, we apply a Monte Carlo simulation with 1060 samples to evaluate the
timed model. The results for Mosquitto and emqtt for both usage profiles are shown in
Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9. Table 7.6 shows the average time needed for these evaluations.
As expected, a decrease in the probability can be observed, when the number of clients
increases, and a higher threshold causes a higher probability. It can be seen that the curves in
the figures for both usage profiles (and both brokers) are similar. The reason is that for both
usage profiles costly message types, like connect or publish, are selected frequently and have
a similar impact on the resulting probability in both cases.
The advantage of applying SMC on a model is that it runs much faster than on the SUT.
With a virtual time of 1/10 of the actual time, we can perform evaluations that would take
hours on the SUT within minutes.
It is also important to check the probabilities that we received through SMC of the timed
model on the SUT. This was done as explained in Section 4.2 with hypothesis testing with the
17 https://m2mqtt.wordpress.com

(visited on 2018-09-19)

MinTimeBetwMsg : 5 0 , MaxTimeBetwMsg : 2 5 0 ,
MsgWeights : { connect : 1 , disconnect : 1 , publish : 7 , subscribe : 1 , unsubscribe : 1 }

Listing 7.6: MQTT usage profile UP2 with more frequent publish messages.
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Figure 7.8: UP1 Monte Carlo simulation results for Mosquitto (left) and emqtt (right).
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Figure 7.9: UP2 Monte Carlo simulation results for Mosquitto (left) and emqtt (right).

SPRT. Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 show the results for both usage profiles and brokers. We focused
on some of the more interesting data points for the evaluation. The tables show hypotheses,
test results, the needed number of samples and execution times for different numbers of clients
and thresholds. Note that, in order to obtain an average number of needed samples, we run
the SPRT concurrently for each client and calculate the average of these runs.
In most cases, hypothesis H1 was accepted for almost all clients, which means that the
probability of the SUT was at least as high, as the predicted one from the model. However,
the prediction was not always accurate. H0 was also sometimes accepted and in some cases
H1 was only accepted by a fraction of the clients that tested this hypothesis, e.g., for Mosquitto
with a threshold of 30 ms and 90 clients, only 60% of the clients accepted H1 for UP1. The
prediction was sometimes inaccurate for small latency thresholds. The reason might be that
we mainly learned the latency distributions under conditions with high load, and hence,
our model might not be completely accurate for small latencies. Moreover, the prediction
performed rather poorly for high numbers of clients (≥ 130), especially for UP2. This might
be caused by the fact that the initial testing phase for log data had only a maximum of 100
clients and the higher number of clients might be too different from this initial test phase.
However, H1 was still accepted for most data points, which means that the model was good
enough in these cases. Furthermore, it is apparent that the SPRT can be performed with fewer
samples, i.e., we need mostly about 50 samples (except for some outliers), compared to the
1060 for the Monte Carlo simulation.
By comparing the results of Mosquitto and emqtt, it can be seen that predicted probabilities
are too similar to make a clear distinction. However, the evaluation of the SUT with hypothesis
testing was able to find some differences, i.e., in some cases emqtt showed a slightly better
performance. For example, the second data row of Table 7.7 shows that Mosquitto was not
able to accept H1 , where emqtt accepted it, although the same hypotheses were tested. This

Table 7.6: Average time [min:s] for the Monte Carlo simulation of the model.
#Clients UP1 Mosquitto UP1 emqtt UP2 Mosquitto UP2 emqtt
50
4:27
4:28
2:39
2:39
70
4:48
4:49
3:03
3:02
90
4:54
4:57
3:16
3:18
110
5:00
5:05
3:22
3:27
130
5:09
5:15
3:40
3:41
150
5:25
5:23
3:51
3:55
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Table 7.7: Results of the evaluation of the SUT with the SPRT for usage profile UP1.
Mosquitto
emqtt
Thresh#Clients
#SamTime
#Samold [ms]
H0
H1
Result
H0
H 1 Result
ples
[min:s]
ples
30
50
0.90 1
H1
44
2:31
0.90 1
H1
44
30
70
0.88 0.98
H0
22.47
5:43
0.88 0.98
H1
44.14
30
90
0.79 0.89 60% H1 276.31
39:12
0.80 0.90
H1
41.02
30
110
0.74 0.84
H1
73.26
7:22
0.72 0.82
H1
42.55
30
130
0.68 0.78
H0
46.68
11:33
0.64 0.74
H1
77.92
50
50
0.90 1
H1
44
2:10
0.90 1
H1
44
50
70
0.90 1
73% H1
43.53
10:01
0.90 1
H1
44
50
90
0.88 0.98
H1
50.47
4:18
0.88 0.98
H1
43
50
110
0.80 0.90
H1
41.35
3:19
0.84 0.94
H1
41.25
50
130
0.74 0.84
H1
41.15
3:12
0.75 0.85
H1
38.41
70
50
0.90 1
H1
44
2:04
0.90 1
H1
44
70
70
0.90 1
H1
44
2:10
0.90 1
H1
44
70
90
0.90 1
H1
44
2:37
0.90 1
H1
44
70
110
0.88 0.98
H1
43.16
2:57
0.89 0.99
H1
44.38
70
130
0.78 0.88
H1
39.32
3:00
0.83 0.93
H1
41.21

Time
[min:s]
2:28
2:51
2:56
3:40
9:21
2:06
2:09
2:30
2:50
2:37
2:33
2:08
2:29
3:14
2:37

means that emqtt had a better performance in this case. For UP1, this was the case especially
for small thresholds, for UP2 the performance was more similar for both implementations and
there is also a case where Mosquitto showed better performance. (Row 13 of Table 7.8, shows
that only 90% of the clients accepted H1 for emqtt, but all clients for Mosquitto.)

7.3.3

Run Times of the Method

We analysed the execution times of the different phases of our method. The initial testing
phase took about 5–8 minutes and the linear regression about 10–12 seconds. Note that these
two phases have to be performed only once, and the resulting model can then be applied for
various evaluations.
A Monte Carlo simulation of the model required about 3–5 minutes for 1060 samples as
shown in Table 7.6. The evaluation of the SUT with hypothesis testing took 2–4 minutes in

Table 7.8: Results of the evaluation of the SUT with the SPRT for usage profile UP2.
Mosquitto
emqtt
Thresh#Clients
#SamTime
#Samold [ms]
H0
H1
Result
H0
H1
Result
ples
[min:s]
ples
30
50
0.90 1
96% H1
42.88
1:18
0.90 1
96% H1
43.42
30
70
0.88 0.98
H0
17.60
1:15
0.88 0.98
H1
46.40
30
90
0.80 0.90
H0
17.18
3:55
0.80 0.90
H1
44.98
30
110
0.72 0.82
H0
13.43
1:39
0.72 0.82
H0
14.61
30
130
0.65 0.75
H0
14.55
0:56
0.70 0.80
H0
12.68
50
50
0.90 1
H1
44
1:17
0.90 1
H1
44
50
70
0.90 1
67% H1
37.94
3:48
0.90 1
H1
44
50
90
0.88 0.98
H1
51.36
3:01
0.89 0.99
H1
46.20
50
110
0.79 0.89
H1
41.42
1:46
0.81 0.91 87% H1 152.34
50
130
0.72 0.82
H0
16.46
0:58
0.76 0.86
H0
9.51
70
50
0.90 1
H1
44
2:07
0.90 1
H1
44
70
70
0.90 1
H1
44
2:11
0.90 1
H1
44
70
90
0.90 1
H1
46.04
2:41
0.90 1
90% H1
52.81
70
110
0.87 0.97
H1
65.55
4:39
0.88 0.98
H1
43.82
70
130
0.79 0.89
H0
48.18
5:28
0.81 0.91
H0
9.58

Time
[min:s]
1:16
2:07
1:42
1:14
0:24
1:19
1:44
1:54
8:34
0:23
1:16
1:18
2:47
1:58
0:34
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most cases, in some cases about 10 minutes and only in one case 39 minutes. Hence, most of
our predictions could be tested efficiently in about the same time that was needed to make
the prediction with the timed model.
Running a Monte Carlo simulation with 1060 samples directly on the SUT would take approximately 2–3 hours. Performing this simulation becomes quickly impractical when various
data points should be analysed. Therefore, it is reasonable to use our model-based approach,
because it can be executed faster.

7.4

Discussion

The evaluation showed that our simulation approach allows us to estimate the probability that
a user or client can perform a sequence of system interactions without having to wait longer
than a specific threshold for a response. Moreover, we demonstrated that we can check if the
estimated probability is close to the real probability of the SUT with an acceptable number
of samples. In some cases, however, the models were not able to estimate the probability
accurately enough: the estimates were either too optimistic or too pessimistic. This indicates
that the prediction errors, i.e., the deviation of the predicted from the actual response times,
might be too large. Such prediction errors might have an obvious explanation, if the R2 score was too small. However, they might also emerge, when the R2 -score appears to be high
enough. These occurrences with high prediction errors and a reasonable R2 -score are hard
to resolve, especially when a distributed experimental setting is considered. They might be
caused by several sources:
1. Measurement Errors. There might be interference or noise during the test-data generation
that could artificially and unintentionally increase the response times of our log data.
For example, this may be caused by memory or cache misses, by varying network delays
or interruptions, by blocking effects of our SUT or by operating-system influences, like
scheduling.
With such data, it might be possible to obtain an R2 -score that seems to be acceptable, if
coincidently there are linear dependencies. However, our simulations with SMC would
not be as accurate as the R2 -score might suggest, because these influences might not
always occur in a uniform way. Such measurement errors are lower in a non-distributed
environment where there are no network influences. We observed that we obtain a better
model in such environments.
For the TFMS evaluation, we had to work with the less favourable case of the distributed
environment, because this was a more interesting setup for our industrial partner AVL.
The MQTT evaluation was performed within a local environment, but there were other
potential interference factors caused by the high number of clients.
2. Sampling Bias. The data generation might not be random enough, i.e., it might be unintentionally set up in a way, where relevant scenarios for the prediction were not tested
frequently enough. Hence, the log data would not contain equally many entries for these
scenarios, which might cause a regression model that only performs well for dominant
data examples, but not for examples that are insufficiently represented in the data.
Moreover, the test-data generation might be biased in a way, where false dependencies
were introduced that do not occur in general. In this case, we might obtain an artificial
correlation between variables (or features), e.g., when the number of users would be
monotonically increasing over the course of an experiment, then this would cause a
deceiving correlation with the database size. A random selection of the number of users
would help to avoid such an issue. Additionally, it is advised to thoroughly inspect the
log data with visualisations, like scatter plots, and histograms. This can help to reduce
the risk of such a bias, but generally it is not possible to completely eliminate all sources
for this bias [53].
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An interesting observation, which might be seen also as a weakness of our approach, is
that SMC seems to be inefficient when the given threshold of the response-time property to be
tested is far below or far above the actual response time. In these cases, the probability of the
response-time property does not vary in a significant way with the user population size. SMC
wastefully computes the probability for various user population sizes, even if a single run
with a fixed user population size, say one user, would be sufficient to get a similar result. This
phenomenon can be clearly observed in Figure 7.2, where the probability curves of different
user population sizes are very close to each other for low and high thresholds, whereas they
only go apart for thresholds close to the actual response times where the user population size
seems to make a difference.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that other non-linear learning approaches might also be able
to further improve the prediction power of our model. Especially, if our method is applied for
other application areas, then it might make sense to investigate other learning methods when
the accuracy of the obtained model is not high enough. Hence, this might be a potential topic
for future work.
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8

Related Work

This chapter partially contains contents from our previous publications that were discussed before in
Section 1.9 [3, 5, 6, 9, 12, 162].
In this section, we present related work for the major contributions of this thesis, which
were presented in the previous chapters. First, we illustrate related work of our PBT approach
with business-rule models, and also for MBT and PBT in general. Then, we focus on our
combination method for SMC and PBT and also SMC in general. Finally, we present related
approaches for our model-based performance prediction and verification method, and we also
discuss performance testing and performance engineering.

8.1

Model-Based Testing of Business-Rule Models within
a Property-Based Testing Tool

Model-Based Testing. MBT is a popular testing technique. Various surveys and overviews
were conducted on this topic [34, 40, 58, 84, 159, 179, 180]. MBT approaches have in common
that they rely on a model of a system, which is applied to generate test cases that are executed on the system to find bugs. There is an abundance of different modelling formalisms,
like state chart diagrams, sequence diagrams, or process algebras. A survey of MBT that includes different modelling (or specification) formalisms was presented by Dias Neto et al. [58].
Moreover, van Lamsweerde [110] characterised different formal specification paradigms and
compared their strengths and weaknesses.
All these modelling formalisms are applied to define an abstract model of an SUT. Such a
model serves as a source for the test-case generation in order to produce tests that can evaluate the behaviour of the SUT. There are also numerous test-case generation techniques, like
random generation, search-based techniques, generation based on coverage criteria, mutationbased techniques, etc. Utting et al. [180] gave an extensive overview of these techniques.
The test-case generation, the test-case execution, and also sometimes the model definition,
are supported by tools. Various tools have been presented for different types of models and
for numerous test-case generation methods. Saifan and Dingel [159] gave an overview of
MBT tools and also the taxonomy of Utting et al. [180] described a number of tools. Several
well-known tools are the following.
TGV [93] is a tool that takes an extended form of labelled transition systems as model, and
generates test cases that can be applied for conformance testing. A similar tool that performs
online conformance testing is TorX [178] (or the newer version JTorX [32]). Also Microsoft
Spec Explorer [181] performs conformance testing, but with Spec# model programs.
The MBT tool Conformiq [91] takes UML state charts as input and applies symbolic execution to generate test cases that fulfil certain coverage criteria. A random search-based
approach for the test-case generation is applied by Modbat [17], which works with extended
finite state machines.
The UPPAAL tool family can generate test cases for timed automata models. This family contains three tools that have a focus on MBT. UPPAAL Tron [111] generates test cases
randomly for online testing, where test cases are directly executed while they are generated.
UPPAAL Cover [81] applies coverage-based test-case generation and UPPAAL Yggdrasil [98]
creates tests offline and allows the annotation of additional scripts to the model, which can
then be included in the generated test cases.
Another tool family called MoMuT (model-based mutation testing) [102] applies a test-case
generation technique that is mutation-based, and it supports different kinds of input models, like timed automata (MoMuT::TA [13]), assume-guarantee contracts (MoMuT::REQS [11]),
object-oriented action systems, and UML state charts (MoMuT::UML [102]).
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The tool called sal-atg [75] uses models that are defined with guarded commands, and it
applies symbolic model checking for the test-case generation. MaTeLo [61] applies Markov
chain usage models for statistical usage testing and it has a random generation technique. A
similar statistical testing tool is JUMBL [150], which also works with Markov chains.
A graphical testing tool called TPT (Time Partition Testing) [39], allows graphical modelling of hybrid systems and has graphical support for the test-case design.
AETG [50] is a testing tool that generates test data based on combinatorial testing, i.e., it
generates various combinations of input parameters in order to test different scenarios.
The closest related work in the area of MBT are approaches that also apply existing system
artefacts as test models or for the test-data generation. For example, some testing methods
work with web-service descriptions in order to produce requests and associated test-data. Bai
et al. [24], Sneed and Huang [170], and Bartolini et al. [29] presented testing approaches that
take the web-service description language (WSDL) as a source for the test-case generation.
In contrast to our work, WSDL only includes limited information about the system, e.g. no
system states are included. Our business-rule models also include the resulting system (or
object) states after a task is performed. Hence, we can also check if the resulting states are
correct during the test-case execution. This enables a better inspection of the functionality of
the SUT.
Several approaches have illustrated that the XML-based business process execution language (BPEL) [124, 175] or BPEL for web services (WS-BPEL) [117] can be applied as a source
for testing. However, in contrast to our work, the focus of these approaches is on testing
the composition of services. With our business-rule models, we can perform a more finegrained evaluation, which includes a check of the states of individual domain objects and an
assessment of the form data that is stored in the database.
A similar testing approach to our business-rule testing method was presented by Wetherall
and Woodhead [191]. The approach applies an extended version of the rule markup language
RuleML [186] in order to test schedules of a scheduling application against the business rules.
In contrast to our method, this approach is only intended for a limited application domain,
i.e., for scheduling systems. Moreover, they do not apply their rules for generating test data,
they just execute the rules as tests.
Property-Based Testing. PBT is a flexible random testing technique that originates from the
functional programming community, where it was applied to check algebraic properties of
functions-under-test. The strength of this testing technique lies in its flexible generators that
can easily be combined or extended and that facilitate the generation of complex test data.
In recent years, PBT was extended with the support for MBT, i.e., it can evaluate statemachine properties, which were explained in Section 2.1. The advantage of the MBT feature
of PBT is that it allows for a flexible model definition in a high-level programming language.
Unlike PBT, many other MBT approaches require the tester to learn specific modelling languages.
As already explained in Section 2.1, PBT was originally introduced by Claessen and
Hughes with a tool called QuickCheck [47]. Various reimplementations followed that are
based on the concepts of QuickCheck, e.g., ScalaCheck [136], Hypothesis18 for Python or
FsCheck19 for .NET, the latter of which works with object-oriented languages (C#), as well as
with functional programming languages (F#).
A commercial PBT tool called Quviq QuickCheck was introduced by Hughes [89] for
Erlang, and it was targeted towards the needs of the industry. The tool was enhanced with a
18 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/hypothesis
19 https://fscheck.github.io/FsCheck
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graphical user interface that enables the creation of models with state-machine diagrams [20].
Moreover, it has been shown that it can be applied for large scale automotive systems [88].
Another PBT tool is called PropEr (Property-based testing for Erlang)20 . This open-source
tool works closely together with Erlang’s type system [142]. Moreover, it has an interesting
extension for targeted PBT [119], which improves the random test-case generation method of
PBT by applying a search strategy.
PBT was already performed for various applications domains, like testing safety-critical
software [21, 66, 182] or protocol testing [22, 144]. Furthermore, it is especially suited for
testing web-service applications, because it provides a good way to verify that a variety of
form inputs are supported without problems. This application domain contains numerous
approaches related to our work that are described below.
López et al. [118] presented a domain-specific language (DSL) that allows non-experts to
perform automatic test-data generation with QuickCheck. The DSL reuses syntax from the
web services description language (WSDL) in order to generate well-formed XML for the
input of web services. It supports constraints for different data types and combinators that
enable the application of constraints to all kinds of data. The difference between this approach
and our work is that it does not consider state machines and that the generator definition must
be created manually.
Lampropoulos and Sagonas [109] present a similar approach that automatically reads the
WSDL specification of a web service and makes web-service calls with generated data. The
approach was implemented with PropEr. They support many data types, but only a few constraints for the data. However, they show how additional constraints can be added manually.
In contrast to our work, they also do not use state machines to test the service behaviour. They
only test if the web-service result is valid and if no error occurred.
A similar approach was presented by Li et al. [116]. They also show how WSDL can be
applied to automatically derive generators, but the focus of their work is primarily on evolving
web services. Their approach facilitates adapting the test environment to a new version of a
web service. This is achieved by automatically generating refactoring scripts for the evolving
test code. The difference to our work is that their models have to be created manually by the
user and that their focus lies on evolving web services.
Frelund et al. [67] present a library for testing web services called Jsongen, which can
generate data in the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), i.e., a compact data format. Many
web services communicate via JSON because it is a convenient language to encode data. Their
library uses JSON schemas with the structure of the data, data types and data constraints
to automatically create QuickCheck generators. They apply these QuickCheck generators to
produce input data that fulfils the requirements of a web-service call. Their library is evaluated
by testing a small service, where users can post questions and answers.
Benac Earle et al. [62] extend this library so that the JSON schema also includes an abstract
specification of the service behaviour. This specification is in the form of a finite state machine
(FSM). In the previous work, the FSM definition had to be created separately from the JSON
schema for the web-service data. In this work, they show how it can be encoded in the JSON
schema. Their FSM is defined with hyperlinks that represent the events of the FSM and the
states can be chosen dynamically. In contrast to our work, the JSON schema for the service
has to be produced manually and it is not part of the system, like our rule engine models.
Furthermore, their approach was only evaluated with a small test web service; they have not
made a comprehensive case study.
The most similar work to ours was presented by Francisco et al. [64]. They show a framework that automatically derives QuickCheck models from a WSDL description and OCL semantic constraints. They show how the models can be applied to automatically test both
20 http://proper.softlab.ntua.gr
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stateless and stateful web services with generated input data. The WSDL description contains
information about the required data, the data structures, data types and the possible operations. The OCL constraints define pre- and postconditions for the operations and can describe
a state machine for the service behaviour. The used service description is very similar to our
business-rule models, but their generators consider only data types, while we also support
constraints for the data, like a minimum value for an integer. Another difference is that the
OCL semantic constraints are added manually. Our business-rule models were already part
of the web-service architecture.
Summary. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other work that uses inherent webservice artefacts, i.e., business-rule models to automatically derive PBT models. Although
there are some similar publications that show how PBT models can be used for web services,
they mostly rely on a manual specification of a model separate from the web-service implementation. Apart from that, our approach can directly be applied to a system artefact, which
is also used directly on the server-side to verify if a command is permitted in the current
state and if the attributes are fitting to the model. Furthermore, the other approaches were all
implemented with functional programming languages. Our approach uses C# to define the
properties in an object-oriented way.
It should be mentioned that it usually does not make sense to generate tests from system
artefacts, since there needs to be redundancy for the test oracle. However, in the case that the
system artefacts are not perfectly integrated into the SUT, it is worth to apply them for testing.
Moreover, such artefacts can be exploited for load testing, where the missing redundancy is
not an issue.

8.2

Integrating Statistical Model Checking Into Property-Based
Testing

A related technique that can perform similar evaluations as our SMC integration is called
statistical software testing [69, 177, 189, 192]. This testing method works with randomly
generated inputs that are produced according to certain probability distributions or a specific
usage model, like a Markov chain. The generated inputs are given to a software-underinvestigation, and a statistical analysis is performed with the intention to find faults or for
forecasting faults, e.g., for a reliability assessment of software. In contrast, our combined
method can check models as well as (software) systems, and we are able to apply sophisticated
SMC algorithms and utilise PBT features, like its powerful generators.
Further related work is also the statistical analysis of black-box probabilistic systems by
Younes [196] and Sen et al. [164]. Similar to our work, these approaches support the evaluation
of systems that can only be passively observed, and they also apply Monte Carlo simulations
and hypothesis testing. However, in contrast to our method, they work with probabilistic
systems that do not allow any control over the sample generation, i.e., samples cannot be
generated on demand and only a fixed set of samples is available. Additionally, they do not
aim at the evaluation of both models and systems.
A related approach that also works with probabilistic models is probabilistic programming
[71, 138, 188], which introduces probability distributions into normal programming languages.
There exist numerous probabilistic programming languages and probabilistic programming
systems that enable the definition of probabilistic models, like Infer.NET [188] from Microsoft
or PyMC3 [160] for Python. These models can be applied for different inference techniques,
like Bayesian inference [100] or Markov chain Monte Carlo inference [129]. The difference
to our approach, or to SMC in general, is that probabilistic programming does not aim to
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evaluate quantitative properties, but targets probabilistic inference. Most importantly, it does
not support PBT.
As already explained, PBT is a flexible random testing technique that facilitates the generation of complex test data. However, it does not support statistical evaluations, except for
simple algorithms like Monte Carlo simulation that are already supported by existing PBT
tools. For example, with ScalaCheck [136] the required number of samples can be specified
and it can report the number of failing samples. This enables a simple Monte Carlo simulation.
In contrast, our focus is also on more sophisticated algorithms, like hypothesis testing, but we
also apply Monte Carlo methods, because they are common and useful SMC algorithms.
Statistical Model Checking. SMC [2, 115, 198] is an evaluation method that can answer
both qualitative and quantitative questions. In order to answer these questions, it includes
various algorithms, like Monte Carlo or hypothesis testing methods, which were explained
in Section 2.2. SMC was applied in several case studies. Common application areas are the
evaluation of protocols [41, 83], biological systems [49, 55] and real-time systems [56, 108].
Moreover, there exist various tools that implement different SMC algorithms and are related
to our approach.
A tool that provides similar functionality is UPPAAL-SMC [42]. This tool supports SMC
for priced timed automata, which can have weights on transitions and probability distributions for the dwell time in locations. It supports hypothesis testing and probability comparison
and estimation by applying Wald’s sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) [187] and Monte
Carlo simulation with Chernoff-Hoeffding bound [79].
The probabilistic model checker PRISM was also extended with SMC functionality [106].
Similar to UPPAAL-SMC it supports priced timed automata, but it also supports discrete- and
continuous-time Markov chains, Markov decision processes and probabilistic automata. They
also support the same algorithms as UPPAAL-SMC, i.e., the SPRT and Monte Carlo simulation
with Chernoff-Hoeffding bound.
VESTA is another SMC tool that supports hypothesis testing of properties in probabilistic computation tree logic (PCTL) and continuous stochastic logic (CSL) [165]. For modelling, VESTA uses a language, which is related to PRISM in order to specify discrete-time
and continuous-time Markov chains. Furthermore, the tool includes an interface to describe
models in probabilistic rewrite theories with the algebraic specification language PMAUDE.
AlTurki and Meseguer [14] presented an extension of VESTA called PVESTA. This extension
includes parallel algorithms for SMC and client-server support.
Another statistical model checker called Ymer was presented by Younes [197]. It is similar to PVESTA and supports properties in PCTL and CSL and uses the SPRT. For modelling, it applies an extension of the PRISM language, which allows for the definition of timehomogeneous generalised semi-Markov processes.
The most similar to our work is from Jegourel et al. [94] and Boyer et al. [38]. First, they
had developed the SMC platform PLASMA, which was later replaced by the PLASMA-lab
library. The library can perform SMC for multiple modelling languages. For example, it
supports the PRISM language and biological languages, it has plugins for Matlab, SystemC
and further plugins can be implemented for other modelling languages. This is a nice feature,
because it allows for the creation of a custom statistical model checker. However, in order to
write a plugin for PLASMA-lab, a user has to be familiar with the architecture of the library
and also with the logics for the property definition. The library uses bounded linear temporal
logic (BLTL) for the definition of properties and as SMC algorithms it supports simple Monte
Carlo, Monte Carlo with Chernoff-Hoeffding bound and SPRT. Furthermore, Legay et al. [114]
presented an algorithm for change detection called cumulative sum (CUSUM), which was also
added to the PLASMA-lab library.
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Summary. Existing SMC tools often have a rather limited modelling language. In order
to reduce the effort in modelling and specification an additional layer of abstraction, i.e.,
“syntactic sugar”, can be added. For example, David et al. presented a simulation method
for biological systems for UPPAAL-SMC by translating these systems to timed automata [55].
Another approach that enables a high-level specification of Systems of Systems (SoS) and SoS
requirements was presented by Arnold et al. [16]. They show how a contract language can be
used to define properties, which they translate to BLTL formulas for PLASMA-lab. In contrast,
we do not introduce a new language for the model or property definition and hence do not
need translators. With C#, we utilise an existing high-level programming language familiar to
many developers in the industry. We show that the models and the properties to be checked
can be easily defined in an object-oriented programming language. There is no need to learn
a new notation or (temporal) logic.
Another advantage is the powerful test-data generators, which are the major ingredient
of PBT. These generators can be freely combined and are especially useful for applications,
which require a large amount of complex input data, like information systems. Additionally,
they support the generation of data with certain probability distributions, which is necessary
for stochastic models.
To the best of our knowledge, no existing work combines SMC with PBT, except for papers on PBT tools that report the number of passed and failed test-cases using Monte Carlo
simulation.

8.3

Model-Based Prediction and Verification of Performance

A number of related approaches in the area of PBT are concerned with testing concurrent software [19, 36, 48, 87, 90, 137]. For example, Claessen et al. [48] presented a testing method that
can find race conditions in Erlang with QuickCheck and a user-level scheduler called PULSE.
A similar approach was shown by Norell et al. [137]. They demonstrated an automated way
to test blocking operations, i.e., operations that have to wait until a certain condition is met.
Another concurrent PBT approach was demonstrated by Hughes et al. [90]. They showed
how PBT can be applied to test distributed file-synchronisation services, like Dropbox. The
closest related work we found in this area was from Arts [18]. It shows a load-testing approach
with QuickCheck that can run user scenarios on an SUT in order to determine the maximum
supported number of users. In contrast to our approach, Arts does not consider stochastic
usage profiles and the user scenarios are only tested on an SUT, but not simulated at modellevel.
Performance Testing. Related work is also in the area of performance testing [57, 126, 130,
184], which is a class of testing techniques for checking performance requirements that are
concerned with responsiveness, resource utilisation, availability, scalability, and reliability of
a system. The most common performance testing methods are load testing, where a system is
tested under an expected load that is usually achieved by simulating multiple users, and stress
testing, which aims to test the upper limits of a system and to find bottlenecks. Moreover,
there is a method called soak, endurance, or stability testing that produces expected load over
a long period in order to find issues, like memory leaks. Another technique, called volume
testing [132] tries to assess if a system supports large volumes of data, e.g., a large database.
There exist various tools for performance testing and load generation [153, 184], which
are related to our approach, since they also support the simulation of user populations. For
example, Neoload21 is a performance testing and measurement tool for mobile and web applications that can simulate user populations. A similar open source tool is Apache JMeter [74].
21 https://www.neotys.com/neoload/overview
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Initially, it was only built for websites, but since recently it also supports other applications
areas. Another tool called LoadRunner [96] from HP supports the simulation of thousands
of users and it works for various software platforms, like .NET or Java. The load-testing tool
LoadUI22 has its focus on web-service testing. It enables a flexible test execution that can be
modified while running, and it has an interactive graphical interface that supports an easy
configuration for the user. The tool was originally open source, but newer versions are only
commercially available.
The most related approaches are mainly in the area of load or stress testing. For example,
Menascé [127] presented a load testing approach for web sites that works with user interaction
scripts to simulate the user behaviour.
A similar approach for benchmarking web servers was illustrated by Banga and Druschel [27]. Their work introduced a new request generation strategy, and they measured
the effect of packet losses and network delays on the performance.
Another load-testing method was introduced by Draheim et al. [59]. They showed the
simulation of realistic user behaviour with stochastic models and workload models in order to
estimate the performance of web applications. A similar approach was presented by Lutteroth
and Weber [121].
A related stress testing approach was presented by Krishnamurthy et al. [103]. The work
shows a synthetic workload-generation technique that is based on request logs, and should
mimic real user behaviour. Moreover, the technique considers inter-request dependencies
and is intended for session-based systems. The approach is evaluated with a case study that
analysed response times of an e-commerce system.
Another stress testing methodology for finding load-limit points or bottlenecks of game
servers was illustrated by Kim et al. [99]. They applied a large number of virtual clients and
monitored hardware, network and response times. Their method was evaluated by applying
it to a massively multi-player online role-playing game.
In contrast to our work, classical performance or load testing is mostly performed directly
on an SUT. With our approach, we want to simulate user populations on the model-level as
well.
A related performance testing method with PBT was presented by Handley and Hutton [76]. The work showed the combination of QuickCheck with the Criterion benchmarking
library in order to enable a run-time analysis of PBT properties. Moreover, they applied a
ridge regression to estimate the time complexity of properties in relation to the input size. In
contrast to our work, they do not consider user behaviour and their focus is on time complexity of non-simultaneous run times, but we are interested in expected response times of
concurrent requests.
Performance Engineering. The area of performance engineering [149, 167, 168, 193] covers
further related work, i.e., various approaches were presented that focus on simulation on
model-level in order to predict performance.
For example, Becker et al. [30] presented a prediction method with a Palladio component
model, which is a meta-model for component-based software architectures that can include
performance indicators. With their method, they predicted response times of an online music repository for concurrent system usage. Moreover, they compared their prediction with
measurements from a real system.
Book et al. [37] presented a similar model-based approach for the prediction of response
times and communication costs of a web application that is accessed over a mobile channel.
Their approach works with dialog flow models and with log data including data volume
22 https://www.soapui.org/professional/loadui-pro.html
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and time. They apply it to simulate typical user interaction sequences for different mobile
channels.
Lu et al. [120] demonstrated a statistical response-time analysis. Their approach takes
response-time samples for the construction of a statistical model that is applied to derive
upper bounds for response-time estimates. The work is evaluated with a case study of an
industrial robotic control system.
Nourikhah et al. [139] show a model-based forecast method for quality of service values,
like response times. The method works with time series models and it considers long-range
dependencies in the quality of service data. For the evaluation, they took data from ten real
Internet web services in order to build their models, and they made predictions for a forecast
horizon of up to 48 hours.
Furthermore, there are various SMC approaches [54, 56, 200] that apply a performance
analysis or prediction with stochastic timed automata models.
Most of these approaches only apply a model-based analysis, and do not present an automated technique for the evaluation of their model on an SUT. In contrast, with our method we
can perform a model-based prediction, and we can also check the accuracy of our predictions
by directly testing an SUT within the same tool.
There are also some approaches or tools that can do both, a simulation with a model and
testing an SUT. Balsamo et al. [26] gave an overview of various model-based performanceprediction approaches and tools, and they also categorised the features of these tools. For
example, the performance-modelling tool SPE·ED [169] is one of these tools. It works with
message sequence charts and supports a model-based simulation, as well as an evaluation of
object-oriented systems. Another similar tool is called TwoTowers [33]. It is an open-source
software tool that can analyse both functional and performance properties. The tool works
with models defined in an architectural description language that is based on stochastic process algebras, and it can perform different analyses, like symbolic model checking or discrete
event simulation. A disadvantage of these approaches is that they still require a lot of manual effort, e.g., performance data is often only defined manually, since they are applied in an
early phase of the software-development life-cycle. In contrast, we also include an automated
approach for response-time learning with linear regression, and we can exploit PBT features,
because our approach is realised within a PBT tool.
Statistical Model Checking. In the area of SMC, there are also related tools that support
similar performance evaluations as our approach. The most related tool is UPPAAL SMC [42].
Similar to our approach, it provides SMC of priced timed automata, which can simulate user
populations. It also supports testing real implementations, but for this a test adapter needs
to be implemented, which, e.g., handles the form-data creation. In contrast, we can use PBT
features, like data generators, in order to automatically generate form data. In Addition, we
can model in a programming language. This helps testers, who are already familiar with this
language, as they do not have to learn new notations.
Related approaches also utilise learning techniques. For example, Grinchtein [73] learns
time-deterministic event-recording automata via active automata learning, which are similar
to our models. The learning method works with membership and equivalence queries that
are given to a teacher and it applies observation tables or timed decision trees, which are
minimised. A similar approach was presented by Verwer et al. [183]. They passively learn
probabilistic real-time automata from positive timed strings by applying statistical state merging and transition splitting. Schmidt et al. [161] also present a learning technique for positive
time-labelled data. They learn process models that are probabilistic real-time automata with a
state merging method that is based on clustering. In contrast to these learning approaches, we
learn response-time distributions and add them to existing automata models, and we present
a statistical performance prediction and testing method with SMC.
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Deployment Testing. Another domain with related work is deployment testing. For example, various approaches apply a performance analysis of system deployments [122, 154, 199].
However, in contrast to our work, they do not apply a model that is derived from a reference
SUT in order to evaluate the performance of SUT deployments under specific usage scenarios.
Evaluation of MQTT. Some other work already showed how MQTT can be tested functionally [151, 173] and even performance analyses have been performed for MQTT. For example,
Lee et al. [112] analysed the effects of the message payload size and the quality of service level
on the end-to-end delay and the packet loss rate. A similar analysis has been presented by
Thangavel et al. [176]. They compared MQTT to another similar protocol, called constrained
application protocol (CoAP), and evaluated the delay for different packet loss rates. Collina
et al. [51] also compared MQTT to an alternative solution, and they analysed the delay for
different subscriber numbers. However, these approaches did not apply a performance model
for simulating MQTT under different usage scenarios.
The most similar work to ours that also applied a performance evaluation of MQTT was
presented by Houimli et al. [85]. They modelled MQTT with probabilistic timed automata
and checked performance properties with UPPAAL SMC. However, they did not validate
their model against real implementations, and hence, it did not include real timing behaviour.
Summary. To the best of our knowledge, our work is novel. (1) No other work applies PBT
for evaluating stochastic properties of both real systems and stochastic models that include
learned response-time distributions. (2) We are the first who apply SMC to the performance
analysis of MQTT brokers with learned latency distributions, and who check the results from
the model against real MQTT brokers by performing hypothesis testing. (3) No other work
performs SMC on a learned timed model of a reference SUT to derive hypotheses that are
verified on SUT deployments in order to check, if they provide comparable response times for
given usage profiles.
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9

Conclusion

This chapter partially contains contents from all our previous publications that were discussed before
in Section 1.9 [3, 5, 6, 9, 12, 162].
In this chapter, we give answers to our research questions based on the experiments and
results of the previous chapters. We introduced our research questions in Section 1.5, now
we explain what was necessary to find answers for these questions. Moreover, we discuss
the contributions of this thesis, which consist of several new techniques that support our
performance evaluation method. Finally, we conclude the work and present potential future
work.

9.1

Research Questions

RQ1: Can business-rule models be applied as test models for property-based testing in
order to perform load testing and also to find bugs?
In Chapter 3, we have introduced an automated testing method that works with business-rule
models and is realised with a property-based testing (PBT) tool. We have illustrated, how to
translate business-rule models to extended finite state machines (EFSMs) in order to use them
as a source for test-case generation with PBT. We have formalised the underlying concepts
and algorithms of our method and presented an evaluation with an industrial web-service
application.
A question that might come up concerns the missing redundancy when generating the test
models from the business rules. If a rule engine would be implemented optimally, then our
approach would only test the interpreter of the business-rule models. However, in practice
programmers often change the source code without considering the rules. Hence, it makes
sense to verify that the system-under-test (SUT) still conforms to the model. Especially for
custom rule-engine implementations and evolving applications, it is important to test this
conformance. Therefore, we have developed an automated approach that verifies this conformance efficiently.
The evaluation has shown that our method is able to reveal bugs and issues that needed
to be fixed. Next, we discuss the kind of bugs we found.
RQ1.1: What kind of bugs and issues can be found?
We found eight issues that were confirmed by our industrial partner AVL. The issues concerned the SUT, the testing framework and the business-rule models. In the following, we
give an overview of the issues that we were able to find with our testing approach.
The business-rule models partially underspecified the SUT’s behaviour and there were deviations of the SUT from the business rules. For example, the business-rule models contained
queries for drop down menus that were less strict than the ones of the SUT.
Another issue was that the SUT produced wrong error messages and exceptions in some
cases, i.e., an error message contained wrong information.
We found problems with the string handling, e.g., tab characters were inconsistently replaced in the system. Additionally, there were insufficient regular expressions for the input
validation, which unintentionally allowed unwanted special characters.
Finally, the testing framework did not support all the functionality of the system. For
example, we found a task that worked normally, when it was performed with the graphical
user interface, but it was not possible to execute the task with the testing framework. More
details about these issues are given in Section 3.6.
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RQ1.2: What are the benefits and drawbacks compared to conventional model-based testing?
For conventional model-based testing (MBT), a model is usually created manually, which
requires a lot of effort and is prone to error.
With our approach, we can utilise an existing system artefact of the SUT as a source for
MBT. Hence, we have the advantage that we can nearly fully automate the testing process and
hereby reduce the manual effort. There is only the need for some human interventions, when
the business-rule models have underspecified behaviour.
A disadvantage of our approach is that our test oracle is only contained within our
business-rule models, and therefore the ability of finding bugs might be limited due to the
missing redundancy that was explained before. In contrast to this, for classical MBT the oracle is defined by the user, which allows the detection of a broader range of bugs. However,
we have shown that our approach is still able to reveal various bugs and issues. Hence, it
makes sense to apply business-rule models for testing, even if only limited types of bugs can
be found.
RQ1.3: What are adequate test-case generation strategies for such models?
The business-rule models were translated to EFSMs that were applied for PBT. With PBT, test
cases are generated with a random walk on the model. Additionally, we tested a test-case
generation strategy that works with model-based mutation testing. We applied MoMuT as an
external test-case generator for our PBT approach and combined the generated test sequences
with form data that was produced with FsCheck. The evaluation of this approach showed
that we can decrease the test-suite size compared to the random strategy, but the generation
time was much higher. Hence, this testing strategy would primarily make sense when the test
execution is costly and has to be reduced. However, we prefer the random strategy, because
the test-case generation is much faster and it can already cover most of the model with just a
few test cases. More details about these generation methods are explained in Chapter 3.
Other test-case generation strategies, like search-based or coverage-based methods, might
also be suited for business-rule models. The investigation of such methods is a potential topic
for future work.
RQ2: Is it possible to perform statistical model checking within a property-based testing
tool?
In Chapter 4, we have illustrated that statistical model checking (SMC) algorithms can be
integrated into a PBT tool. For this integration, we introduced new SMC properties that take
a classical PBT property, parameters for an SMC algorithm and configurations for PBT as
input and produce a quantitative or qualitative result. They apply the PBT property in order
to produce samples, which are utilised for the evaluation with SMC. We have implemented
the SMC properties for commonly used SMC algorithms: for the Monte Carlo simulation
(with Chernoff-Hoeffding bound), for the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) and for the
cumulative sum (CUSUM) algorithm.
RQ2.1: What are the differences to conventional statistical model checking?
By repeating case studies from the SMC literature, we have demonstrated that we can perform
evaluations like conventional SMC. The major difference is that we do not need a specialised
language for the model or property definition, since we can utilise a high level programming
language. This is especially helpful for testers from industry, who do not have to learn new
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notations to apply our method. Moreover, defining the properties in a programming language
has the advantage that we can include features, like loop functionality. Conventional temporal
logics that are used to define properties often do not support such features. More details about
this issue are given in Section 4.4.1.
RQ2.2: What kind of questions can be answered?
With our SMC approach we can evaluate various questions about the probability of properties
of both stochastic models and systems, which is also an advantage of our integration, since
most other tools do not provide this feature. We have implemented SMC algorithms that allow
us to compute the probability of a given property with a required confidence and a maximum
error, we can assess which of two given probabilities is closer to the true probability of the
property, and we can evaluate if a change in the probability can be detected. Further SMC
algorithms might allow us to answer additional types of questions, but in this work our focus
was to show the feasibility of an SMC integration into PBT.

RQ3: Can a property-based testing tool be applied to predict the probability that a
system satisfies certain response-time thresholds for specific user populations?
We have demonstrated that we can predict the probability of questions about the expected response time of an SUT as described in Section 6.1. In order to simulate a user population, we
apply several stochastic timed automata models concurrently. These models include learned
response-time distributions and are combined with usage profiles, which represent the behaviour of real users. We apply these models for a Monte Carlo simulation with ChernoffHoeffding bound, which allows us to compute the answer for questions, like “What is the
probability that the response time of all requests within a task sequence of a fixed length, i.e.,
a test case, is under a specific threshold for each user within a population?”, or “What is the
probability that the latency of each interaction of a client within a given MQTT setup is under
a certain threshold?”.
RQ3.1: What kind of user populations can be simulated?
We have shown that we can simulate user populations of various sizes. The populations
consist of users that interact with the system according to given usage profiles, which describe
how frequent certain inputs should be performed and also how much time is required for the
input. Example usage profiles were illustrated in Section 6.1. Ideally such profiles should be
based on recordings of the real usage of a system. Unfortunately, this was not possible in our
case. Hence, we created these profiles in cooperation with domain experts.
RQ3.1: How fast is the prediction?
In order to speed up the simulation in comparison to the real execution of the SUT, we applied
a virtual time that is a fraction of real time. For our experiments, we used a virtual time of
1/10 of the actual time. This allowed us to run models 10 times as fast as the execution of
the SUT. This was especially important, since we applied a Monte Carlo simulation with a
high number of samples for the prediction. Concrete run-time examples of our method are
presented in Chapter 7.
Note that different virtual time settings are possible, but it is important to select the setting
in a way such that the sample-generation time does not negatively influence the simulation.
Hence, we can only accomplish a limited speed up by applying a virtual time.
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RQ4: Is it possible to verify these predictions about the expected response time by
directly testing a system-under-test?
In Section 6.2, we have shown how we can apply hypothesis testing in order to evaluate the
predicted probability of our model simulation. We test the prediction power of our model
by checking if the probability of the SUT is not much worse and not much higher than the
predicted probability of the SUT. Hence, we check if the SUT is at least as good as our model
predicted and additionally we test if the SUT is not much better.
RQ4.1: What is an efficient way to test the predictions?
We apply the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT), which is a hypothesis testing method, as
explained in Section 2.2.3. This algorithm allows us to stop sampling, when there is enough
evidence to decide for a hypothesis. Hence, we need fewer samples as required for the initial
Monte Carlo simulation, which is especially important since a direct test of the SUT is costly,
when we apply realistic user-input times.
The evaluation has shown that we only need about 276 samples in the worst case and
usually less than 50 samples, which is much better than the 1060 samples that we need for a
Monte Carlo simulation.
RQ4.2: How accurate are the predictions?
In order to assess the accuracy of our predictions, we have performed two SPRTs, one for
checking probability of the SUT is not much worse, and one for testing if it is not much higher.
We applied this method in order to evaluate the learned models for the TFMS. The results are
illustrated in Section 7.1. The evaluation showed that our predictions were inaccurate in a
few cases, i.e., they were either too optimistic or pessimistic. In Section 7.4, we discuss the
possible reasons for the limitations of our models. However, our prediction were still accurate
in most of the cases and moreover, we were still able to efficiently verify predictions with our
proposed method.

9.2

Contributions

Next, we summarise the major contributions of this thesis that were presented in the previous
chapter.
A main contribution is a new MBT approach that applies XML business-rule models in
the form of EFSMs for PBT. The aim of this method is to perform load testing, but it was also
able to find functional bugs. A partial contribution of this approach, was the formalisation
of the underlying concepts and algorithms of PBT with EFSMs and of the translation of the
business-rule models to EFSM. Moreover, we presented an extended description of our ruleengine driven SUT and evaluated it in an industrial case study.
Another fundamental contribution is the extension of a PBT tool with SMC algorithms.
We integrated the SMC algorithms into PBT by introducing SMC properties that enable a
statistical evaluation of PBT properties. With this integration, we can apply the modelling
notations from PBT and evaluate PBT properties instead of logical formulas that are used
in conventional SMC approaches, and we can analyse both stochastic models and systems.
Another partial contribution of this extension is the support for a statistical conformance
analysis of a stochastic faulty system by comparing it to an ideal model. The approach was
demonstrated for the PBT tool FsCheck, and we published the source in order to contribute to
the community. Moreover, we illustrated the applicability of this approach by implementing
common SMC algorithms, and we repeated evaluations from the SMC literature.
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The next essential contribution is our method of extending a functional model with learned
non-functional aspects in order to perform SMC. We have shown how we can apply modelbased testing to produce log data that includes response times of simultaneous requests.
Based on this data, we learned response-time distributions via linear regression and integrated
them into our functional model. Hence, we have illustrated an automated method that enables
the enhancement of functional models with non-functional timing aspects.
Building upon our extended functional models, the next central contribution is a modelbased simulation method that can predict the expected performance of a system. We demonstrated that these models can be applied to evaluate the response time of different usage
scenarios. The evaluation is performed with a Monte Carlo simulation, which allows us to
find approximate answers to questions about the expected performance, like “How likely will
the system satisfy certain response-time thresholds?”.
Moreover, another major contribution is an efficient evaluation method that can test the
accuracy of our computed model predictions with hypothesis testing. We apply the sequential
probability ratio test to check if probabilities that were computed with a model simulation are
close to the true probabilities of the SUT. With this prediction and evolution approach, we aim
to maximise the user satisfaction by identifying usage scenarios that show a poor performance.
Finally, the last main contribution is the evaluation of our performance prediction and
testing approach with two case studies. We applied our method to an industrial web-service
application (the TFMS) and also to IoT protocol implementations (for MQTT). An additional
interesting contribution of the evaluation is a new application possibility of our method for
deployment testing. We demonstrated that we can apply computed hypotheses from a reference system in order to test the performance of various system deployments with different
hardware or network settings.

9.3

Conclusions

In order to conclude this work, we come back to the thesis statements that were introduced
in Section 1.7 and explain why we think that they are valid. The thesis statements were the
following:
1. The application of business-rule models for model-based testing makes sense for finding
bugs and also for load testing. It also supports a higher degree of automation since no
manual model definition is needed, like it is usually the case for model-based testing.
2. The application of a functional model for model-based testing enables the extension
of the functional model to a model with non-functional behaviour. This can, e.g., be
done by learning non-functional aspects, like the response time, from log data collected
during the execution of model-based testing.
3. Such an extended model enables a prediction of non-functional properties with a Monte
Carlo simulation and these predictions can be efficiently verified with hypothesis testing,
since this usually can be done with fewer samples.
We believe that these statements were already supported by the previous sections of this
chapter, but we want to highlight the most important points once again.
In order to substantiate the first statement, we have developed an automatic test-case
generation approach for business-rule models of a web-service application. We applied this
approach to an industrial case study and showed that we can find bugs and that it enables
capturing of log data for load testing. In our opinion, this approach makes sense, because it
can be nearly fully automated, it can perform important consistency checks, and it facilitates
the generation of load data.
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For the second statement, we have demonstrated that we can enhance a functional model
with response-time distributions, which were learned form log data that we obtained from
model-based testing. This method is useful, because it can further exploit already existing
functional models for the evaluation of non-functional properties, like performance.
In order to support the third statement, we have introduced a simulation method that
applies a timed model for predicting the expected system response-times for users. Moreover,
we have shown how such predictions can efficiently be evaluated with hypothesis testing.
We believe that this method is helpful, because it enables a fast performance prediction for
various usage scenarios, and because it can reduce the testing time that is needed on the real
system.
To sum up, this thesis presented various novel techniques, and we have evaluated their
usefulness with several case studies. The results were promising. We demonstrated that we
can efficiently test functional and non-functional properties of industrial systems. Additionally, our techniques support a high degree of automation and are applicable for testers from
industry, since they can be performed with common programming languages.
Finally, we are happy to report that we received positive feedback from our industrial
partner AVL. They are pleased with our developed techniques and will integrate them into
their regular test cycles. Moreover, it is planned that our methods will be further applied and
extended in future projects.

9.4

Future Work

In this section, we will describe potential future work that could be applied to further improve
the methods that were discusses in this thesis. We limit this description to the following points
that we consider the most promising.
An interesting extension for our testing method with business-rule models that might
enhance the bug detection capability is fuzzing [171]. In order to apply this technique, it
is necessary to produce inputs and test data that are invalid according to the business-rule
models. For example, we could test tasks that are not enabled in the current system state
or produce form data that does not meet the restrictions of the business-rule models, like
values that are larger than an allowed maximum value. This extension could be realised by
introducing custom generators for invalid data and it might reveal faults that are caused by a
wrong implementation of the business-rule models. However, our existing approach was still
effective for finding bugs and our focus was on producing load data. Hence, we were more
interested in producing valid data.
Furthermore, a potential topic for future work is another comparison with a different testcase generation strategy for our business-rule models. In this thesis, we have evaluated the
default random generation approach and compared it to a generation strategy that is based
on model-based mutation testing. The benefits of the mutation-based approach were that the
test suite size could be reduced, but the generation time was much higher. However, other
generation strategies might overcome this drawback and provide other advantages.
Another enhancement that can be implemented for our SMC integration are additional
SMC algorithms. There are some other algorithms, like an alternative hypothesis testing
method [163], that support other application areas or have some advantages compared to the
conventional algorithms. The investigation of such methods would make sense, because it
might increase the efficiency or enlarge the scope of applications. With our SMC approach,
new algorithms can be easily integrated into a PBT tool by introducing a new SMC property.
An improvement that is possible for our performance evaluation method is the integration
of all steps of the process into one tool. Now, we nearly perform all the steps in C# and
FsCheck. Only the learning phase is done externally with a different tool. Integrating this
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phase into our C# tool could further increase the usability and efficiency of our approach. It
would reduce the communication effort between the tools, like parsing the regression models,
and make the application of our approach easier, since no additional tool would need to be
installed.
Alternative learning methods [78, 190] are also promising future work. Since linear regression still requires high manual effort, e.g., for feature engineering or data preprocessing, it
might make sense to apply other learning methods that allow a higher degree of automation.
Moreover, they could also help to further improve the accuracy of our performance prediction.
However, for our approach it is important that the learning method produces a fast prediction
in order support our simulation that is accelerated by using a virtual time, i.e., a fraction of
real time. Hence, the selection of the learning algorithms is limited to methods that fulfil
this requirement. We are currently in the process of investigating if neural networks can be
applied within our performance evaluation approach.
Another interesting extension of our method, is an analysis of the applicability for performance indicators other than response times, e.g., for energy consumption. In this work, we
only illustrated the evaluation of timing aspects, but in principle our method can also be applied for other non-functional properties or costs. In order to perform this extension, it would
be necessary to record the desired properties in the log files and it may also be necessary to
implement a different integration of the learned results into the functional model.
In summary, it can be said that this thesis presented several novel contributions to the field
of property-based testing and statistical model checking. However, there is still potential for
improvements and extensions. We are currently working on some of these points, and we
hope that also other researchers will take up our ideas and continue our research.
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